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“Our three new Digital Film Consoles (DFCs) represent the first big leap forward in mixing technology since the early analogue days.

“The DFCs provide the first all-digital, completely automated platform for feature film mixing. You can handle more tracks than ever before, and there is a marked improvement in sound quality by staying in the digital domain.

“The DFCs equalisation and signal processing are far beyond what any other console offers today,”

Chris Jenkins, President, Todd-AO
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**Soft fixtures and wire**

A **CONVERSATION** that will always make me sit up and listen is that old chestnut of what constitutes a professional product. While tedious in the extreme, some still feel moved to pontificate upon the subject with pseudo-philosophical gravity, and therein lies the sport. To understand you must first dismiss, for reasons of clarity, the precise meaning of the word 'professional' because you are entering the realm of those who see the world in monochromatic simplicity, or who are playing the provocative mock-intellectual.

The former camp likes to see XLRs, transformers, and a hefty price on its boxes, and will sing to you the you-get-what-you-pay-for ballad. The latter will try to shock you with the revelation that the vocals on the last Great Throttle single were recorded on a portastudio in Trap 3 of the gentleman’s toilets in Camden Town—Traps 1 and 2 were used as drum and brass iso respectively. And did you know that it is the fastest selling single since Bell End’s *Chandler Like Thunder* which itself was recorded in a large trunk? Conclusion: anything can be deemed professional if it is used in the creation of commercial product.

By extrapolation we are quickly within a grail’s whisker of discussing the professional merits of bedroom soft-fixtures and wire. But the attitudes get you. You are forced to use that old flange box even though you know that the atrocious background noise will be a real problem. Your hand is stayed from screwing the o200 dual compressor into the rack by someone who asks why you are so prepared to risk the integrity of your entire signal path with such a cheap unit. Pro is a matter of attitude, and it’s why you can do a perfectly adequate ‘to a standard’ job with budget gear and foul up big time in Studio A. Acknowledging that there are differences between items of gear is a major achievement because it will allow you to make decisions about what you intend to use from an enlightened and experienced standpoint. It is all about playing to the strengths of what you use and not what you use it on. Cassette can still cut it in radio reporter acquisition, but finds few friends in purist classical recordings; although, faced with the challenge, there are those who would produce markedly superior results with it than the rest of us. Attitude is the key, and it should never be so narrow that it precludes you from working.

Zeon Schoepke, executive editor

**Standard Issue**

IT **WOULD BE EASY** to lend weight to what follows by dropping the names of the industry heavies who have sought to discuss it with me. And weight is what is required, given what is at stake. The problem with name-dropping, however, is that we too readily tend to respond to the personalities rather than the issues they proffer, so instead, I will open by pointing out that the April issue of the *Journal of the Audio Engineering Society* devotes a considerable amount of space to surround-sound-related matters.

Not that the names in *AES* are lightweight, of course, but the papers confine themselves to technical issues and back up their positions with the usual fare of AES papers—loquacious English, arcane equations, sweeping graphics, copious references... It is the essential stuff of industry foundation, but it stops short of championing issues—and surround is an issue of epic proportions for the pro-audio industry.

Although my own recollections of the seventies quadraphony fiasco are restricted to touring hi-fis shows with adolescent awe, it is this precedent that forms one of the tenets of the New Surround Activists’ agenda. Technologically inferior to today’s systems, the SQ, QS, and even CD4 formats exposed many of surround’s fundamental obstacles (from acoustic to domestic), ultimately failing through lack of consumer acceptance. Since then we have been through the so-called format wars waged between early domestic VTR systems, the introduction of CD, and the chaos that surrounded MiniDisc and DCC. Further issues have arisen through interim advances in technology—compatibility between the Dolby Stereo carried by so many films, and the audio compression systems being lined up to deliver them, for example. Today, the climate appears more ready to favour surround’s success than it did 25 to 30 years ago, but only if we have learned the lessons offered.

What is desperately needed is serious and open discussion—and ultimately agreement—on a variety of key issues. Potentially, surround sound represents unprecedented opportunities for pro-audio. But unless we organise ourselves it will be a missed opportunity—at best.

Tim Goodyer, editor
Focused on Film ... 

Perfect for Post

Avant is the only digital console with a control surface designed specifically for multi-channel film mixing and video post production. SSL's Real Time Resource Processing means that all the controls on every channel are always available, whether the console has 24 channels with a single operator or 96 channels and three film mixing positions. Avant combines the look and feel of a traditional analogue console with all the digital benefits of dynamic automation plus global or selective snapshot instant reset. With 32 main mix buses, 24 pre-dub buses and a 64 x 8 digital monitor matrix, Avant becomes the logical choice for multi-channel surround sound mixing.

"it's the overall flexibility and expansion capabilities of Avant that convinced us."

Alan Snelling, Anvil Post Production, UK.

"Mrs Brown" Image courtesy Ecosse Films.

Solid State Logic

International Headquarters
Begbroke Oxford OX5 1RU England
Tel: +44 (1865) 842300
Fax: +44 (1865) 842118
Email: sales@solid-state-logic.com
http://www.solid-state-logic.com
Avid alliance

Avid Technology has formed a strategic alliance with Microsoft through its acquisition of Softimage. Avid’s nonlinear video and audio systems will benefit from the association of Softimage’s 3D and 2D animation and compositing software systems.

The move is accompanied by the appointment of Softimage founder, Daniel Langlois, to Avid’s board of directors. Softimage will cost Avid US$285m in consideration of stock options held by Microsoft and Softimage employees.

Microsoft will receive $79m in cash, a subordinate note in the amount of $5m, Avid common stock valued at $95m and a warrant valued at $32m. The Avid common stock in the transition will consist of approximately 2,344 million shares valued at $39.71 per share. The warrant, that has a life of ten years and is exercisable beginning in the third year, will permit Microsoft to purchase 1,355 million shares of Avid common stock at $47.65 per share.

On completion, Microsoft will own approximately 9.1% of Avid outstanding stock, excluding the unexercised warrant. Microsoft has agreed not to purchase any additional Avid common stock for a period of five years and to maintain its investment for a minimum of three years.

Additionally, Avid will issue options valued at $76m to purchase 1.912 million shares of Avid common stock at a nominal price of $0.1 per share, to Softimage employees in consideration of their unvested Microsoft stock options which will be forfeited in the transaction.

Net: www.avid.com

Austria: Vienna’s famous Opera House has been renovated and includes a new sound system based on the JBL HLA, Venue and Sound Power sound reinforcement systems. The venue will accommodate over 2,000 people and was rebuilt following bombing during WWII to reopen in 1955. The new renovation involved the use of room modelling using JBL’s CAD P2 simulation system and has resulted in the use of a ‘surround type’ installation involving 12 VS2218 Venue cabinets, four HLA 4895 cabinets and a pair of Sound Power SP128 LF cabinets. Extensive use has also been made of DSC280 digital controllers.

On-line copyright

US: An American initiative to protect the interests of copyright holders in the Internet has been formed by an ‘ad hoc’ coalition of high technology, telecommunication and creative industries whose aim is to urge the US Congress to approve protective legislation.

The WIPO Copyright Treaties Implementation Act (HR 2281) is intended to allow the implementation of two international treaties dating from 1996 and is claimed not to ‘fundamentally change’ US copyright law, but should prohibit business and activities regarded by its supporters as designed to undermine technologies protecting on-line material. It would also clarify legal responsibilities on the Net and make service providers more readily accountable for piracy conducted over their networks.

Among those forming the alliance are AT&T, Bell Atlantic, the Motion Picture Association of America, the Recording Industry Association of America, Sony Pictures, Time Warner, Walt Disney Company, Twentieth Century Fox and Universal Studios.

RIAA, US. Tel: +1 202 775 0101

UK: Two industry figures have died unexpectedly in recent months—co-founder of The Professional Monitor Company, Adrian Loader, and Sarner International’s Peter Sarner. The unrelated events saw Loader pass away on 17th May after a short illness and Sarner die suddenly on his 50th birthday, 10th April. Loader was well-known for his work on loudspeaker design having begun in the industry with the BBC and spent time with FWO Bauch before establishing PMC with Pete Thomas. Sarner made his name in Britain’s audio-visual visitor attractions industry in which he had been active for some 30 years.
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British independent broadcaster Granda Television has replaced its mag film with an 80-stube digital broadcast system around the new DAR 888808 MO. The system will be accessible from both of Granada's dubbing theatres with transfer and copying duties taking up any capacity BBC TV. Meanwhile, with a new dubbing studio at Euston Studios, based around a 24-fader, 64-input, 888860 Virtua console and Aki. ID 1500 hard disk recorder. The facility will be dedicated to dubbing of the EastEnders soap West Country Television in a second E8-pipe studio with a DD 1500 for regional programme production.

DAR, UK. Tel: +44 1237 748248, Soundtracs, UK. Tel: +44 181 388 5000, Aki. UK, Tel: +44 181 897 6388.

■ Nashville’s Seventeen Grand Recording has opened a second room based around a Euphonix C8000 desk. The 104-fader console is a 1.1 surround capable and is part of an expansion programme that involves move control, live and overdub-lounge rooms designed by Seventeen’s Jake Niceley and Michael Cronin. Acoustic Con- struction Studio 2 has complemented the Neve VR60-equipped Studio 1. Elsewhere in Nashville’s recording community, Al Schmitt has bought a Studer D110, ACL, and a preamp.

■ Seventeen Grand, US. Tel: +1 615 327 9040, Euphonix, US. Tel: +1 818 766 1658, Studer, US. Tel: +1 615 391 3599/W +1 415 326 7030.

■ The Japanese studios of Tokyo Broad- casting System Inc have recently been refurbished to include two Amek 9089-analogue consoles. Occupying two of the four studios at TBS Tokyo Midtown complex, the 48-input consoles will be used primarily for spoken word and FX recording to DD digital VTR.

TBS, Japan. Tel: +81 3 3234 2295, Amek, UK. Tel: +1 461 834 6747.

■ Canadian film and TV post facility FAME Mediation has bought a second Laffont Panoramic film console identical to the 68-input desk installed last year. The new console is at the heart of a new room currently under construction, and will be equipped with Fitting Faders. it has a 402-point TT patchbay permitting it to process 21 simultaneous audio channels.

Euphonix Labs, France. Tel: +33 1 3473 6593.

■ Malaysian concert hall, Dewan Filharmoni, Petronas, will open in August with a 48-fader AME New Capitol console. Serviced by a custom video monitoring and remote system, the desk will be linked to the hall’s stage from its Abbey Road Studio-ADS designed studio. Down the peninsula, Singapore’s new Green Room music and post facility has opened with a Euphonix C5000 console, Otari Radar hard disk recorder, Studer Dyaxis II and Genelec 1031 monitoring.

AMS Neve, UK. Tel: +44 1282 457011, Genelec, Finland. Tel: +358 17 913311.

■ Swedish music mecca, Real World Studios, has bought a second Sony Oxford digital console making it the first European studio to do so. John Oram has taken his first UK order for the digitally-controlled ana- logue Series-48 desk that is bound for a new custom recording facility in East Lon- don. Elsewhere in London, Chiswick River studio has been shopping for Lexicon Fo- cusrite and te electronic outboard. KMR monitors and an HH-CD recorder while Abbey Road has taken two further Total- systems 590A for its interactive and DVD suites.

Real World, UK. Tel: +44 225 743188, Chiswick River, UK. Tel: +41 181 995 2647, Abbey Road, UK.

Tape awards

US: Both Quantegy and Entec have been handing out recording awards recently.

Quantegy’s Golden Reel was presented to the husband and wife partnership of jazz guitarist Larry Carlton and singer Michelle Pillar Carlton for use of Quantegy tape in both recording and production success. The evening at Nashville’s Leows Vanderbilt Plaza was furthered by a performance from Michelle Pillar Carlton in front of a selection of Nashville’s many producers and artists. Entec’s Master Award was pre- sented to producer Tommy Lipuma, engineer Al Schmitt and New York’s Avatar Studios for their parts in jazz singer Diana Krall’s No.1 album, Lotus-Serenade, and the choice of BASS tape.

Both media manufacturers were also sponsors of the first Audio Masters Golf Tournament held in Nashville to benefit the AES Nashville Section Engineers Relief Fund, along with the likes of Audio Technica, Studer, Otari, Amek and a number of recording studios. The Tournament was won by the team from Nashville’s Starstruck Studios lead by David Malloy.

Australia: A new Australian touring production of the musical Grease will make particular use of the automation of a pair of Soundcraft console for its demanding monitoring setup. Key cast members will use in-ear monitoring while the musicians use headphones, the mix for all of which are delivered by Series Five and SM424 consoles. All inputs arrive at the Series Five from which the automated scene muting is used to enable required monitor mixes and disable those assosiated with scene changes. Soundcraft, UK.

Tel: +44 1707 665000
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Pure Gold Sound Investment

THE ULTIMATE SOLUTION TO DIRECT-TO-DIGITAL RECORDING

INPUT
- Stereo/Dual Mono Mic Preamp
- True 48V Phantom Power
- 24 bit AD Converters
- Lo Cut Filter
- Soft Limiter
- AES/EBU
- S/PDIF
- ADAT™

PROCESSING
- 48/96 kHz Internal Dynamics Processing
- Expanders/Gate
- Compressors
- EQs
- DE-ESSER/Dynamic EQ
- DRG™ Digital Radiance Generator
- Microphone Time Alignment Delay
- M/S Encoding/Decoding

OUTPUT
- 24 bit DA Converters
- AES/EBU
- S/PDIF
- ADAT
- Analog XLR
- Simultaneous Analog and Digital Outputs

RECALL THE MAGIC: Versatile factory presets and custom user banks enable you to save the exact settings from your favorite recordings and recall them at will, saving you hours of work in the studio.

TC ELECTRONIC A/S, SINDALSVEJ 34, DK-8240 RISSKOV, DENMARK - PHONE: +45 8621 7599 - FAX: +45 8621 7598
EMAIL INFO@TCELECTRONIC.COM - HTTP://WWW.TCELECTRONIC.COM
TC ELECTRONIC GMBH - FLUGHAFENSTRASSE 52B - 22335 HAMBURG - TEL: (040) 5310 8399 - FAX: (040) 5310 8398
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Proximity alarm

MAY I TAKE very gentle and respectful issue on one small point John Watkinson makes in his 'Microphone Principles' article (Studio Sound, May 1998, page 93)? He says that 'a cardioid will have 6dB less proximity effect...'. Basically I'm sure this is true, however, some years ago I got quite fascinated by proximity effect and went to quite a lot of trouble doing the maths and realised that the important thing is the effective delay (or path length, if you like) between diaphragm front and the rear via the phase shift network. The longer this is, the less the proximity effect.

There are two contrasting practical examples: one is the (in my view) seriously underrated Calrec CC01 (I think) cardioid which has a very marked proximity effect, as one might expect from its construction. The other is the AKG D202, which has a very long path length, because the rear apertures are a long way back, and the proximity in this is quite minimal. In fact, if I remember correctly, this was a point made in the advertising.

Enough of this carping. Please keep up with your splendid work. I hope the many-headed, dwelling in the outer darkness, read and absorb what you write. The cynic in me feels that they are beyond redemption, but I may be wrong, and perhaps you have evidence to the contrary.

Michael Talbot-Smith, Worcs, UK.

Ribbon rules

AT THE RISK of showing my age (too late to worry, I suppose), I must comment on the point about ribbon microphones (Studio Sound, June 1998, page 53, last paragraph) in which Malcolm Addley ridicules the rule about not using ribbon mics horizontally.

Of course, modern ribbons are too small to sag, but the original BBC AXB and AXBT microphones had ribbons about 5-inch in length, and we were told at the BBC not to use them horizontally because the ribbon sag was enough to be detectable. The ribbon didn't exactly 'pop out of the pole pieces', but if it wasn't centralised the output could be affected. We were also told that a slight tilt away from the sound source could be usefully utilised to reduce sibilance problems with some announcers, as the ribbon was so long that HF cancellation occurred along its length. (We didn't have EQ in those days!)

John L Andrews, Marketing Director, Solid State Logic, UK

Frankly speaking

I'VE JUST BEEN READING Philip Newell's piece on speaker testing (Studio Sound, April 1998). Phil starts well, goes on to argue himself into a corner and then, accepting that there is no sensible way to test a speaker anyway, tells us that he is going to continue the series with measurements 'that can then be correlated with the subjective opinions of the loudspeaker users'. Huh?

I'm sure that the industry will continue to try to bring about an ecumenical situation between the slide rule brigade (yes, I'm getting old) and us psychoacousticians, but in the final analysis they will continue to fail. A rubbish loudspeaker will show up on the impulse response tests as awful, but the same set of tests will never reveal the subtlety of a first class studio monitor. Of course Michael Gerzon and Richard Heyser were right about the impossibility of true fidelity, but that's simplistic; they both had much more influential things to say than that!

In a funny sort of reverse way your 'Open Mic' page is on the same sort of wavelength. Todd Wells is crying in his beer about how different and difficult digital engineering is from our old analogue systems. The world has moved on Todd.

I'm surrounded by digital goodies produced for PCs in the Joemeek Studio; and they all work, with remarkably few bugs, less in fact than we used to achieve in the early days of analogue mixers of similar complexity. (I hasten to add that they are not necessarily 'good' because of that!) We're even fitting digital backends to Joemeek compressors without the forecast doom that Todd expects.

I'm enjoying the world of audio now more than ever before. We all have better equipment, we can all make better sounds and recordings and we (theoretically) have more time to enjoy them. Let's admit a diversity between theoreticians and artists and enjoy the music.

Ted Fletcher, Joemeek, UK

Off track

I REGRET TO INFORM YOU that Richard Buskin's statement that multichannel audio did not exist until the digital formats is horribly off the mark. Four-track magnetic sound was quite common in the better theatres in the late fifties, and that's not even counting the multitrack systems that were part of more specialised formats like VistaVision or Cinemascope, or the special system developed for Fantasia.

What is worse is that I am sorry to say that some of the older formats sounded better than the some of the newer digital formats. But they died a slow and painful death due to the high cost of operating them as television killed off much of the theatres in the sixties and seventies.

Scott Dorsey, Kludge Audio, Williamsburg, VA, US.
New delivery channels, including DVD, satellite, cable, digital TV and the internet, are providing an explosive increase in the number of routes available to deliver material to an ever-more enlightened audience, demanding complex levels of audio format.

This in turn has created a requirement for powerful audio tools capable of generating and controlling these significantly more complex formats, effortlessly combining and distributing the increase in the numbers of audio channels.

Manual operation is no longer an option. Are you ready for this?

People who work with Soundtracs DPC-II Digital Production Consoles are:

- Assured of 60 automated channels with comprehensive digital audio processing, controlled by an intuitive worksurface.
- Also dubbing in all current and known future mix formats in 24 bit and feeling secure with the knowledge that 'future proof' 96kHz resolution and 7.1 operation is built in.
- Saving time by opening up creative possibilities with each new project they produce.

For a full colour prospectus or better still book a personal demonstration simply call Soundtracs.
Alesis M20 and Studer V-Eight

The ADAT format forge ahead with the release of two flagship Type II machines from two leading pro-audio lights. Dave Foister compares and contrasts, and explores the options.

No doubt about it, Alesis is bidding for the big time. Having dominated the home-professional market for so long (so much so that the word ADAT is to digital 8-track as Hoover is to vacuum cleaners—how many times have you heard someone refer to a Tascam ADAT?) the company is moving determinedly up-market with attacks on several fronts. The first was word length, with the XT20 (Studio Sound, June 90), making Alesis the first to give its 20 bits on such a format, and now we have the facilities contender: the M20 goes all out to provide all the features and functions known to professional man in a no-compromise attempt to move on from the home studio image.

Everything about the new machine points to this, from the size to the weight, and even a casual glance at either the front or the back shows how much is on offer. Facilities which used to need additional bits, like the SBC, are clearly accessible directly, and it is evident that the M20 is much more complete and self-contained than any ADAT before. This is not a souped-up semi-pro machine, but a full-blooded industrial recorder; there’s hardly a jack socket in sight, but a panel full of XLRs to gladden the heart.

This is the first striking thing on the back. The unbalanced +4dB connectors have gone, replaced by balanced +4dB ins and outs, alongside the familiar balanced XLRs, and the 16-pin connectors. The M20 has a dedicated control surface that contains the features and functions known to professional man in a no-compromise attempt to move on from the home studio image.
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trating delays. Wind speed is more than twice as fast as an XT, and parking is more direct and precise—just what is needed when chasing code. The whole transport is remarkably free of mechanical noises apart from a smooth whir, and despite the speed the impression is that the tape is in fact being treated much more gently than before. The intelligence with which the machine searches is clearly improved, with virtually no overshoot and constantly changing speed control. It manages smooth transitions between Wind and Play—without stopping first— of a kind normally expected only on high-end, open-reel machines. This fast slick tape handling is part of what the M20 is all about, but the other is its built-in sophistication: anything you have ever been able to do with an ADAT via the Big Remote Control can now be done directly on the machine. Thus there are 100 locator memories; all can be named, and there is a list of useful labels—Verse 1, Chorus 2, Bridge and so on—which can be used to save time, and even customised. The keypad provides both numeric and character entry, using the same system as the BRC where each key carries a number and three letters—much faster than data entry wheels or nudge buttons once you get used to it. Comprehensive signal routing is available directly using the meter screen and the track buttons, this allows input sources to be a mixture of analogue and digital inputs routed to other tracks, and limited sources to be sensibly duplicated across tracks so the machine can be used with 4-bus or even stereo mixers. Copying tracks is set up in much the same way, and there is also access to the individual track delays. All this and more forms a data file about the project in hand which can be recorded in the Data area at the head of the tape and loaded back in next time, restoring all the locations, names and detailed settings—one of the biggest practical pluses of ADAT to my mind.

But the M20 goes considerably further than just squeezing the BRC's functionality into the recorder—useful as it is, manipulating the little buttons on an upright front panel can never be as easy as hitting the big ones on a remote control panel, so for many purposes half of this stuff might never get used as there will be a remote available anyway. An important new introduction on the M20 is the Auxiliary track, allowing a jog-shuttle wheel to be used with the same kind of precision as on an analogue recorder. Scrubbing direct from digital tape is never very successful—hard drives can do it well, but tape needs some kind of RAM buffer to offer remoteable audio. The M20 has another idea: a dedicated analogue linear track with the flexibility to record whatever you want so that it can be scrubbed directly with the wheel. It has its own input and output on the track, and will record signal from this input along with any other inputs that are selected to it. These signals are mixed on to the Aux track as well as being recorded digitally on their own tracks. During a search operation, the track appears not only at its dedicated output but also on the outputs of the tracks it was recording, giving way to the digital tracks when the machine goes into Play. An Auto function will record any armed tracks to the Aux track at any time, so that the latest version of an overdub is always available for scrubbing. The upshot is very nearly real analogue scrubbing: I say very nearly because there's still one limitation, which is the difficulty of moving the tape smoothly across the heads. The sound still tends to come out in very short bursts as the jog wheel is moved; although they are so much more recognisable than what digital normally produces, and the bursts are so short, that finding a precise position is quite easy. There seems to be some heavy-duty compression on the analogue signal so that it is always audible, however quiet the original may be; this shows up when there is nothing actually recorded on the Aux track, and the sound emerges.

The M20 has its own new remote, the CAD, able to deal with the additional facilities it offers over the XT20, but Studer has again decided to go one better with the Cockpit.

Studer's V-Eight
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as a bizarre pumping hiss.

The jog-shuttle wheel is vulnerable to accidental knocking, and very light in operation, so it is just as well that its automatic activation can be turned off, forcing the use of the second button next to it. This is one of a vast menu of utilities, called up by a single editing button and clearly displayed using the unusually long text line on the screen. Here are functions for dithering the 20-bit output down to 16 bits, saving and loading the tape's data area, and adjusting a host of parameters such as drop-in crossfade times, time code output level, and the time it takes before the mechanism unthreads the tape. It is also possible here to determine whether the monitoring of an input signal comes direct through analogue ins and outs or goes via the converters, a useful check as to the contribution of the converters to the sound. It has to be said there is a difference, with the same slight increase in brightness via the converters as seemed to be present on the XT20—hardly surprising as they probably use the same circuitry. It is only slight, however, and not really significant, especially compared with the excellent noise performance and overall transparency.

The recording of time code takes MDM a little further than it has been before. All time code rates are supported, and the M20 can record either incoming code or its own onboard generator. In case you were worried, the code is not recorded linearly alongside the Aux track, but digitally in among the audio and subcode in the manner of DAT. The difference from previous machines is the facility for actually recording the external code rather than mapping it to ADAT's internal time reference, although the ability to do this remains, so that in the absence of recorded code ADAT time can be used for chase operations with whatever offset is required.

The M20's new arrangement means that audio from elsewhere can be transferred into the M20 along with its own code and sync maintained effortlessly throughout the process. The only stipulation is that the recorded code track should be synchronous with the sample rate, and that when the machine is chasing incoming code it too should be locked to the incoming word clock—all sensible and normal if everything's set up properly. The onboard generator, of course, always locked to the digital reference, and besides its full palette of frame rates it also allows full control over the user bits, handy for date-stamping in the absence of an onboard real-time clock.

All of this is standard, but there is an optional upgrade: a single board with eight XLRs carrying inputs and outputs in ART-EBU format, the final touch in interfacing the M20 to the outside world in familiar pro formats. Naturally ADAT lightpipe I-Os are provided as well.

I WONT HAVE escaped your notice that with the new features blessed by the M20, the familiar BITC no longer has the capability to take full control of the machine. It is good not to have to get at the machine to tinker with it, partly because even with the much enlarged front panel the buttons are still small and vertical, and partly because the benefits of the quiet transport are offset by a very audible fan in the back. In an ideal world the machine(s) would not be by your elbow when mixing, so the need exists for a comprehensive remote that does the M20 justice. Just such a remote is available, of course; the CADI picks up where the BITC leaves off, with styling and layout to match the M20 and a much bigger display area duplicating the main time and text window of the machine itself with its dedicated function selection buttons. I haven't had the opportunity to try one, but the pictures suggest a very practical control surface, and I cannot help wondering whether Alesis might consider designing a 'dumb' M20, with the new transport and the Aux and time code facilities, but...
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I kept feeling that if the ADAT format had appeared in this guise from the word go, even at the higher price, it might have made more headway in high-end applications than it has so far.

The name of Studer has an import like few others. Not many companies have produced such a high proportion of clunky, hard-to-use buttons and benchmarks, or managed such a happy combination of brick outhouse build-quality and sonic desirability. There can be few of us who have not used Studer tape machines and regarded them as the elite; it should say a lot for the father of MDM formats that Studer is happy to put its name on an ADAT machine. Simple rebranding is not what the V-Eight is all about, however; as Studer has re-engineered several aspects and added further features to make this very much a separate entity; although, of course, it retains full compatibility with other machines in the family. In every important respect it is a straight plug-in replacement; it shares the same sync and control interface, the same multiway analogue I-O connector, and the same increasingly familiar ADAT optical multichannel digital connections. It is in every technical sense an ADAT Type II machine; although the way it is put together means that it could only really be a Studer.

It is immediately apparent from the front of the machine that it is not just an M20 in a Studer box; although the M20 is the comparable Alesis model upon which the V-Eight is based and with which much of the internal design is shared. The displays, transport socket and controls are all in more or less the same place, but the satin aluminium front panel, the aluminium jog-shuttle wheel and the substantial illuminated buttons all shout Studer and give the impression of the ruggedness and engineering excellence with which the Swiss company has always been associated. It does not end there, as there are obviously several features on the V-Eight which are additions to the already impressive spec of the M20. The Alesis machine brings ADAT into the full-blown professional world, but the V-Eight brings us that little extra Studer something.

Before coming to the specifics of the extras, the details of the control layout are noteworthy in many respects. The front panel is a single heavy aluminium sheet, as opposed to the contoured plastic of the M20, and has integral rack ears with heavy-duty handles; a dedicated set of rack slide rails is available for easy access. The M20 has a vast array of control buttons, some of which are on the cramped side and rather basic and anonymous; the V-Eight has all these functions, and more, on buttons which present rather a different image. All are labelled on the buttons themselves, all are illuminated, and all have a style and feel that is positive and reassuring. The illumination boasts the machine's campest feature: a light sensor in the front panel that dims the buttons when the ambient light level falls and brings the brightness up again under strong light. It is slick, it is helpful and it is subtle, and you get the feeling that only Studer would bother.

The transport buttons may not be as big as those on an A80, but they are substantial and positive, and difficult to misuse with. Likewise, even though you can tell the mechanism behind the shuttle wheel is the same as on the M20, the solid metal wheel itself has a weight and feel that makes it somewhat easier to use. A small detail here is a little light marked q self; this flashes in various colours in its subtle way to alert the user to error correction activity even when the error display is not selected. It is reading the same data, but glowing in progressively more alarming colours as the number of errors increases. It is not a bad...
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idea to draw attention to deteriorating performance of either tape or machine, since we all know digital error correction can work against us by concealing problems until they become terminal, and this is the first thing I've seen that flags the errors up so clearly without having to look at any numbers or select a specific display.

But perhaps the most obvious difference is a row of dual-concentric knobs at the bottom left, which reveal themselves to be a simple but useful monitor mixer. Although it is only mono, this is a remarkably powerful addition to the system, partly because it extends beyond the single machine. Four of the dual controls handle the levels from the eight tracks: the fifth has a master control for the adjacent headphones output, plus a level adjustment for the rear-panel monitor linking facilities. This is one of several differences round at the back that are not so immediately obvious, but are plentiful nonetheless. The front-panel monitor mix appears on its own dedicated balanced output, and there is also a pair of XLRs for daisy-chaining this feed through multiple machines. Effectively all the machines can be plugged up to feed a common bus which makes its final appearance on the last machine in the chain, either for headphone monitoring or for feeding elsewhere at line level.

Another important addition on the V-Fight is the rows of screwdriver presets below the analogue input and output XLRs. Like the M20, the machine has only pro line level balanced analogue connections, both on XLRs and the ADAT standard EDAC, but the presence of these level adjustments suggests that the circuitry inside is different. The M20 is fixed in terms of the levels it expects to produce OdBFS, and the levels it will produce at its output for given digital values, whereas the V-Fight can be matched to any reasonable operating level over a 20dB range. In fact Studer has swapped out the entire input and output circuits in the M20 to transformer-balanced, analogue stages and its own design of 2 x-bit converters both ends instead of the 20-bit on the M20. The A-Ds are sigma-delta 128k oversampling converters directly descended from the acclaimed converters used on the DSK7. The clock performance, in particular has been upgraded from that in the M2O as it was felt the jitter behaviour offered scope for improvement. The resulting sound is quite stunningly good—quiet, clean, smooth and transparent, every dB the professional machine.

The same facilities for time code are presented on the V-Fight, with the sub-code implementation fully compatible with the M20, and the analogue Aux track is also carried across, justifying the presence of the scrub wheel. Also common to both is the bay for the optional AES-EBU card, giving full in and out access to the machine in this common standard format as well as the ADAT fibre optic interface.

The most significant extra on the back of the V-Fight is the controller for its special remote control. The M20 has its own new remote, the CADI, able to deal with the additional facilities it offers over the XT20, but Studer has again decided to go one better with the Cockpit. Like the CADI, it incorporates the central time and function display from the machine, but like the V-Fight it reckons of Studer class and could easily be the remote for any top-flight Studer deck. Where the CADI needs its own local power supply, the Cockpit derives its power from the connected master machine, which then passes commands down the sync chain to further ADAT-compatible machines. It is lightweight and can be mounted on a stand (the same as the DSK7 remote) or in a rack, but at the same time is predominantly of metal construction, and very much a robust and reliable control surface. It can control up to 8-takes' worth of ADAT, arranged in two banks of 4, duplicating all the front-panel controls of each machine and applying global control of transport and utility functions. Time code and Aux track enabling for each machine is where, along with all the locator names and track-group functions—a facility to select bundles of tracks to arm or make safe all at once, carried over from the BRC. Everything's clear, intuitive and positive, with an exemplary layout, and the arrangement of the sections follows the CADI set up less closely than the machine's front panel mimics the M20. The heavy-weight wheel is exactly the same as on the
V-Eight, and the dimming knobs are also carried across, with their own front panel sensor for when machine and remote are in separate rooms.

There was something in the labelling and layout of the Studer’s controls, both on the machine and on the remote, that helped it become familiar very quickly, and made settling down to a session within minutes of getting the kit out of the box straightforward. This was despite the fact that the manuals for both are still in preparation, and I had neither of them, with only an M20 manual and a quick list of differences to guide me.

The Cockpit supplied to me had built into it the RLD (Remote Level Display) meterbridge, which is also available as a separate rackmount entity. Like the Cockpit, it dispenses with the onboard power supply required by the Alesis equivalent and draws its power from the connected V-Eights. It has 32 bar-graph meters, very similar to those on the machine, with the same selection of peak hold and clear facilities. Connections are provided again forth channels worth of machines, so the meters are switched over in two banks. What I did miss was any calibration indication on the meters; there is some colour coding, with the bars turning from blue to green near the top and showing a red Max at full scale, but there is nothing to show what the other graduations represent. Perhaps this is a consequence of this being a preproduction version; although the brochure shows no scale markings either. The meter input connectors on the back are the same as those found on the M20, further ensuring compatibility in a multimachine system.

When not in a rack or a console, the meter bridge attaches naturally to the Cockpit to form a very compact and ergonomic control centre for the connected system. Even the angles of presentation are carefully considered to give maximum visibility from a range of operating positions.

I should be almost painfully obvious by now that I like the Studer set up very much indeed. I immediately felt comfortable with its operation, and its construction inspired total confidence. I have had Studers of one sort or another around me all my working life, as I am sure have most of you reading this, and the V-Eight feels and works like any of them (except that I have not yet had to replace an A101, a routine occurrence on virtually every session with one particular favourite A801). I have to say that when MDM first appeared I never expected that it could compare with what I thought of as heavy-duty professional machines; its appeal was its phenomenal performance and functionality for the price. In fact at the time the idea of someone of Studer’s standing getting involved in it seemed inconceivable; as it is, far from bringing itself down to some lowest common denominator, Studer has made the format its own with a recorder worthy of the illustrious name.

The latest generation of Type II machines proves that real industrial muscle is possible from the format. Alesis’ own M20 does the job extremely well, showing us that ADAT is capable of keeping up with everything a professional can ask of it, but the Studer goes that little bit further down the road and puts the stamp of top-drawer quality on it. I kept feeling that if the ADAT format had appeared in this guise from the word go, even at the higher price, it might have made more headway in high-end applications than it so far has. This is true of the M20, but even more so of the V-Eight, and unless it is too late for tape altogether then the two machines together could still see ADAT come to the fore. Time alone will tell whether the new transport and head drum has the durability and reliability to make it, but first impressions are good, and frankly it is hard to see what would make either company put this much effort into the format if they were not totally convinced of its mechanical staying power.

As it stands, this is the only modular multitrack format to offer 24 bits on tape, and it now has a choice of machines with the facilities to compete with anything else on the market. But then I cannot believe it will have the space to itself for long...
Finally, your dream digital studio is within reach. With its 16-track playback (8 simultaneous record) and 256 virtual tracks, up to 4 stereo (or 8 mono) built-in effects processors *, 26-channel automated digital mixer, MT Pro 24-bit recording mode and direct SCSI CD-R burning capability (for audio CD's and data backup), the VS-1680 brings your recording space right up to date.

*VS-1680P is supplied with internal 2.1 Gig H/D and one VS8F2 effect board (2 stereo/4 mono FX processors)
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Music recording is being offered an affordable redefinition of the analogue desk with the added innovation of two valve channels. Zenon Schoepe sits comfortably with the idea...
bands is fully variable from 0.6 to a not too sharp 2. I am still not convinced about super wide ranging sweepeable bands as I find resetting a problem; although I have to admit that the GS3000's arrangement also boosts immense flexibility by being fully parametric in the mid. The overlap means you can ignore part of the IMFs travel if you care to. It is decidedly modern sounding, with lots of low and high-end activity if you need it, but it is easily up to corrective work. In fact, it is a preposterously well featured EQ for this sort of money when you think how many channels there are. You would have been forgiven for expecting a band less, perhaps, but it shows that there is still room for progress in this domain. Its a class-leader in this respect.

Aux arrangement is neat in providing 6 mono auxes accessible from 3 pots. The first two are globally switched pre-post for channels, while the remainder are post-fader and can be flipped in pairs between channel and monitor paths with an additional switch changing the assignment of two of the pots between Auxes 3-4 and 5-6.

An XFR switch takes the source for the short fader from the long fader output which is useful in mixdown as it uses XFR—which is right, the GS3000 adopts the now seemingly acceptable practice of providing two main stereo buses that can be split for main stereo and stereo monitor mixes—as a post-fade stereo effects send. Mix A is the main stereo bus with Mix B taking the monitor bus and able to be summed into Mix A on a switch in the main section. Each channel also has a group-switch for doing what that suggests in the context of an in-line. Paired B-bus routing can be switched between the monitor and channel paths, and that, basically, sums up the main features of the GS3000 input strip.

MIDI capabilities offer automated muting on channel, monitor, stereo channels and Aux masters 5 and 6.

Four mute groups are supplemented by 128 additional patches and includes Safe status for channel and monitor mutes. Operation is simple and you activate patches with 16 push keys and a recall switch or via external MIDI command. Each mute corresponds to a MIDI note, so it would also be possible to run the muting from a sequencer. Most surprising is the inclusion of MMC transport keys, arranged unnaturally in a column, and track-record arming is performed by pressing the relevant channel switch.

The strip section of the desk that contains all the aforementioned MIDI command-related controls also houses the Solo-In-Place selector complete with safes, but there is no solo trim control.

All frame sizes come with 4 stereo input channels—two basic and two better featured. The more elaborate stereo have 4-band, Q-less EQ, gain control, 6-axu access, and full routing while the more basic stereo inputs retain only 2 axu inputs, input level switching, Mix A-B switching, balance, PFL, automated mute, and a short fader.

A cluster of 8 long-throw faders handle the group functions, each with individual AFL, and either mono or stereo routing to the main stereo output and these work in conjunction with corresponding bar-graph metering. Group output levels can be switch-selected for 10dB or 2dB operation globally. The main stereo bar-graphs meters can be supplemented by an meter bridge to display channel or monitor paths and the desk undoubtedly looks its best with this fitted.

The master section is completed with aux masters, each with AFL plus a 'blending' function between Auxes 1-5 and 2-4, and two separate studio outputs. Each can draw from control room. Mix A, Mix B and an aux as its source, has a non-automated mute and AFL plus a level pot. Either of these studio sections can serve as an aux master output when the previously mentioned XFR facility is activated.

You are then into a 2-frequency oscillator routing to the groups, and talkback through a built-in mic also going to the groups. Three 2-tracks can be connected, with dubbing switching incorporated and the lot goes out via two pairs of monitors via mono switch, level control and switch.
is being made to work. What you have here is an alternative route into a channel that lessons the need to buy valve outboard. On its best behaviour for mix and line signals you can hit full valve compression without too much trouble as balancing the input Gain against the valve Drive control can range all the way down from noticeably compressed and thick to you wouldn’t think, there was a valve in it at all. This suggests that maybe the range could have been a little hotter up to make the effect that more apparent to the lowest settings, but I am not really knocking it. You can fatten a vocal or a drum track quite effectively by simply passing them through here, and beefing them up with a tad of squash, and the high-cut switch is there to smooth out the top end if you want it even more rounded.

Plug in a guitar and the personality changes. You can go to pretty hefty overdrive and benefit from the guitar model-only swept 120Hz-6kHz EQ with ±10dB of boost to add that little extra hark, particularly as it influences before the signal hits the glass.

On super-saturated settings I would not say it rivals the best dedicated guitar valve processors, but it is easily on a par with any budget outboard with valves in it that takes instrument-level signals. Clean to middle sounds are the forte, although they may not quite enough for full grunge.

To get the most out of the valve channels you will have to have a patch bay well sorted if the frequent requirement to scampers around underneath the desk
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Phone: +358.9.755.950
Fax: +358.9.755.3581

France
IMPORTATION MUS-CALE LYONNAISE IM.
Phone: +33.1.49.38.17.00
Fax: +33.1.49.38.17.09

Germany
SOUNDWARE AUSIC BAREND COMPANY
Phone: +49.6074.89150
Fax: +49.6074.891530

Greece
MELLON M.
Phone: +30.1.136.6501
Fax: +30.1.130.1412

Italy
M. CASALE BAUER S.PA.
Phone: +39.5.61.66.948
Fax: +39.5.61.65.525

Netherlands
NORSK MUSIC R.NSTR. CO A/S
Phone: +31.9.56.988
Fax: +31.7.22.33.7591

Poland
HEXACON
Phone: +48.22.44.6699
Fax: +48.22.44.8355

Portugal
AMERICAN NOGUEIRA LDA
Phone: +351.2.300.46.16
Fax: +351.2.834.54.49

Spain
LETRA S.A.
Phone: +34.641.0812
Fax: +34.641.84.597

Sweden
MUSIK KO. & CO A.B.
Phone: +46.3.187.9080
Fax: +46.3.187.9980

Switzerland
SDS MUSIC FACTORY AG
Phone: +41.1.41.44.30
Fax: +41.1.434.2277

Turkey
YAPALI GROUP CO.
Phone: +90.2.2.259.8758
Fax: +90.212.259.3882

UK
SOUND TECHNOLOGY PLC
Tel: +44.1426.800000
Fax: +44.1426.800800

Allen & Heath
Kernick Industrial Estate, Penryn, Cornwall TR10 9LU, UK.
Tel: +44.1326.372070
Net: www.allen-heath.com

The review of the GS3000 suggests it is a very good buy. With a bit of thought it is possible to get a valve into just about most signals that are going through the desk, although with only two valve channels to play with the tracking stage is the place to do it. Of course, you are also free to take keyboards and just about anything else through these sections. It is a master stroke of clever thinking and gives the GS3000 a really competitive edge against anything else for the money.

It is an alarming fact that of all sectors, it should be the low end that is being spoon-fed the promise of digital most forcibly. Somehow it has always seemed natural that postproduction mixers would become digital but the resistance and lack of choice has significantly kept music recording a predominantly analogue desk affair. At the sell-up end of affordable there are many instances where a digital desk offers benefits that an analogue equivalent could never match. However, at the same time there remain numerous instances where people just want to be able to record 24 mics in real-time cheaply, and in such cases the choice has become radically reduced. Such an intended task is largely impossible on any of the digital desks that weigh in anywhere near the sort of money we are talking about here.

What Allen & Heath has done is redefine the affordable analogue music recording console and shown what can, in fact, he achieved now with careful production engineering. Perhaps its market is not enormous, but the demand is certainly large enough to welcome a console like this.

You’ve really got to like it. Good solid performance front to back; quiet, nice mic amps, and class-leading EQ. Throw in MMC, automated monitoring, lots of inputs, some stereo inputs and the odd valve to give you a different palette of possibilities, especially on vocals where there’s nothing to argue about. Most importantly, in the face of digital compactness and intelligence, it is still remarkable value for money.

They may never sell as many GS3000s as Yamaha has O2Rs, but I believe there is an untapped potential market out there that will be very grateful that Allen & Heath has produced something new for them. Here is a novelty then—a really good, affordable analogue console brand new for 1998!
The all new Alesis M20™
ADAT Type II 20 Bit
High Performance
Digital Audio Recorder
was designed from the ground up for round-the-clock use in commercial recording and post-production facilities.

The M20 implements ADAT Type II, the only MDM recording format that writes 20 bits to tape - that's true 20 bit, no compression, no noise shaping. Its state-of-the-art 24-bit A/D converters yield an astonishing 117dB of dynamic range. So every time you hit Record, you'll be amazed by the M20's awesome sonic detail. Sixteen times more detail than the 16-bit format you might now be using.

And while the clock on the wall is ticking away, the M20's direct-drive, full-servo, industrial-grade tape transport will deliver the fastest chase and lock-up times of any MDM. Result: those ridiculous deadlines become a little more manageable. Plus, its robust ADAT Type II recording format offers the reliability that lets your tapes play as perfectly across town as they do in your studio.

We didn't leave anything out of the M20's incredible feature set. Built-in SMPTE/EBU synchronization with a separate time code track. A 9-pin input for edit control. A jog/shuttle wheel that works with a dedicated analogue aux track for scrubbing and cueing. All +4dBu balanced audio connections, plus MIDI Machine Control, video reference and word clock. Options including a built-in eight-channel AES/EBU interface card, the CADI™ remote/autolocator that can be used hundreds of yards away from the recorder and the RMD™ digital remote meter display.

And if that isn't enough, the M20 is compatible with over 110,000 ADAT's in use today. In other words, you'll have a direct link between your facility and thousands of project studios around the world.

As an audio professional, you can't gamble on unproven technology or intense learning curves while you're up-and-running 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Instead, look toward the format that gives you tracking, archiving and transferring... all in one incredibly affordable tape format.

• Direct Drive Transport
• Full On-Board Synchronization
• True 20 Bit to Tape
• 24 bit A/D giving 117dB dynamic range
• A feature set and operation matched precisely to the demands of pro users

For a free colour brochure please call
Sound Technology on 01462 480000

Sound Technology plc, Letchworth Point, Letchworth, Hertfordshire SG6 1ND
Fax: 01462 480800 www.soundtech.co.uk
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Digidesign's ProControl offers the kind of authority over a Pro Tools session that transforms a project studio environment into a world-class digital recording facility. Roger Nichols clicks on the icon.

Over recent years, Pro Tools has become a progressively more powerful instrument for record production. The problem at one time was that Pro Tools was thought of as a powerful piece of outboard gear, rather than the focus of the recording environment. Typically, studios had a console, some tape recording machines, and a Pro Tools system. When asked how the Pro Tools system was used, the answer was that after recording to tape, material was transferred into Pro Tools, edited, tuned up, noise reduced, time stretched, and transferred back to the tape machine. When it came time to mix, the tapes were played back through the console using the console automation for level control. The major complaint was that when trying to use only Pro Tools for recording and mixing it was too hard to make quick changes to EQ, set up stereo headphone mixes, or perform final mixes with a mouse.

During the autumn of 1997 I helped Bela Fleck record an album using Pro Tools. The recording, editing, overdubbing and mixing were done entirely within the Pro Tools environment; so now we know that it can be done. The only thing lacking was a professional control surface to make the recording process feel more like a standard recording environment. Enter ProControl.

I recently got my hands on a ProControl and connected it to my Pro Tools 6.4.2 system. ProControl requires Pro Tools v4.2 or higher to enable the remote control functions. The connection from host computer to the control surface is via Ethernet. After connecting the cable and updating my software, I enabled ProControl in the new Preferences menu. Instantly the names of the tracks in the Pro Tools session showed up on the scribble strips above the touch-sensitive moving faders on the ProControl. A blue border surrounds the track name on the Pro Tools screen, telling you which tracks are being controlled by the ProControl. Total time to get the whole system connected and running was less than 10 minutes.

My initial impression was that ProControl looked and operated like one of the million-dollar digital consoles that I had mixed an album on just a few months ago. The basic ProControl system consists of a centre section with controls and functions that are common to all tracks, and a motorised 8-fader section that contains the track-specific controls such as Fader Level, Mute, Record, Enable, Pan, Solo, Mute, Insert Select, Automation mode and scribble displays above each fader. The scribble strip displays the channel names, send levels, fader levels and channel delay. Optional expansion fader units, allow you to expand in increments of 8 faders, up to a total of 32, are also available. Above
the moving 100mm fader is a rotary control with LED indication of knob position (along with a scribble strip for parameter names and values). These knobs are used for send levels, pan position and I-O assignment. Eight stereo peak meters are included in the fader section. The 100mm fader controls audio level with 1,024 steps of resolution. This amounts to 0.0225 dB steps through 90% of the fader travel. None of the low cost digital consoles I am familiar with have that high a degree of fader resolution.

On playback, Digidesign's DAE interpolates between those values to yield 24 bits of resolution, which is near-analogue performance.

The centre section of the control surface provides the command centre for the Pro Tools session. The DSP edit area offers 8 rotary controls with LED display area for assigning and editing plug-ins without going to the computer display screen. Just turn a knob to select a plug-in, press one button to load it, and then all the editable parameters are displayed for easy tweaking. If you decide to perform your edits on the computer screen, there is a built-in track pad and shuttle wheel to help, and the results are simultaneously displayed on ProControl.

Six monitor-level meters and monitor switching give control over stereo and 6-channel surround mixes. Bank switches let you switch among virtual banks of tracks so that you can control as many tracks as you want without cluttering your configuration. That is, if you are dealing with 128 tracks, you can page through them 8 tracks at a time with the basic ProControl configuration (US$11,995), or you can page through the 32 tracks at a time if you have the additional 8-channel fader packs ($5,495 each). If you are going to be doing big mixes, then the 32-channel setup will be well worth the additional cost.

Pro Tools began life primarily as a computer program with displays on the screen and hardware hung on the computer to get the audio in and out digitally. Since 1988 when the first Sound Designer software was released, the user primarily has been dealing with the computer to get the work done. When Pro Tools was introduced, third-party vendors designed hardware boxes that would control things, like fader movement, within Pro Tools, but they were not motorized faders and you still had to focus most of your attention on mixing by mouthing around on the screen.

When you first start using ProControl, the feeling of a computer with stuff plugged in is quickly replaced with digital hardware console with computer support. What you have is a high-end control surface with a remote rack of processing gear and I-O interfaces. In this case the gear in the rack happens to be a Macintosh, 888 24 I-O boxes, ADAT I-Os, USB synchronisation interfaces and disk drives. The beauty of all of this is that you can add functionality as you need it. I needed extra tracks, so I added a Pro Tools 24 expansion kit. I needed more on-line storage, so I added another 9Gb hard disk.

ProControl has taken the Pro Tools environment from a hard-disk digital audio recorder with some mixing features, to a full-fledged hardware digital recording console with built-in, multi-track, hard-disk recording. Digital audio production will never be the same again. I still enjoy working at world class studios with high end gear, but in my project room I can now have the same recording capability, and enough money left to buy a small island country in the Caribbean. I just have to think of a name for it.
FIRST WE MADE CD RECORDERS AFFORDABLE

NOW WE'RE GIVING AWAY THE DISCS

No other pro audio CD recorder sounds better. No other pro audio CD recorder is easier to use. And no other pro audio CD recorder is backed by HHB's award winning technical support.* No wonder the HHB CDR800 is so hot. And it's about to get even hotter. Buy an HHB CDR800 CD Recorder and you'll now receive a pack of 10 HHB CDR74 Gold blank discs, absolutely free. That's more than 12 hours free recording on the most advanced Phthalocyanine, audio - optimised CD-R discs that money can buy. There's never been a better time to record your work on CD-R. Call HHB about the CDR800 today.

* Winners of the Professional Recording Association Award for Technical Achievement, 1997.

ALSO FROM HHB · COST EFFECTIVE, HIGH PERFORMANCE DIGITAL RECORDING MEDIA
YOU KNOW a small battle has been won somewhere when a dyed-in-the-wood analogue company goes digital. LA Audio's reputation has been quickly and successfully established with a very traditional range of analogue signal tweakers, so it must have been a major decision to develop the DigEQ, a new venture that squeezes an awful lot of traditionally analogue processing into a digital box.

Both the name and the front-panel's first impressions rather underplay what this unit can do. The panel is built round a large blue screen, and one of many features designed to provide analogue-style accessibility is a splendid array of small push buttons, labelled with ISO third-octave centre frequencies. This and the name could give the impression that the DigEQ is nothing more than a smart graphic equaliser, whereas in fact it goes much further; not only does it provide virtually every flavour of EQ you can think of, but it adds dynamic processing as well, quite literally positioned at the edge of the unit.

The box supplies, ahead of actual release, surprised me by only having analogue ins and outs; I would have expected the easier option to have been the digital interface, omitting the converters. The full version has the lot, with AES/EBU and SPDIF alongside word clock. Processing is 2-bit and the AES/EBU interface will handle the full word length, and the onboard converters both ends are also 2-bit. It is apparent, right out of the box, that the DigEQ is going to be easy to use. Making it as easy to get to grips with as an analogue unit is expressly stated as a design objective; and a cursory glance reveals that the mission has, by and large, been accomplished.

The screen dominates, and there are no soft keys in sight; although the piano-key-style row of frequency buttons does have more than one function, depending on what the unit is doing. These are colour-coded and clearly labelled on the panel, and obviously select parameters for adjustment. It is also obvious that adjustment is to be performed with the big data knob, a continuous rotary encoder, and the only knob on the panel. An adjacent pair of faders suggests the knob can also be used for parameter selection, and the only thing that caught me out in the absence of the full-blown manual was the fact that the knob must be pressed to switch between its two functions. Once you know that, operation becomes intuitive and fast, a model of how to control a digital processor.

Which is just as well as there is a lot to control. The three primary functions of Graphic, Parametric-filters and Dynamics are all summoned with big dedicated buttons beside the screen, presenting the relevant display page and activating the corresponding controls. The initial impression that there is a 31-band graphic lurking within is, of course, correct; the screen shows the sliders, and the knob moves them up and down as selected by the row of buttons. Unfortunately, the row of buttons is longer than the slider display, so the two do not line up, and it is easy to hit a button below a particular slider and end up moving one several bands away. It is important to actually look at the frequency label on a button before hitting it, and, fortunately, despite the density they are reasonably easy to see.

The graphic can work in ganged stereo or as two independent channels like the other EQs, or even as two linked channels with an offset. Both channels are shown simultaneously, one having solid 'knobs' on the screen while those on the other are shown in outline. A neat trick is the ability to select a group of several bands by holding down the buttons of the outer two, so that they can all be adjusted together. This works even when the existing gains of the bands within the group are different, adding an offset to the whole curve. The paperwork says that a second press of the master orange button should display the actual frequency-response curve resulting from the settings, but this was not implemented on the review sample. When it is in place it should form a useful and illuminating adjunct to the main slider display, reminding us that despite its name, graphic EQ is not quite a WYSIWYG device. I am told that it will, in fact, go further than that, and show the final overall curve resulting from the settings of all the EQ sections together, possibly with the option of selecting which elements...
The next group of functions provides the parametric and shelving EQ together with high and low-pass filters, and it is important to note that all the various EQ options can be used together—nothing is ever compromised to provide DSP power for another function. Parametric EQ comes in the form of three identical bands with fully variable frequency, gain, and Q. Access to these parameters is via certain of the buttons used for selecting graphic frequencies; there are three sets of three, coloured blue to make them stand out from the black ones around them, and labelled appropriately. Thus every band has direct access to every one of its parameters live, all the time, just needing one button push to give the vox knob control.

The range of some of the DigEQ’s parameters is unusual in itself. In the parametric, for example, the gain is adjustable from +15dB to -40dB, and the bandpass goes as low as 1/3 of an octave, giving the potential for some very surgical notches. Of course, the frequency adjustment is not continuously variable, but goes up and down in small steps; at 1/3 of an octave, these are much narrower than the spacing of the bands in the graphic, and close enough together that sweeping the control sounds pretty much like a continuous pot. The narrowness of the filters at their extreme shows up the only disadvantage, where an attempt to notch out a particular frequency in my case the slightly off-pitch 1kHz oscillator on the console fails to catch it as it falls between two steps, and the bandpass is so tight that it misses it. In a sense that is a credit to the design and is certainly no different from any other digital EQ implementation I have seen.

On the same screen are the high-pass and low-pass filters, which besides variable cut-off frequencies (with outrageous ranges) also have the facility to alter their characteristics. This is something we have come across before in digital EQ, but is rarely seen in analogue form. Three shapes are on offer: Bessel and Butterworth 12dB per octave configurations, and Linkwitz-Riley 24dB per octave. The two filters can have different shapes and the resulting precision, together with the fact that the cut-off frequencies virtually meet in the middle at around 650Hz, almost looks like overkill.

A second push on the main Parametric function button calls up the shelving equalisers, one at each end. These have fully variable gain and turnover frequencies, and again can be used at the same time as the parametrics and the graphic. The available gain range is a good bit smaller than on the other EQ sections, so these are clearly for a touch of overall sweetening after the hard work has been done elsewhere.

This much EQ power all at the same time is rarely seen together in one box, but the DigEQ goes a stage further by including a full set of dynamic processing functions. Two screens of parameters are available, one controlling the compressor-limiter and the other the expander-gate. Note that in this case, unlike the EQ, it is an either/or decision; you can not have compression and limiting together, but you can use either of these with the expander-gate section.

The parameters are not quite so all-encompassing as they are on the equalisers, but a fair range is provided that covers most situations. Thus Threshold, Attack, Release and Ratio are all adjustable in fairly sensible increments, and the gain can be made up after processing. The ratio goes all the way from 1:1 to brickwall limiting; although the attack time remains variable in limiting mode allowing substantial overshoot on transients if that is what you want—it also goes.

We’ve told you about the AD-8000.

“Nothing else I’ve used sounds so much like analog... I’ve never heard another digital system like it.”
—Don Was, producer.
Bonnie Raitt, The Rolling Stones etc.

If you’ve ever needed convincing, there has never been a better time.
Apogee Electronics Corporation, 3145 Donald Douglas Loop South, Santa Monica, CA 90405, USA
down to 10\mu s for proper peak limiting. There is a pair of nudge buttons beside the DATA knob for selecting parameters, on the EQ screens it jumps around with no apparent logic, but here in the dynamics displays it is the quickest way to climb up and down the menus. A pair of gain-reduction meters show what is going on, and, again, the two channels can be used independently, or as a linked stereo pair. Unlike the graphic, however, it is not possible to have the two channels linked, but with differing settings, putting it into stereo when the two are not identical produces a display prompting to copy either channel's set-up into the other. Settings are entirely manual: usually there is no automatic or programme-dependent function for the time constants.

Many will say this is no bad thing, forcing the user to think about what the compressor should be doing, but often an auto setting can be much more forgiving and flexible when presented with a signal whose character is not constant.

The dynamics button toggles between this screen and the one dealing with the expander-gate. Here again the setup is relatively straightforward, with variable threshold and time constants, and a ratio control with Gate as its extreme setting. Gain-reduction meters again show the unit's operation, and it is easy to set it up for clean straightforward problem solving.

Once memories on an equaliser would have seemed an odd idea, but with this lot on board it is essential. There are 96 program memories, and they can all be named as well as numbered. A particularly useful Compare function allows checks to be made not only on what you have just changed, but how the current edit compares with any other preset.

An interesting option, not fitted to the review sample, is a Real Time Analyser board, that since it has its own DSP can be used even when all the DigEQ's conventional facilities are running. The display is in place, and compensation for several different types of measurement microphone is available. Another option is remote control, with possible wireless operation and master control of up to 16 units, even without a remote, multiple DigEQs can be set up as a Master-Slave system.

One gripe I have is the supposedly helpful time-out on the display screen, making it go blank if you do not adjust anything for a while. Not only is the time-out period very short, but it ignores the fact that you might want to watch the dynamics meters, and I understand this is to be made switchable. Besides this, the converter inputs have no variable gain controls and are set to 0dBm=+12dBFS, which means that a -18 setup causes overload difficulties.

But it is worth getting it right as the raw power of the DigEQ is coupled with a good controllable sound, with all the EQ sections having an excellent clarity and neutrality. There is not much in the way of character, which may bother some, instead there is a feeling that it is doing exactly what you tell it to, no more no less, and as it is so easy to tell it what to do and keep track of it, a formidable tool indeed. The dynamics sections are workman-like and competent, more than just the icing on the cake, but not the reason for buying one. The real strength is the simultaneous and easily-accessible availability of virtually any kind of EQ you could want, keeping all camps happy and providing real power to attack a situation from many angles, solving problems as well as gently tweaking.

---

**EXPANDER-GATE ON**

Threshold: -60.0 dBu
Gate: Attack: 10 ms
Release: 100 ms
Knee: hard

---

**For these people, there's no turning back.**

"It's the sound of the AD-8000 we like most of all: we're using it on all our projects!" — Marty Fraus and David Newman, Oscar-nominated for the music to Anastasia.

"The AD-8000 is a massive improvement: it makes Pro Tools sound like a 2-inch tape machine!" — Juan Patino, producer with Lisa Loeb.

**Contact your nearest Apogee dealer for a demonstration.**

Tel: +1 310/915-1000 Fax: +1 310/391-6262 Email: info@apogeedigital.com. Or visit our Web site.

---

**The AD-8000 24-bit, 8-channel digital audio conversion system.**

From your Apogee dealer.
DRAWMER
The Full Monty.

DS201 Dual Noise Gate
DS404 Quad Noise Gate
DL241 Auto Compressor
DL251 Spectral Compressor
DL441 Quad Auto Compressor / Limiter
DA6 Balanced Distribution Amplifier
LA12 Line Distribution Amplifier
DF320 Universal Noise Filter
1960 Vacuum Tube Compressor / Mic Pre-Amp
1961 Vacuum Tube Equaliser
1962 24 Bit A/D Digital Vacuum Tube Pre-Amp

www.proaudio.co.uk/drawmer.htm
Charlotte Street Business Centre • Charlotte Street • Wakefield • West Yorkshire WF1 1UH • England
Tel: +44 (0)1924 378669 • Fax: +44 (0)1924 290460 • E-mail: sales@drawmer.co.uk
Bellari RP583 and RP562

No longer the preserve of the well-heeled studio-owner, valve outboard is infiltrating every level of recording. George Shilling evaluates Bellari’s comp-limiter and sonic exciter.

The Bellari range is characterised by brushed gold-effect front panels, not dissimilar from that found on your parents’ fifties Belling electric fire. Their knobs have a vintage look, perhaps like a sixties electric guitar compression. The attack control works almost as if it is simply a delay setting before the sudden onset of limiting. It does not really go to a slow enough setting for my taste for vocals; although it was just about usable, with care. On bass guitar the unit was better. The attack it gave to the transients of the notes and the smoothing of their tails was actually very good, and not dissimilar to a dbx 168 in character. On heavily strummed acoustic guitar the Bellari brings a great deal of energy to the sound, but you still have to be careful to avoid the attack blip at the start of a section. On drums the compression tends to be squally, choking.

RP583 stereo compressor: well featured by any standard

The Bellari RP583 and RP562 are a point when the market is sufficiently saturated with valve equipment that pro-audio manufacturers will rediscover the clean vintage sound of transistors. Until that day, however, we are likely to be bombarded with equipment featuring valves at all ends of the market. These Bellari units most definitely fall into the lower end—few competitors come to mind at these prices—however, these are as much solid-state as they are valve units, featuring just one buffering Bellari-branded dual-triode 7025-EC050 per channel. At this end of the market, you may be surprised to find out that Bellari are ‘carefully hand-assembled and individually tested in Salt Lake City, Utah’ in the good old US of A.

The first examples of these two units received from the UK distributor were a bit of a disaster. I suspect that some time after the careful hand-assembly they were handled less than carefully in transit. Surprisingly, they both were inextricably connected to US mains plugs, (no IEC sockets here). I may be wrong, but I was under the impression that any electrical equipment sold in the UK now had (by law) to be fitted with a UK 3-pin plug. Anyway, it was off to the shops for some plugs, and out with the knife and screwdriver. After using the RP585 for a few minutes it started making some very strange noises: self-generated whooshing sounds from an industrial sci-fi soundtrack, even when I unplugged the inputs. Onto the RP562, and I nearly blew my speaker drivers with the deafening whistling and bleating noises coming from the outputs. This one was DOA. A few weeks later I received replacement units directly from Rolls in Utah. This time things proved rather more worthwhile.

The Bellari range is characterised by brushed gold-effect front panels, not dissimilar from that found on your parents’ fifties Belling electric fire. Their knobs have a vintage look, perhaps like a sixties electric guitar, but with a pleasantly damped feel, while their push buttons are reminiscent of some you may have pressed on a black-and-white TV a few decades ago.

The RP585 is housed in a fairly shallow 2U-high case that is rugged, but quite lightweight. This photo-electric stereo compressor is well-featured by any standard. The back-panel features clearly labelled and well-positioned inputs and outputs on mono jacks and also XLR sockets. While the female sockets do not feature any latch, the males are apparently equipped with plated pins. Also, each channel features a further two jack sockets for side-chain input and output. The mains lead comes straight out of the back panel through a grommet, and no fuses are accessible outside the case.

On the front panel each channel features separate controls. Furthest left is a push button labelled Active with a red LED. There follow knobs for Output Level, Threshold, Ratio, Attack and Release. Apart from the Output knobs, all have a somewhat pointless vaguely centre-ohm detent. Next there is a Stereo Link push button, then a push button on each channel to select meter indication as Output level or Gain Reduction. Two vu meters are arranged side-by-side, illuminated by a yellow glow. Finally to the far right is a rocker-type power switch.

The Stereo Link button and separate controls make this unit fairly flexible: it will happily work as two independent mono compressors. In Linked mode, Channel 2 oddly becomes the master channel. This usefully leaves both channels or T1 knobs active, but none of the other Channel 1 controls operative.

When the unit is bypassed, Output gain is fixed, but strangely, there is a small increase in gain of a few dBs when inserted in a signal path. With the unit switched in, some inaccuracies of the legending become apparent. Zero is marked on the Output knob at a quarter of the way up from completely Off, and unity gain is about half-way between indicated Zero and Off. There is an indicated 22dB of gain at the top of the Output knob, and this is approximately true, although one rarely needs this much gain. This is not a precision calibrated piece of equipment: there are slight gain variations between the two channels. Threshold is indicated as variable between ±20dB, but as the compression knee is very hard a small change to this control can make a huge difference. Ratio is variable from 2:1 to Infinity, via 1:1 at 10 o’clock and 5:1 at 2 o’clock. Attack is marked as being variable between 0.5 and 100ms, and Release as 0.1 to 2.6s. Release characteristics are pleasant enough, but I did not find the Attack characteristics particularly likable. At the onset of a signal there is a sudden step as the compression kicks in. This is partly a characteristic of optical-sensing compression, but is hard and unlike valve compression as most of us know it. A similar, but friendlier, sound can be achieved with, for example, a Joemeck, but with this unit it is often impossible to avoid, and there is not the range of adjustment here to enable any real smoothness with moderate or heavy
and lacking air. On entire programme material, the unit is surprisingly good on rocky guitar music, but it has a tendency to sound spongy.

The RP562 Stereo Tube Sonic Exciter has a 1U-high case of similar depth to that of the RP583, making it very small indeed. Like the Compressor, inputs and outputs are available on jacks and XLRs. There is an extra jack socket is labelled SUB OUTPUT. There are knobs for Sub Frequency and Sub Level, a Sub Clip LED, an Active push button and LED, and knobs marked Bottom and Definition. There are two tiny round illuminated vu meters to the right. A rocker-switch to the far right clicks the power on.

Despite the centre detent clicks of the bottom and Definition knobs they are legended 0 to 10 where flat is approximately 4 on bottom and 0 on Definition. Having said that, some tonal coloration of the midrange is apparent, even in these positions. Increasing Bottom seems to add a broad low-frequency shelf EQ from about 200Hz down, and simultaneously reduces middle and top, giving an impression of huge warmth. Decreasing from flat seems to roll off this low shelf and increase the frequency at which this happens as you approach zero. Definition is close in character to a slightly harsh-sounding 10kHz (very) broad EQ boost. Apart from the obvious EQ changes, Definition seems to add a subtle distortion not unlike that of a worn vinyl record; although I have certainly heard nastier sounding exciters than this.

The Sub Output is controlled by the Sub Frequency and Sub Level knobs, which have no effect on the main outputs. This is designed to be fed to a subwoofer amp and speaker, and operates regardless of the active button. Frequency controls the crossover point from which the output operates downwards. Frequencies range from 35Hz to 200Hz. This works fine, but as there is no corresponding roll-off of the main outputs it is only really half a crossover. Also, a third channel of amplification would be needed for the subwoofer. You could, of course, use the Sub Output in a mixing setup, to add a low frequency boost to certain signals, perhaps without other processing applied to the main signal.

Neither of these units sounds especially valvey, but construction is solid and internal layout neat. They feature minimal venting to the rear of their cases, but do not seem to get particularly hot. On both units the unbalanced jack connections operate at the same (vaguely) +4dBu reference level as the XLRs. This is strange for cheaper units such as these, which you would imagine would mostly find homes in home studios and lower-end project studios which operate at -10dBV. Their manuals are simple and straightforward, if a little amateurish. When used at the correct operating level these units are reasonably quiet and have usable headroom. The Exciter is certainly unusual, and at this price the Compressor is definitely worth a look.

---

**THIS is a PLUG-IN!**

Manley Laboratories Inc
13880 Magnolia Ave
Chino, CA 91710 USA
http://www.manleylabs.com
Phone (909) 627-4256
Fax (909) 628-2482
Most modern recordings sound OK - but few sound really outstanding. The new GS3000 gives you truly great sounding mixes, with all the analogue warmth, sparkle and power that set the best apart from the rest. The new GS3000 - sounds glorious.
Sonic Foundry Soft Encode

Extending the ready compatibility of Dolby Surround with the emergent DVD medium, software encoders are on the rise. Rob James checks the Foundry's hottest coding

Dolby Digital, introduced in 1992, is the trademark for Dolby's AC-3 data compression technology. It has established itself as a major standard for theatrical releases, and is the audio format adopted for HDTV by the Grand Alliance in the US and, more recently, as the only required format apart from PCM for all PAL and NTSC regions of DVD. (Although Region 2 retains the option of MPEG2) As with the original analogue Dolby Surround, for theatrical release the encoding hardware is owned by Dolby and often only installed temporarily for the final stage of the mixing process. All material displaying the Dolby logo is required to be licensed and the company reserves the right to check quality. Stand-alone hardware encoders and PCI-card-based encoders have already appeared for non-theatrical use. To my knowledge this is the first software-only encoder to hit the general market.

Soft Encode appears deceptively simple to use. Open a selection of .WAV or raw PCM files, assign them to the six available channels and hit the encode button. In fact, there are a vast number of options and parameters to consider. But first, a couple of snags. One might innocently presume, having encoded your masterpiece, all you would have to do to check it, would be to plug the digital output of the sound card into a consumer level 'home cinema' decoder. Unfortunately, at the time of writing, this will not work with any known PC sound card because the cards add an 'audio' data bit to the signal which most domestic decoders interpret as an instruction to pass the encoded data as audio. This is not good for the speakers. Professional decoders ignore the audio data-bit and get on with decoding. Even if this problem were solved, using a consumer decoder for checking masters is definitely not recommended by Dolby because there are a number of decoding modes in consumer decoders, such as compression and downmixing, that are factory preset and likely to mislead. It is important that the mastering engineer should be able to emulate various consumer decoders to check compatibility. Fortunately, Soft Encode will also decode an AC-3 file to enable an audible check to be made. This brings me to the second snag.

With current Pentium processors the encode process takes around 6x real time to achieve. Obviously this will improve as processors become more powerful. Meanwhile Soft Encode provides tools which help to ameliorate the problem if a hardware decoder is available. It is possible to select an area that looks as if it may be a problem and preview it. If parameter changes are then necessary the time overhead need not be great. There are also powerful batch processing functions that will enable jobs to be carried out without intervention, perhaps overnight. Dolby Digital is a great deal more than a simple data compression system for the delivery of program. For a start there are no fewer than seven possible channel designations plus the LFE (Low Frequency Effects) option at original sampling rates of 32kHz, 44.1kHz or 48kHz (uncompressed). Then there are a number of additional information fields carrying data regarding the bit rate: how the various channels should be downmixed for playback where there are fewer channels (stereo or mono); whether the material is copyrighted; if it is encoded in Dolby Surround, whether it is an original or copy; what the original dialogue sound pressure level was when mixed; and the type of room it was monitored in. Once this lot have been decided and set there are a number of preprocessing options. De-emphasis; DC removal; low-pass filtering; plus another low-pass filtering option specific to the LFE channel and a 90 phase shift option for the surround channels, which is useful if downmixing to two channels. There are also a number of parameters relating to dynamic range compression. Space does not permit me to go into all the ramifications of all these here.

Soft encode is not a mixing tool. It does provide for changing the balance between the tracks, but this is intended for minor trimming. Similarly, this is not an editing tool. Sync between tracks can be adjusted, but this is a strict matrix operation and should be treated with caution. The facility is useful for correcting minor timing differences, but the assumption is all source files will already be synchronous. The main screen is a familiar looking horizontal track display. Files are opened in the usual Windows manner and appear as tracks that can be assigned to channels by clicking on a graphic representation of the speaker positions. A maximum of six tracks can be opened together. This can become an issue since files can contain multiple channels of audio and each channel in a file is opened as a separate track. To the left of the track display is a block of mixing and playback controls per track. Transport controls are much the same as other Sonic Foundry applications with the exceptions of a number key and an encode key. The track display can be zoomed vertically and horizontally.

With Soft Encode, Sonic Foundry has brought Dolby Digital encoding within the reach of users who, until now, would not have considered doing their own encoding. There are up and down sides to this; if you thought CD mastering was fraught with peril the number of variables in Dolby Digital makes it look like a kindergarten. In the hands of a careful operator, who either has the required knowledge and experience or is capable of learning to get things right for the intended market, Soft Encode is an extremely powerful tool. The downside is that it may be all too easy to get it wrong. Soft Encodes provide a golden opportunity to learn about the whole Dolby Digital process and to gain control over encoding in house. 
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Introducing the THAT 2002 Modular VCA Upgrade for SSL Consoles

Clarity
Transparency
Accuracy

For over 10 years the engineers at THAT Corporation have been improving the sound of the world-famous 202 VCA. Each new 202 model has advanced the state of the art in sonic quality and performance...Well, the state of the art just took a big leap forward!

**INTRODUCING THE BEST SOUNDING VCA ON THE PLANET – THE THAT 2002**

With the lowest noise, lowest distortion and widest dynamic range of any 202-series VCA ever made, the THAT 2002 is not just about better technology or better specs – it's about better sound.

**AVAILABLE AS AN UPGRADE FOR ALL 202 MODULAR VCA'S**

Regain that industry leading audio performance with the THAT 2002. Available as pin-for-pin upgrades for every 202 ever made. You and your clients will hear the improvement!

"THAT Corporation has outdone themselves with their new VCA module! With lower distortion and increased transparency, it is A&M's new standard for both the Recording and Mastering facilities."

Bob Borbonus, Asst. Studio Manager
A&M Recording and Mastering Studios

Give us a call or visit our web site for all the details.

**THAT Corporation**

**MAKING GOOD SOUND BETTER™**

THAT Corporation, founded by senior engineers from dbx, designs and manufactures high performance integrated circuits and products for the professional audio industry.

734 Forest Street, Marlborough, MA 01752 USA • Tel: +1(508) 229 2500 • Fax: +1(508) 229 2590 • www.thatcorp.com

The THAT 2002 is available to owners and operators of consoles from SSL, Neve, Sony, MCI, and Harrison.
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THE QUESTED VS2108 is a 2-way active loudspeaker based around a 200mm doped-pulp woofer, a 28mm soft-dome tweeter, and a built-in amplifier and crossover package. The cabinet has two front-mounted ports, and external dimensions of 586mm wide by 340mm deep by 400mm high. The loudspeaker is magnetically shielded. Connection to the amplifier package is via an XLR3-type connector that may be used with either balanced or unbalanced equipment. There are LF and HF contour switches, and a selector for +14dB or -10dB input sensitivity. The crossover is specified as having 24dB per octave slopes with a crossover frequency of 1.25kHz, and includes 27Hz 'subsonic', and 250kHz ultrasonic filters. The manufacturers specify a maximum SPL of 104dB(WA), but do not state the acoustic conditions where this level is reached, or whether this is for a single loudspeaker or for a pair.

The manual states that the VS2108 is designed to be mounted vertically and should not be turned on its side. The cabinet is fitted with heatsinks at the rear of the sidewalls that have vertical fins; horizontal mounting could result in overheating as well as degradation of the acoustic performance.

At 22kg, the VS2108 is the heaviest, and indeed, largest loudspeaker tested in this series to date. Speaker stands are recommended, but meterbridge mounting should be possible on the more rigid consoles. The loudspeaker is finished to a high standard, and feels as solid as its weight suggests.

Fig.1 charts the on-axis frequency response and harmonic distortion for the Quested VS2108. The response is shown to be within ±4dB from 45Hz to 3.5kHz—except for a narrow dip at 1.6kHz—and within ±5dB from 10kHz to 20kHz. The roll-off below 50Hz is reasonably gentle, considering the ported cabinet and built-in 'subsonic' filter; this feature is borne out by the acoustic centre result (Fig.2) that charts slightly less group delay at low frequencies than other, similarly aligned systems.

Harmonic distortion is maintained at less than 10dB (1%) below the fundamental except for a narrow peak to -1.5dB (1.4%) at 800Hz; the low-frequency distortion performance is particularly good. The horizontal directivity (Fig.5) is well controlled except for a widening of the polar pattern at 4kHz; there is little evidence of side-lobes from either drive-unit. The vertical directivity (Fig.6) is similarly well controlled except for the inevitable dip at the crossover frequency due to the physical spacing of the drive-units.

Fig.3 charts the step response of the loudspeaker. It can be seen that there is a delay of some 10ms between the start of the high-frequencies and that of the mid frequencies. Reference to the acoustic centre plot (Fig.2) confirms this delay; mid frequency transients (1kHz) effectively start some 0.25ms behind high frequency ones (10kHz). These results indicate that there may be a crossover alignment problem. The power cepstrum plot (Fig.1) is well behaved with some evidence of echoes at 180µs and 300µs; these may be due to baffle edge diffraction and are probably responsible for the mid-high frequency response aberrations shown on-axis in Fig.1. Fig.7 charts the total power output response of the loudspeaker. The most notable features are the dip at the crossover frequency of 1.25kHz and the widening of the directivity pattern around 4kHz.

To sum up, the Quested VS2108 performs reasonably well, with very commendable low frequency performance, both in terms of response smoothness and harmonic distortion. At higher frequencies though, the loudspeaker does have some frequency response peculiarities which take it outside the desirable ±3dB tolerance.

### Contact

**Quested Monitoring**  
Systems, 2 Rosebury Gardens, Ealing London W13 1HD, UK.  
Tel: +44 (0) 566 83 36. Fax: +44 181 997 8780.

---

**Fig.5: Horizontal directivity**

**Fig.6: Vertical directivity**

**Fig.7: Power response**
They’ve all
Listened...

Fig. 1: On-axis response and distortion

Fig. 2: Acoustic centre

Fig. 3: Step response

Fig. 4: Power cepstrum
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"They exceeded all expectat ons by producing some of the clearest imaging I have heard to date.

SOUND ON SOUND. SA200

The Spenders revealed a startlingly transparent soundstage. The stereo imaging accuracy wins hands down. THE MIX. SA230

The stereo image and depth was of stunning precision, combined with an exact and recognisable mid position with firm and defined low frequency response. These speakers sounded damn convincing.

STUDIO MAGAZINE. SA1300

It is fair to say that these are probably the best monitors I have tested in this configuration whether active or not.

AUDIOMEDIA. SA300

Overall I found these speakers to be exceptional. They are absolutely ruthless when it comes to reproducing a recording without colouration.

MIX MAGAZINE. SA100

In my personal experience I have never heard monitors with such incredible imaging, effortless reproducing accuracy and most importantly an accurate, non-mysterious bottom end.

JERRY RAGOVOY, PRODUCER/WRITER. SA300

Even the reproduction of deep bass signals are impressive... The measurement results created spontaneous cheering.

PRODUCTION PARTNER. SA300

Still unconvinced?

SPENDOR ANOU SYSTEMS LIMITED
STATION ROAD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE HAILSHAM EAST SUSSEX. BN21 2ER
TELEPHONE 01323 843434 FAX 01323 442254 EMAIL: spendor@iol.com WEB: www.spendor.com
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We proudly present to you our new series of purely analogue audio processors. Taking account of many of your suggestions in terms of expansion and functionality, the BEHRINGER PRO SERIES features advanced versions of our Standard Audio Devices which have proven their reliability in applications throughout the world.

The tube stage in our discrete ULTRAGAIN PRO microphone preamp, the side-chain filter and the balanced ins and outs of the AUTOCOM PRO, the expanded level meters, the COMPOSER PRO's expander/gate with adjustable threshold and ratio as well as many other details are living proof of both your and our good ideas. These improvements have only been made possible through the use of state-of-the-art SMD technology and the resulting higher packing densities. Moreover, optimized circuit design and extremely short signal paths allow for improved S/N ratios and greater reliability.

The BEHRINGER PRO SERIES – the first choice for creative and efficient sound design.
Liquid Audio Liquifier Pro v3.0

The Internet is changing our conception of global music distribution.

Rob James investigates an approach to the profits of Net publishing by account of the various recording and editing functions. Suffer to say they are will all seem familiar to anyone used to PC hard-disk recording packages. However, the Preview and Liquifier panels deserve closer inspection—the Preview pane allows the complete Song and Clip, defined in the Edit pane to be heard with data compression applied as it will sound when streamed at Internet data rates from 14.4 Kbps to ISDN-2. The product of this part of the process is up to five separate Preview Images which can be saved as part of the Workspace File and Program instructions to the Liquifier as to what parameters to use when encoding at each selected data rate. Each of the five rate groups has a number of factory presets. If none of these fit the bill you can design your own and save them for future use.

Selecting a new preset opens a window with six tracks showing the groups of parameters that may be adjusted—the first allows selection ofmono or stereo. This is followed by a choice of sampling rates plus the option of faster or better conversion. The next two blocks provide paragraph EQ and dynamics. The penultimate block is a Watermark definition. As described, a Watermark is a piece of invisible data which may be included in the Liquid Master Output file, together with options, where appropriate, as to whether each data rate is to be enabled for free download or secure-paid download. The latter block gives access to the Dolby Digital parameters. To hear the effect of changes to any of these blocks it is necessary to do another Preview.

Once all the required data has been entered, the audio recorded or loaded and edited, and the encoding parameters set there are two options for actually ‘Liquifying’ your work. The Liquify pane will process one Workspace file at a time or the Batch Liquify pane does as the name implies. The Liquify pane allows control over which data rates are included in the Liquid Master Output file, together with options, where appropriate, as to whether each data rate is to be enabled for free download or secure-paid download. The latter block will encrypt the file. Once all this has been completed, hitting Liquify starts the actual encoding process, after which the encoded file can be Verified and then Published, which involves Binding the File to the Users Site Certificate and uploading onto the server.

Liquifier Pro provides a comprehensive checklist for preparing material for Internet distribution. It is equally applicable to a small company with one person carrying out the whole process or a large organisation where a number of people may be involved in the various stages of production. Good organisation and planning are required, as well as any manufacturing process. To get the best of the audio-processing parts of the package requires expertise and patience and should be seen as equivalent to the master ing process for other delivery systems.

Contact
Liquid Audio, US
Tel: +1 650 593 3778
Canada: HHH Canada
Tel: +1 416 687 9000
Fax: +1 416 687 1080.
Lexicon PCM 91

Long regarded as the masters of digital reverb, Lexicon is aiming to secure the accolade with its latest processor. Dave Foister reports this as the price one has to pay for this calibre of reverberation.

For this is indeed reverberation of the highest calibre. Basic reverber types range from halls to plates to rooms, and there is a wide selection of specialised studio effects as well, all essentially reverber based. There is probably more variety among any hundred of them than in most smaller boxes' limited presets, with the expected OIT flexibility in the editing of any one of them.

Two editing modes allow the choice of adventurous access to the real nuts and bolts—and some effects can have dozens of variables—or simplified control of the essential character of a program without getting bogged down. Editing parameters are arranged in a matrix of rows and columns: buttons, buttons switch between rows while the knob chosen a parameter within it, and the adjacent knob does the rest. The neat bit is that the full Pro mode allows access to all of this. While Go mode gives only the top row, which is carefully selected to give quick direct control over the important functions. One key function is always live on the main knob when a preset is loaded, and this can even be a patch consisting of multiple parameters. This kind of organisation is possible in user presets as well, as is the use of keywords for sorting. Up to four keywords, such as Acoustic, Dark, Dialog, and so on, from a list of 50 can be attached to each preset, and the words can then be used to narrow searches, only offering those that match.

The fact that this is necessary at all is an indication of the sheer power of the PCM 91. This, of course, is the key, even if the programs couldn't be edited at all, this would be worth having for the quality and range of its sounds. In the time available for review I couldn't even listen properly to all the presets, never mind explore the editing possibilities of all the algorithms, and I suspect with this much horsepower available few owners would ever become fully conversant with what it can do. Some intriguing things popped up on the screen, a Lecture Room preset has as its main Adjust function Attendance, controlling the number of virtual people in the virtual room—clearly a patch to several parameters simultaneously. This kind of detail, clearly presented (although the manual is not great), coupled with some of the best reverbs you'll find, are the trademarks that have put Lexicon where it is, and the PCM 91 should help keep it there.

NEW TECHNOLOGIES

< not wasting power in stepping up the line voltage.
Apogee Sound, US. Tel: +1 707 778 8887

DVD-R dupe
Hoei Sangyo and Microboards Technology's DSR-8000 is being heralded as the first DVD-R duplicator capable of copying DVD-R authored discs. The eight DVD-R drive external configuration can burn eight DVD-R discs simultaneously within 54 minutes.

The master-slave configuration, direct SCXi and dual functionality are said to make the machine an economical hybrid solution for CD-R and DVD-R duplication. The DSR8000 has three Versatile Media Interface channels and when configured as a DVD duplicator each VMI slot card supports two external DVD recorders.

Microboards, US.Tel: +1 612 470 1848

New EDACs
EDAC's 521 series of connectors are available with 28 hermaphrodite Edacon contacts along with six 75Ω or 500Ω contacts or six power contacts each capable of 40 amps.

The design permits the mixing of different types of connector requirements which could include eight audio channels and a six component video channels with 75Ω coax contacts. It would also allow for two pairs of edacon contacts to be used for sync, control signal or parallel filtered power up to 16 amps.

EDAC, US. Tel: +1 416 754 3322

24-bit SC3
The Joemeek SC3 compressor is now available in 24-bit form as opposed to the original 20-bit. The new version of the VC3-2 Pro Channel has dual high level balanced output and modified compressor drive chain. The revised unit has new packaging and a black 'hero' front panel.

JoeMeek, US. Tel: +44 1626 333948

UK amps
The UK Power Series of power amps from Matrix Audio Developments are targeted at fixed installations and mobile use, and are housed in shallow rackmounts.

Two-speed thermistor-controlled fans, short-circuit protection, DC sensing active clip limiter and output relays are standard. The range is complemented by the M-series amplifiers with outputs of up to 400W.

Matrix, UK. Tel: +44 1562 883116
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"The Euphonix brings a unique level of flexibility to the Strongroom taking the studio to a great new creative plain. The versatility matched with the sound quality of console is its great strength."

Rob Buckler, Strongroom
Erasure, The Prodigy, Courtney Pine & Beverly Knight.

"There's nothing we cannot do with our Euphonix from full orchestral recording to 5.1 Surround mixing. Euphonix's capabilities are truly staggering."

Steve Parr & Sharon Rose. Hear No Evil.
Divorcing Jack, Our Mutual Friend, Painted Lady, Cold Comfort Farm & Bramwell.

"Quite simply the best decision we ever made."

Tony Taverner, Sensible Studios.
East 17, Gabrielle.
Steve Parr & Sharon Rose. Hear No Evil.

www.euphonix.com
Euphonix
digital control audio systems
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TC MasterX TDM Plug-in

Derived from the successful Finalizer, multiband dynamics processing is now available to ProTools Dave Foister goes for the soft

The ELECTRONIC did not hang around joining in the TDM party. TC Tools, with its TDM versions of the company's acclaimed reverb, chorus and effects algorithms, has been around for some time, reflecting its digital roots and bringing familiar and desirable processing to the environment. More recently tc's Finalizer has scored major success in its role as a glorified Better Knob, and the heart of that elaborate hardware processor is now on offer to the TDM world as tc MasterX.

The Finalizer itself incorporates a whole string of possible processes, from 5-band EQ to gain normalising to stereo image adjustment, but its special feature is its multiband processing. This central element is what TC MasterX gives us, with all the functionality and even some of the same factory presets. It comprises a compressor, a limiter and an expander: all stereo, and available simultaneously, the cue is that all three processes operate in three separate frequency bands, with independent gain control over each hand. The result could be an almost bewildering range of adjustable parameters, but the user has the choice as to how deeply to delve into the possibilities, with substantial rewards available at every level.

As its name suggests, MasterX's role, like the more adventurous can get further into the system and adjust the crossover frequencies between bands

that of the finalizer, is to process a complete stereo mix to add the final overall gloss. It is, perhaps, at its best when turning an anonymous mix into something louder, punchier and more memorable, but it has the power to be transparent and delicate when required, or to provide simple system protection without any other interference.

The key is the complete programmability of every element of the processes, and in particular the multiband operation. Compression and limiting of finished mixes are problematical jobs, more so than dealing with individual instrument tracks, big peaks in one part of the spectrum—thumping kick drum, for example—can modulate the entire mix, producing all too familiar panning and sucking effects, and undermining the initial intention of bringing the overall perceived loudness up. Sometimes, taken to extremes, this is just what is required, locking the meters in place and saturating with sound. More often it achieves the opposite effect to that intended, making a mix sound weak and lacking in punch. Frequency conscious compression is not a new idea, but it is not often taken to the lengths tc presents us with in this package.

In its simplest form each element in the chain can be treated as a conventional single-band compressor, limiter or expander, but when it starts working it always treats each hand separately. Thus an overall threshold can be set in the compressor, and across-the-board time constants and ratio, but each hand only compresses when its own contents cross that threshold and only to the extent that its own signal controls it, without reference to the other hands. This means that the kick drum can thump away as much as it likes, without affecting the contents of the middle or HF bands, and the cymbals can crash without modulating the piano. The result is real increased loudness without the drawbacks.

The more adventurous can get further into the system and adjust the crossover frequencies between bands, and the inter-relation between their operation. Here the computer screen comes into its own to allow MasterX to use a few tricks denied the little Finalizer display. A single window allows crossover frequencies to be dragged around, and compressor gains to be adjusted within each hand, as elsewhere, all the variables can be controlled using any of the familiar methods: from numeric entry to mouse movements, with a fine trim mode invoked with the Command key. Shift-clicking allows pairs or groups of adjustment to be linked for simultaneous adjustment.

Another view not available on the Finalizer is a set of curves showing the overall dynamic range of each band, with 'guns' showing limiter and expander activity and a gain reduction meter for the compressor. Clicking on these displays can even solo the hands to hear precisely what they are doing.

Where the Finalizer makes you tweak the behaviour of each band individually to shape the response of the processors, MasterX provides a much simpler way using Target Curves. This is not EQ, but a bias as to how hard each hand will work and what its final gain will be. The result taints the sound in a choice of four ways: linear, Hyped, which cranks up the top end, Pink, which rolls it off, and, would you believe, Smiley, which increases the extremes in the manner of a loudness control. For all of them, the extent of their effect is adjustable as Target Focus, which controls how much the curve will influence the processing.

Metering is good and includes Over monitoring; since the plug-in is designed to maximise the levels from the source, a useful function is the digital ceiling, which prevents the signal rising above a threshold.

I have found the Finalizer invaluable in adding the finishing touches, subtle or radical, to overall mixes, and the bit that gives it the edge is right here in MasterX.

Contact
Europe: tc electronic, Denmark.
Tel: +45 86 262 800.
Fax: +45 86 262 928.
US: tc electronic
Tel: +1 805 373 1825.
Fax: +1 805 379 2648.

NEW TECHNOLOGIES

PC preamp
Rocktron's PC Preamp is an all-in-one interface for sources to be connected directly to a PC with a sound card. The 2-channel preamp has a distortion tone with HUSH noise reduction, blend tone with compression and a spring reverb. There's also a stereo effect loop and a stereo aux input. It has been designed to be placed beneath the computer monitor to look part of the system.

Rocktron, US. Tel: +1 248 853 3055

Test set
A new, lower cost version of the Leader L5100 compact-HD waveform monitor is now available. Designed for TV and video measurements, the new instrument can measure the level and phase of an analogue component video signal or the level of a composite video signal. It can be used for analogue component signals (525/60 and 625/50) and HDTV signals (1125/60).

TTI, UK. Tel: +44 1480 412451

Six-channel amp
The CP660 6-channel power amp from Crown provides independent channels in 2U of rack space. With 75W output per channel it is suitable for surround applications as well as paging, zone and background music applications. Pairs of channels can be bridged for double the power. Controls and connectors are mounted on the rear panel and a quiet variable speed fan provides cooling.

Crown IQ for Window 3.0 features enhanced custom controls that allow the user to create control panels designed specifically for each application. The upgrade allows scheduling of datatables and scenes and for those who want hands-on control it offers a Scenes sequence to choreograph a series of complex events. Crown has added an Administrator Password for global access. IQ for Windows 3.0 expands on Crown's IQ NET with the introduction of a Chat Utility which allows users to communicate with all others on their local IQNET.

Crown, US. Tel: +1 219 294 8208

Eventide DSP4500
Eventide's DSP4500 includes all the presets from the DSP4000 standard, guitar and broadcast versions plus the Alchemy 101 package of 225 third-party presets. It has an 87-second sample included and at more than 1000 presets is claimed to offer the >
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"When we changed to SM 911, 7 or 8 years ago, we got that sound back. It has a really good musical edge.

When BASF SM 900 maxima came out we started to use that on the 24 track – it gives me that sound I want."

Producer of the Brit Awards “Album of the Year” 1997 “Everything Must Go” by the Manic Street Preachers and Winner of the Music Week “Producer of the Year” 1997, Mike Hedges has produced hits of artists such as Texas, Everything But The Girl, Siouxsie and The Banshees, The Cure, The Beautiful South, Geneva and McAlmont and Butler.
Iomega ADSG drives-media

The goal's of ADSG lie beyond developing new digital storage for the film industry in the defining of standards. Rob James goes for a spin

The Advanced Digital Systems Group is a division of Sony Pictures chartered with the mission of developing technologies for film and digital playback systems for theatres. One of its projects is developing digital storage systems for all aspects of the film-making process, of which the first tangible results are now available in the shape of ADSG professional drives and media which are being touted as the solution to the perennial problem of finding a digital storage medium that can achieve the ubiquity of 35mm magnetic film. ADSG has taken the Iomega 2Gb� drive and drive the response off its new DADR-500 digital drive and it hopes ultimately to achieve worldwide acceptance of the disk format. Ambitious stuff.

I carried out some comparative tests on the ADSG drive against the IBM 4Gb� fixed SCSI drive. This IBM is no ball of lightning; it is a 5,400rpm spindle-speed device and is pretty pedestrian compared to the current crop of 7,200 and 10,000rpm devices. First a warning, these figures should not be taken as gospel. There are far too many other variables involved, such as the capabilities of the PC and SCSI adaptors, to treat them as absolutes. Rather, their value lies solely in the comparison.

For my initial test I used Adeptec's SCSI bench software which enables you to get some idea of a drive's performance, but bears little resemblance to real-world audio use. In the least meaningful test, reads from the same disk sector, the IBM was a shade quicker and a random reads about 25% faster. To get some idea of real-world performance I used Creamware's TripleDAT. First, I recorded a number of cues at 48kHz, all around one to two minutes in duration, onto the ADSG drive. These were then copied in one operation using Windows Explorer to the IBM. To keep things as fair as possible I removed the original files from the ADSG and then copied them back from the IBM, also in one operation.

With identical settings in TripleDAT I managed to get 18 simultaneous stereo tracks to play reliably for 1 minute from the IBM and 11 minutes from the ADSG. Again I would stress these are purely empirical results and several other factors govern the total number of tracks to be expected from TripleDAT or other software. The sole useful conclusion from this is the ADSG is not as fast as an economy SCSI drive. There is an argument that this does not matter provided the performance is adequate in the specific application. I do not agree.

Operating with a drive close to its performance limits means fragmentation becomes more of an issue and the safety margin is reduced. As a disk becomes fragmented with use the performance declines. Defragmentation can be carried out against a DAW to help. But the process takes a finite amount of time and can therefore slow down the responses of the machine. A faster drive can clearly cope better with performance lost through fragmentation.

For pro-audio purposes digital storage is at a crossroads. Until now the issues have been, "Can we get enough record time and can an SSD drive at a reasonable price?" The inexorable progress of computer development has all but solved two of these three problems. The issues will then become price per GB and, "Is everybody else using the same form factor?" Plus longevity, reliability and support.

There are a number of other technologies competing in this area. Most notably LMDOW Light Intensity Direct Write optical drives. In their latest version these will have approximately the same kind of performance as the ADSG. The drives are, however, more expensive than ADSG but media is considerably cheaper. Fixed disks are still falling in price. The IBM I used for comparison is actually cheaper per GB than ADSG disks. On the other hand, fixed disks are impractical as a transit medium. In my experience people will pay extra for the assurance of quality and reliability support, but not that much extra, say 25% maximum.

It is my belief ADSG has the right ideas about standardisation, certification and project management. I hope it succeeds, but I am not sure they have hacked the right contender for the actual medium.

Much has been written about digital audio interchange in recent months. I am optimistic the situation may at long last improve. But, even if interchange at the file-format level is sorted out that still leaves the problem of physically moving projects from machine to machine. Networking will (eventually) answer most of this but hard copy storage will always be required. Meanwhile... as a consultant and ex-lab manager I am well aware digital storage was and is a major headache. Near universal acceptance of one form factor of storage would do much to relieve it.

< greatest number of presets on any effects processor.

A total of 147 distinct effects modules can be built in to programs and custom programs can be saved to removable PC cards which can also be used for importing third-party programs.

Eventide, US:Tel: +1 201 644 1200

Cable reels

Hannay offers a range of cable reels for recording studios, film, TV and radio and live applications. AV, AVX and AVC series reels are lightweight and carry heavy loadings.

Multichannel monitoring

Adgil Design's Director is a programmable microprocessor-controlled system for monitoring in multichannel environments. It can handle one main monitoring system with eight output channels and two stereo auxiliary systems.

Functions include mute, dim, mono and solo, individual cut on speakers, preset monitoring levels, and variable levels. The chassis is built around a motherboard that provides interconnection between various plug-in cards with DB25 Tascam pin-out terminations. Plug-in modules include input module, a bus amp-insert send module, insert return mono module, output module, comms module and matrix input card. The Director consists of the rackmount chassis and a remote control.

Sascom, US:Tel: +1 905 489 8080
THE AMEK DIFFERENCE
A TOTALLY FLEXIBLE APPROACH TO RECORDING AND MIXING

Whether you’re working in music recording, broadcast or post-production, the AMEK DMS can be customised to suit your application precisely.

Uniquely, the DMS is built around a revolutionary 32-bit floating point DSP core, a highly flexible chassis design and a fully modular I/O system, which allows it be be designed in any shape and system configuration.

Its powerful software resource enables the same DMS to be reconfigured for music recording, broadcast and post-production – all on the same day, if that’s what is needed. For every different operator, DMS can be a different console.

A modular system, AMEK DMS can expand as your business grows, which means you don’t have to invest in features or hardware until you need them.

AMEK
A Harman International Company

AMEK UK +44 (0)161 834 6747 • AMEK USA, Los Angeles +1 (818) 973 1618 • AMEK USA, Nashville +1 (615) 360 0488

WWW.AMEK.COM
www.americanradiohistory.com
The first of two new Focusrite processors offers an extravagant tour of total possibilities. Zenon Schoepe buys a ticket.

Focusrite Platinum Tone Factory

The first two Focusrite processors are new Platinum entry-level series of outboard processors so blantly at specific user profiles. Boasting well for the new range. Positioned bottom of the stack, and substantially below the still new quite affordable enough Green series, the Platinums weigh in with the Tone Factory instrument recording channel and here and the Voice Master (P30) vocal recording channel.

The Greens were a distillation of ideas that already existed in units like the Reds, but the Platinum approach is altogether more specific and clearly targeted at users seeking high-quality signal chains that go to hard disk. Admittedly the Greens did also address this territory, but these cheaper boxes target in a more specialized manner and do so by combining diverse blocks of processing and less acurate microphone descriptions of what the blocks do.

An instrument-level input appeared for the first time on a Focusrite with the arrival of the Greens, but the Tone Factory has gone for this far more aggressively and could be regarded as an instrument channel first and foremost and mic-level capability thrown in as an extra.

It combines a discrete transistor input, with filter, opto-compressor, tone controller, parametric EQ and noise-gate sections culminating with a master output level pot.

This may seem a cheap box, but you get an awful lot of pots and switches for the money, with each processing block individually bypassable. Rear-panel connections give an extraordinary range of possibilities with phantom-powered mic input, balanced line input, and balanced and unbalanced line outputs, complemented by compressor sidechain access, gate key and insert, plus, of all things, a guitar amp level output. This is a rare inclusion, even on dedicated guitar processors.

Instruments are plugged into the front panel. A wide-ranging gain control works in conjunction with signal present and overload lamps and the input stage is far better equipped to cope with the spurious dynamics that an electric guitar can generate than the overly sensitive instrument input that appeared on the Green Focus EQ’s back panel.

Remarkable high and low-pass filters can be switched into the gate sensing circuit, while the opto-compressor has threshold, release, and output pots. Switches access two attack speeds and a hard ratio compression setting. A Tone Controller block attempts to reproduce the sort of tone shaping found on a guitar amp with bass, mid, and treble pots, the last of which is switchable to act as more of a high mid. It is preceded by an overdub control with defeatable speaker simulation. It is not bad at all, and capable of some fine variation, but it is unlikely to fool a player used to having his flares flapped by a selection of cardboard cones on a regular basis. It will stretch to a fair degree of override, manages excellent crunch tones, and very pleasing clean sounds that can be forced to the ragged edge of dirty through playing dynamics. I am sorry to admit this, but I did not think Focusrite could do this sort of stuff.

A 2-band parametric offers ±14dB of control and the input gain for 401Hz–1kHz and 500Hz–2kHz with shelf-bell switching and two Q values on both. This section does most for the Tone Factory’s versatility beyond the instrument input as it is here that you will tune most passing through. You are then into the noise gate with variable threshold, switchable Release or Hold pot, two attack-time constants and two attenuation ranges. It is all rather nutty and clearly thought out to create a very flexible single channel.

Do not dismiss the box’s mic handling abilities because while they are not as elaborate as the Voice Master Platinum unit, the Tone Factory is no slouch and it shares its mic pre front end. A touch of excellent compression — better I believe on vocals than it is on guitar — and some refined EQ on the broader bell-setting and you have a very nice quality direct lead.

Keyboards also benefit from the treatment, particularly the overdrive section and its tone controls. Predictably, it is a cranking bass guitar channel with the 2-band parametric able to step in and iron out any of the resonances that can occur on this instrument.

I could see Tone Factory being used in bulk and relegating so-so mixers to monitoring duties in conjunction with hard disk systems. If I have any reservations it is that you cannot alter the order of the processing. It is not a major point, but being able to reverse the tone, EQ, and compression blocks would have extended the flexibility even further.

I am not sure whether all-out guitarists will be smitten by this unit, but I would expect that occasional guitarists, and the project fraternity is filled to bursting with these, are likely to pay attention to the Focusrite branding and will appreciate some of the pure recording features that this box offers rather than its abilities as a pure guitar channel. There are guitar processors that perform better, but none are as optimised for the recording environment to the degree that the Tone Factory is.

A perfect workable device and a bold move by the company. It sounds good on instruments, but general mic processing duties are also well within its abilities. There is not much else that attempts to address this task with this sort of conviction. And what a price.

Contact
Focusrite
Lincoln Road
High Wycombe
Bucks HP12 3FX, UK
Tel: +44 1494 462246
Web: www.focusrite.com

NEW TECHNOLOGIES

Sanken shotgun

Sanken's CS5U short shotgun mic follows on from the CS55 stereo shotgun and features a low-frequency roll-off switch in which case it can operate as traditional shotgun or with increased high-directivity in the low frequency ranges. Measuring 27cm in length it maintains sharp directivity by a combination of a second gradient mic and a line mic. Performance is attributed to an array of three new directional condenser elements. The poly-phenylene sulhide diaphragms claim exceptional humidity-temperature stability.

Sanken, Japan. Tel: +81 3 5397 7092

White units

Using 32/40 bit floating point DSP, White Instruments Paramedic digital parametric EQ offers 70 filters. These can be configured as parametric and very narrow notch filters, one-third and one-sixth octave graphic filters, and high pass, low pass and shelving filters. Frequency ranges are adjusted in 1Hz increments and amplitude in 0.1dB steps. Paramedic Plus models add delay to the package. Servo balanced I-Os are standard but transformers are an option.

White has also introduced the single channel 4700XL and dual channel 4700-2XL digitally controlled one-third octave graphi- cals. Control is afforded by RS232 connection to a PC running suitable software. Also new are the 2-channel DSP5022XL and 4-output DSP5024XL digital signal processors again with PC control. DSP and graphic EQs have been released for the Crown IQ system.

White Instrument. Tel: +1 512 389 3800

Nucleus monitors

British manufacturer TDL's Nucleus 2 closefield is a reflex loaded design with a tapered reflex port at the back. It uses a 130mm doped paper cone and a 19mm soft dome ferrofluid-cooled tweeter with crossover at 3kHz. Sensitivity is claimed as 89dB at 1m for 1W and frequency response 50Hz–20kHz.

The Nucleus 3 floor standing loudspeaker is a reflex loading design based on the Nucleus 2 in a larger enclosure to extend bass performance. The separate lower chamber can be loaded with sand to achieve solid ground support. The frequency range is extended to 40Hz. Both models retail for under £200 in the UK.

TDL, UK. Tel: +44 1628 850111
Unique Dual DAT recorder - two R-DAT recorders housed in a 3U rackmount chassis, featuring a full complement of professional features and all the operating advantages of two independent DAT drives in a single unit.

- Individual and common I/Os available to both decks: phono unbalanced analogue inputs provided commonly and separately; individual S/PDIF I/Os for simultaneous digital recording of different program material (deck 1 can digitally record while deck 2 transfers separate programme material to an external device); also simultaneous record capability.

- Separate digital (selectable AES/EBU and S/PDIF formats) and analogue playout capability.

- Digital and analogue cascade outputs available in multiple unit operation, with external control I/O capability.

- Continuous record and playback between decks and within multiple unit configurations.

- Normal and high speed digital dubbing (including ABS time, subcode and PCM data), with Program and Append dubbing (from any position on the master tape) modes; duplication possible with multiple units.

- 32/44.1 and 48kHz playback; 44.1 and 32kHz recording.

- TASCAM 1 bit AES A to D and D to A convertor technology ensures high quality analogue recording and playback.

- Comprehensive FL display for both decks with error rate and total running time display; Copy ID selection and input signal Peak hold function.

- Remote control, synchro cable and optional balanced analogue I/O convertor kit accessories available.

Would you swap your DA-302 for any TWO other DAT players?...not with these features you wouldn't.
Focusrite Platinum Voice Master

Another voice-recording channel, but this one carries the ‘F’ word and pretends it has values in it. Zenon Schoepé prepares an audition review of the NEW PLATINUM units enjoy excellent construction with none of the design overkill that accompanied the arrival of the Green series. The sole concession on the Voice Master, like the Tone Factory, is a subtle, but tasteful subliminal legend of a large Focusrite logo on the brushed aluminium front panel.

Despite competitive pricing the Voice Master sports a phenomenal number of switches and pots for the money, but there it attempts a lot. Dedicated to the provision of a single channel direct-to-tape recording path, predominantly for vocals, its skills extend well into the area of line input processing. Distinct sections provide an expander, a vocal saturator for valve effects, an opto-compressor, EQ, and an opto-de-esser.

At the end of the chain sits a master output-level pot with corresponding output-level meter. This passes out through two balanced XLRs—for pre and post de-esser—and an unbalanced jack output. Inputs are provided for mic on XLR and balanced line on jack plus a TRS insert.

You kick off with the same discrete mic preamp as that found in the Tone Factory with sweepable high-pass filter that goes up to 320Hz, phantom power, phase reverse and line selection. Gain ranges from -60dB to +60dB with signal present and overload LEDs. The expander section offers expander and gate modes working together with variable threshold and depth pots. Each section can be bypassed separately. What Focusrite calls a vocal saturator section is said to emulate valve and tape saturation effects. This it attempts with a drive pot—graduated from clean to unclear—that determines how much saturation occurs, and has a corresponding LED that glows longer the more processing is involved. A Tuning pot meanwhile adjusts the centre frequency of the saturation with a full-bandwidth switch making the effect broadband. What we are adding here is valve-style harmonic distortion.

The opto-compressor section is closer to that found on the Tone Factory, but adds a treble pot for boosting compression-related high-end in the processed signal. Pots are provided for the amp. Robust, massive heatsinks, a huge power transformer and a tough power supply combine with no spurious outputs greater than 90µB down. There is full microprocessor monitoring of all aspects of the output stage, overdrive, over temperature, offset and RP.

ATC amp
ATC has a stereo amp in the SIA2-150 that combines a simplified preamp with essentially the same power amp as the SPA2-150. Output of well over 150W per channel with a current delivery of over 25A per channel and with operation well into class-A means the amp is robust. Massive heatsinks, a huge power transformer and a tough power supply combine with no spurious outputs greater than 90µB down. There is full microprocessor monitoring of all aspects of the output stage, overdrive, over temperature, offset and RP.

SA cinema
Stage Accompany’s SL series bass cabinets are an expansion of its Screen series cinema sound systems. The cabinets are 23cm deep and are available with a single or double 15-inch woofer configuration called

**TL Audio**

TL Audio have taken the outstanding valve performance and flexible operation loved by professionals in our Classic Series, packaged it in enclosures oozing style and presence and combined it with an ultra-affordable price tag.

There simply is no better sounding or better value valve signal processors.

**TL Audio IVORY SERIES**

5021 2 Channel Valve Compressor
Each channel offers fully variable control of Input and output gain, threshold, ratio and gain make up. Attack and Release times are switchable for ‘fast’ and ‘slow’ modes. An expander/gate is provided with control of threshold. Metering is via Vu meters — other output level or gain reduction can be monitored.

A front panel instrument input is also included. The unit will work in dual mono or stereo linked modes, and a compressor bypass switch is provided on each channel. Inputs and outputs are duplicated on balanced XLR and unbalanced jack, and a sidechain insert point is included on each channel.

£399 EX VAT (£449 Inc. VAT) in USA £599

**TL Audio®)**

Worldwide distribution:
Tel: +44 (0)1462 490900
Fax: +44 (0)1462 490700
Web: http://www.tlaudio.co.uk

**SASCOM DIRECT**

Canada & USA:
Tel: +1 905 - 827 9740
Fax: +1 905 - 469 1129
Web: http://www.sascom.com
the SL15 and SL30. The reflex ports are located on the side panels of the cabinet to prevent screen resonances and dust spots and the cabinets can be floor mounted or flown.

A complete Stage Accompany Super Space Saving system can be flown behind a projection screen in a space of only 28cm. Stage Accompany, The Netherlands. Tel: +31 229 28293.

Philips suppression
When used together with dedicated > threshold, release and output with switchable fast attack and hard ratio values. EQ is an altogether different matter with the naming of parameters reflecting their effect rather than their function. Thus Breathing equates to a 10 kHz shell and Presence a 4 kHz peak. Warmth appears to be a broad bell that can be tuned between 120 Hz-6000 Hz, and an airiness switch claims to remove 'harshness' and would seem to be a gentle voice-hand broadish mid cut. Despite its enthusiastic claims the airiness switch is pretty damn subtle.

The last block of processing takes care of de-essing and combines a nicely tunable centre frequency pot covering 2.2-9 kHz threshold pot and a something happening treated. This is a powerful little channel's worth of processing that belies its cost.

There are some peculiarities which become apparent when trying to balance the channel with most of its constituents in place. This comes down to a matter of comparing the contribution of sections. The order of processing is not quite as the front-panel flow would suggest because the vocal saturator is actually post compressor. This becomes apparent when you switch up the saturator circuit and set the compressor in a way that lets the odd blast through as the former section's overload trip starts up. It is one you have to watch, but max valve simulation circuit followed by floored opto-compressor does equal king retro mic sound. And you can tune it so you only get the effect in part. It is very good with shades of the excellent Studer Multivale.

With the price it is a shame that some Voice Masters will only see dynamic mics, but the unit's performance on these is quite remarkable, and certainly makes the results well into the realms of acceptability. You can give a dynamic mic more backbone definition and class with this channel, but it is still a waste of its talents. The better the mic the better the results, and while it is too far fetched to suggest that it can make a dynamic sound like a condenser, or to add virtual values to condensers via its processing sections, there can be no denying that the pre-amp front end is extraordinarily good. It is wide, clean and clear, and out of this price league. What the channel does from then on is allow you to continue what goes in gently—there is no really dramatic hollowness-shaping available on the Voice Channel. You are offered restraint. The compressor is probably the most brutal block, but even this is intensely musical on the limit, the vocal saturator does not get offensive at full throttle, and the EQ encourages you to work a band at a time emphasising treble, pulling up definition and adding or subtracting thickness. And you can apply this to the making of instruments, such as acoustic guitar, just as comfortably as you can to vocals.

It's a very, very good voice channel. Best of all it is a bit different from the rest and knocks the tastefully muffled spots off its similarly price competition.
Adaptec Toast CD-DA

With burning CDs becoming increasingly popular the need for a pop-up solution grows. Dave Foister lands butter-side down

For whom certain writers stand out as doing the dedicated audio job properly. What we all hope of course is that it never gets to the stage that knowledge and understanding of the process becomes unnecessary, and that there will be a need for us, our skills and our equipment.

Such as a big Macintosh and a rack full of Digidesign hardware, running a whole drive full of expensive software to create the whole product, through tracking to mixing to post-production to mastering to CD burning, all in the one virtual studio. For many people this is now the natural way to work, and the better the final mastering stage integrates with the rest of the faster the job will be. Despite Digi having its own CD preparation software, considerable success has been achieved by Adaptec with its Toast package, which is available in a couple of different forms for different areas of work. One is CD-ROM compilation, with a simple option for sticking bits of audio together for writing, but for the audio specialist Toast (CD)-DA is the one to look at.

Toast assumes that the basic preparation of individual tracks for a CD has already been done, producing audio files in one of several possible formats. Digi’s position at the forefront of Macintosh work is reflected in the strong support its various file formats have elsewhere, and Toast is no exception. Sound Designer II files in particular are catered for, along with the program’s playlists and markers, but split stereo files are also acceptable, of the type used by Pro Tools among others. Broad compatibility is ensured by the ability to import AIF and WAV files and Toast’s independence is further underlined by the fact that it does not rely on the Digidesign hardware—it can do its job with nothing more than a Mac and a CD writer.

The main window for Toast has a panel at the top containing track and time displays as well as transport controls and buttons for adding and removing tracks. The main area is the playlist, showing all the relevant information about the assembled tracks and allowing editing of the important parameters.

Standard file menus can be used for importing audio tracks into this window, but Toast also makes extensive use of drag and drop where any audio file can be picked up off the desktop and dropped into the playlist. Great flexibility is available here, the files for various tracks do not have to be all of the same format but can be mixed. As long as they are all at 44.1kHz, any combination of the supported formats can be used. Again, Sound Designer II is particularly well provided for, with options to import whole soundfiles, individual Regions, or finished Playlists.

The tracks immediately appear in the order they were imported, spaced by a user-adjustable default gap. Changing the running order is a simple matter of dragging them, individually or in groups, around the screen, and the gaps can be adjusted. Particularly powerful is the ability to control crossfades between consecutive tracks, which comes with a palette almost as extensive as that in Sound Designer II itself. Tracks can be made to overlap with crossfades of various shapes and lengths, or a track can have fades up and down added to it—assuming there is more audio available outside the marked ends of the track. Crossfades are rendered rather than real-time, and can be auditioned using the transport controls in any other aspect of the CD.

The sadly under-used Index points can be set and edited within a track, and if a SDI playlist is the source then regions within it can be used to mark the indices. Up to 50 points are available within each track. There is a field for entering ISRC codes for each track, and a set of headings to identify the project and various items of information about it, is provided to help prepare a final CD printout.

If all of this sounds pretty obvious, that’s because Toast is set out as a pretty obvious and straightforward package. Although it does much more than simply build files together, it is all so easy to find that it looks more basic than it is. Its flexibility and its sharp focus on the requirements of the job make it easy to understand why it’s already such a success.
If you have a pro sound system, digital audio workstation, recording studio, broadcast studio or post production suite...or if you use a digital audio console, Pro Tools™, or hard disk recorder... You need pro audio solutions from PreSonus.

If you haven’t seen the brand new product line by PreSonus... it’s high time you did.

**ACP88**
Eight Channel Professional Compressor With Gates:
- Eight channels of professional compressor performance
- Adjustable attack and release times
- Gate and compressor sections can be used independently
- Excellent price/performance ratio

**ACP-22**
Stereo Compressor/Limiter With Spectral Gating:
- Two channel compressor/limiter
- Spectral gating for controlling frequency response
- Gate and compressor sections can be used independently
- Excellent price/performance ratio

**M80**
Eight Channel MADI Instrument Pre-Amp:
- Eight MADI inputs
- Two XLR inputs
- Two instrument inputs
- Two MADI outputs
- Eight channels of professional pre-amp performance

**MP20**
Two Channel Stereo Compressor/Limiter:
- Two channel stereo compressor/limiter
- Adjustable attack and release times
- Gate and compressor sections can be used independently
- Excellent price/performance ratio

THE NEW WAVE IN SOUND.

This is the RMS 2020 radio microphone system. It's an advanced, 32 channel synthesised diversity system with ground-breaking clear sound and superb reliability. Audio Media called it "quite remarkable".* Test it and you will too.

* Audio Media, January 1998

For information, please call 01494 511711 or fax 01494 539600, e-mail us at info@AudioLtd.Com or visit us on the web at www.AudioLtd.Com
Radio activity

Like an out-take from The Conversation, four location recordists gossip about radio mics and the problems encountered when using them on location.

WHEN TWO OR MORE sound recordists are confined together you can bet it will not be long before the topic of conversation moves onto radio mics. Admittedly, it is usually by way of, ‘Are there location caterers here?’ ‘What time do we break for lunch?’ ‘Do they put out those really nice pink wafer biscuits for us with the coffee urn?’ but believe me, it’s a cert. It is not easy for us journey-men, but we do take comfort in our mutual criticism of these wireless wealth-casiers. Ever mindful of the assertion that critics are like hatem cinchus—they see it done every night, but can’t do it themselves—four freelance sound recordists huddled around a virtual trestle-table set in a bleak virtual field drinking an unlimited supply of location coffee, the taste of which is always universally bland and from a recipe known only to German-émigré rocket-scientists as a propulsion fuel.

We spoke at length on our respective experiences with these tools of the Devil. There were virtual pink wafer biscuits too.

Neil Hillman: I use Sony M10/820 UHF transmitter-receivers with ECM 77 capsules, what do the rest of you use?

John Rodda: I use Audio Ltd’s UHF RMS 2020 kits of which I own four complete systems. I have an Audio Ltd 4-way diversity rack that I have built into my drama trolley. I have a UHF hand-held transmitter that complements the system perfectly. I can attach any of my Schoeps capsules with active leads and often use it as a ‘placed’ mic in drama situations where it would be impossible to conceal a Sennheiser 115 on a radio link. I only very rarely do I use the handheld as a presenter microphone. I also use the small 2-way diversity rack for documentaries. I’m particularly pleased with the slot in ‘hot-shoe’ design that automatically makes all necessary connections when the receiver is placed in the 4-way or 2-way rack systems. I have six or seven Trams, both black and white, because I hate to see the mic cable through a thin white shirt or t-shirt—as worn and seen on Michael Caine in Monte Carlo for instance—and a couple of Sanken COS-11s. I find that between them you can cope with most combinations of clothing and the need to hide microphones on a contributor. For cordless booms on drama I’ll use Sennheiser 115 or 1515 microphones.

Barrie White: I use Audio Ltd RMS 2000 because, when I bought them they appeared to be more transparent than the others I was familiar with, by that I mean that there appeared to be faithful reproduction of the audio signal. Also they are British and, therefore, I felt that servicing would be quicker if undertaken by the manufacturer.

John Biddlecombe: Audio Radios 2000s too, but on VHF and with either Tram 580 or Sanken COS-11s. I’ve been really pleased with the after-sales service I’ve received.

NH: What other mics have you used?

Rodda: I owned both Microwave and Audio Ltd before my switch to the UHF Sony.

JR: I used to have a VHF Micron CNS transmitter kits until about 1989. These suffered from unpredictable ‘hangs’ that sounded like a distant door slam. I understand that this was caused by the design of the compander circuitry. In about 1990 I bought 4 Audio Ltd VHF RMS2000 kits. These consisted of the pocket transmitters, but had large receivers with a slide-on battery pack. I found the audio quality excellent, but felt the time had come to update in 1997 when the first UHF RMS2020s became available.

BW: I had experience of using non-diversity Microns when on staff at HTV, but I remember being none too happy with the audio quality at the time, and, of course, there was always problems with the RF. Using them with Sennheiser MK2 mics made an improvement to the audio over the supplied Sony ECM50s. I also tested the, then, new Sennheiser UHF models but they appeared not to have any range. No doubt there has been some improvement since then.

JR: Yes, definitely. Diversity radio microphones overcome the major shortcoming experienced with non-diversity types—phase cancellation. The drop-outs we all used to suffer when a direct and reflected signal arrive at the receiver aerial at the same time are all but eliminated as the receiver switches automatically and silently to the receiver that is picking up the strongest signal. It doesn’t matter what job you’re doing, you don’t want to have to ask for another ‘take’ because the radios have let you down.

BW: Diversity units are less prone to RF interference by design, but my radio kits are non-diversity because they were a lot cheaper than diversity when they were bought eight years ago. That was a decision I have regretted on more than one occasion because of the reliability of diversity over non-diversity and the difficulty in predicting their range or where they will or will not work.

NH: Does your heart sink when you are asked to work on radios?

JR: My heart sinks when an inexperienced producer-director does not realise that it’s my decision to choose radio mics, not theirs. They should explain the shot and let us make the choice. Radios do provide a high degree of flexibility and when placed correctly, with the right mix of open microphone, can sound completely natural. I have worked in a number of very hostile environments over the years and like to hear the detail in the dialogue despite the thundering traffic, taxiing aircraft or whatever. None of this would be possible without a personal microphone on a radio link unless we were to severely restrict the shooting style of a production. On most documentary shoots these days I like to be able to radio my main contributors and know that I’ll always have good sound from them as they walk and talk. In a quiet, static situation nothing can beat the sound of an open
microphone on a stand or boom. BW: I'm not keen on using radios because they are prone to RF interference and generally the microphone quality is poor. Inductive wind gaps, clothes that rustle bother me, and when in place the mics can be masked by an arm, or a magazine or clipboard that the wearer is holding. Unless the microphone is mounted somewhere on the head then it is only too easy for the audio to be off mic when the head is moved. There is also the problem of the person who is wearing the mic touching it. It is so difficult to predict the range and where they will or will not work; here's an example: an exterior shoot at the Hay-on-Wye book festival. Maximum working range 25m, unobstructed line of site, the presenter was required to walk along wooden boarding covered by a canvas awning which was supported by vertical scaffold poles. As the presenter passed each vertical pole there was a glitch. I changed to a different frequency and cured the problem.

JB: Yes, that's exactly it, they can be just so unpredictable—one day you might 'hook-in' a signal from 50 yards away, the next you are pushed to achieve 5.

NH: Do you ever use radio as a Time-Code link or as a feed of mixer output to a video camera as we evolved to with the Sony 810 820 on BBC’s Antiques Roadshow?

JR: I use a VHF Audio Ltd RMS2000 for programme sound to camera on Beta and Digi-Beta shows when we need to work without wires. I use either my Fosco PD-4 or VHF PortalDat in these situations to record simultaneously on DAT and transmit time code back from camera for sync via a time-code transmitter from Black Box Video.

BW: I use a radio link to provide a feed to video cameras, to assist editing, when recording on a separate audio recorder such as my HHB PDR1000 TC DAT, but I would not like to use radio as the only link to a camera as you do on the Antiques Roadshow; I know that's a question of not tripping members of the public, but I prefer the security of leads.

NH: There just are hostile places to use radio mics...

JR: Heathrow Airport—750 various radio frequencies in regular use and transmitting a lot more power than any of my kit. The key is not to transmit programme sound on a transmitter that's too close in frequency to the receivers you're using on the contributors, if it's all intended to fit in the usual mixer or DAT carrying bag. Because of the proximity in frequency and short distance apart, you'll knock down the range of the contributors' radios to less than one third of their normal range. That's why I transmit programme sound on VHF while the contributors are on UHF.

JB: I can remember Neil and I working together in a Building Society's RF safe-room and I tracked an artist wearing a VHF Micron with a half-wave dipole mounted on the end of a boom pole just one of these.

NH: So what would be on your radio wish-list? I like the idea of a global CPU that could be easily reprogrammed on a PC by the local dealer, offering the opportunity to stay legal in whichever country you are working in.

JR: Something that sounds like an Audio RMS2020 and costs around £500.

BW: A hundred percent signal reliability, no RF interference and faithful audio reproduction. Good quality mics with non-microphonic cables and effective windgaps.

JB: Good range, long battery life and a rustle-free mounting.

NH, JR, BW, JB: Would anyone mind if I had that last pink water-biscuit?

John Rodda was recently awarded a BAFTA for his sound recording of the BBC documentary Airport. Barrie White was the recordist for the 1998 BAFTA-winning film shot The Deadness of Daid. John Biddlecombe is currently recording on location with the BBC Vets in Practice team. Neil Hillman, who has never won an award, ever, is the recordist for Bill Bryson's Notes From A Small Island traveogue, to be seen on ITV sometime in Autumn 1998.
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Interviewing Quincy Jones purely on the basis of his music production credits is almost an insult to the man's talent and achievements. Richard Buskin talks to an American great
H E HAS WORKED for more than 50 years in the music business. He has a career that has encompassed the roles of artist; composer; arranger; conductor; record producer; film producer; music publisher; magazine publisher; record company executive; and multimedia entrepreneur. He is the recipient of 26 Grammy Awards; the Recording Academy's Trustees Award; the Grammy Living Legend Award; an Emmy Award; the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences' Jean Hersholt Humanitarian Award; France's Legion d'Honneur; Italy's Rudolph Valentino Award and the Royal Swedish Academy of Music's Polar Music Prize. He was nominated for seven Oscars and a record-breaking 77 Grammy Awards; and awarded honorary doctorates from no less than nine universities and colleges across America. His name is Quincy Jones, and, in an era when many of his contemporaries are inaccurately described as such, he is the real thing—a living legend.

Purely in terms of his work as a producer and arranger Q—as he is affectionately known—is in a league of his own. Others have earned distinction courtesy of their landmark collaborations with, perhaps, one or two great artists, or with numerous big names during some peak years, yet Quincy Jones has managed to achieve the best of both worlds. Over the course of six decades he has consistently worked with many of the music world's most notable talents, while also immersing himself in a wide range of different musical genres.

From Frank Sinatra to Michael Jackson, Bono to Jacques Brel, Duke Ellington to Gloria Estefan, and Stevie Wonder to Ella Fitzgerald, he has journeyed from post-swingle-to high-tech, while creating his own musical hybrids along the way, fusing pop, rock, jazz, soul, hip hop and classical, as well as the styles and sounds of Africa and Brazil. During the mid-fifties he was the first popular conductor-arranger to record with a Fender bass. In the sixties he was the first black composer to be embraced by the Hollywood establishment. In the early-seventies his title music for the hit series **Ironside** was the first synth-based pop theme song, and in the eighties he produced, among other things, **Thriller**, the best-selling album of all time. Indeed, it is a testament to not only Jones' talent and ingenuity but also his determination and adaptability that he ever made it so far.

Born in Chicago on the 14th March, 1933, and raised in Seattle on the sounds of Clark Terry, Duke Ellington, Gil Evans, Charlie Parker, Miles Davis, Ray Brown and Dizzy Gillespie, Quincy Jones began playing the trumpet while in junior high school and at the age of 12 he was singing in a gospel quartet. His musical studies then continued at the Berklee College of Music in Boston, before he got the chance to tour with Lionel Hampton's band as a trumpeter, arranger and part-time pianist.

"As a kid I used to hang around the theatre a lot, and when I was about 13 years old I gave him an arrangement that I'd written for 'The Four Winds'," Jones recalls. "There was a girl singer in the band named Janet Thurlow and she kept reminding Hamp about me, and so when I was 15 he wanted me to join the band. I went to get on the bus because I didn't want to take any chances that he'd change his mind, but his wife came along and said, "Get that child off this bus. Send him back to school." I was really bummed, you know. Then, two years later, while I was at school in Boston on a scholarship, they called me from New York, and I joined the band and stayed with them for three years."

Jones' reputation as an arranger grew quickly, and by the mid-fifties he was arranging and recording artists such as Sarah Vaughan, Ray Charles, Count Basie, Duke Ellington, Big Maybelle, Dinah Washington, Cannonball Adderley and Leuern Baker. "I've been arranging all my life—I used to teach Ray Charles the arrangements in Braille,' he recalls. 'In the beginning I used to do all of the bee hop arrangements, and we didn't have any reference. There was only one radio show out of San Francisco and Downbeat magazine, and the rest we had to get through word of mouth in New York, through travelling musicians. Blues bands from California would come up and Dizzy Gillespie, Clark Terry, Count Basie and those guys would pass through, and we would be right on their butt, listening to everything that came out of there. There was no other way to communicate, there was no television.' In 1957 Jones decided to continue his musical education by studying with legendary Parisian composer Nadia Boulanger, and to subsidise his studies he took a job with Barclay Disques, Mercury's French distributor. While in Europe he recorded Charles Aznavour, Jacques Brel and Henri Salvador, as well as Americans such as Sarah Vaughan, Billy Eckstine and Andy Williams. Many years later he would revive his European connection by way of co-producing the Montreux Jazz and World Music Festival.

"These days there aren't many arrangements left in the business," he says. 'It was as an arranger that I got into producing records. You know, back in the early-fifties I would tell someone like Bobby Shad that I'd just met the best alto player I'd ever heard, and say, 'You've got to sign him. He sounds like Charlie Parker. You should hear him.' And he'd say, 'No, I don't want to hear him. You write six or eight tunes for him, call up some horns, get a stu-\>
<p>dio, get an engineer and I'll see you Tuesday”. That's how I started: writing the stuff, conducting it, getting the band going and hooking it up with the soloist.

"At that time the A&R man would come in and say, "Take two", and after a while you'd realise that you were doing everything that a producer does. I didn't know what that word was when I started—to me he was the A&R man, and we worked for A&R men all the time. So eventually, after conducting for all of these singers across the country and recording them in the studio, I'd been prepared to become a producer.

When I collaborated with someone like Count Basie I was dealing with a legendary style, in terms of Freddie Green playing 4 on acoustic guitar and just what Count Basie's rhythm sound was about. He was the King of Swing, you know, no matter what they say. These people have their own style and everybody knows what the ground rules are, but the arranger has to interpret that, be it Thad Jones or Ernie Wilkins or Johnny Mandel or Neil Hefti. You have to interpret what Basie's sound is and distil it through your own personality. That's what the collaboration is about; understanding what Basie is traditionally, all the way back to Lester Young and Walter Page.

In my case I just concentrated on the kind of music I liked to hear Basie play. I base everything on that; what will turn me on. I know it will turn Basie on. Part of a producer and arranger's role is to love the essence of a human being, which is what their music is about. The same goes for Sinatra. I knew every note he could make and could hit, and every now and then I would try to push him past what I knew his limit to be. At first he'd feel like he was jumping without a net, but the love between us was so strong that there would be this total trust in each other. He'd know that I'd never embarrass him, and that if it worked it would only be better.

The same thing happened with Michael Jackson. We added a lot of things to Michael, including an extra fourth on each end of his range, because when he was with The Jackson Five he was singing high bubblegum stuff all of the time, and so I had to bring him down. For instance, when we first did Don't Stop 'Til You Get Enough I said, "Now, Michael, I would like to do the melody down in this register", and he didn't understand this until he actually heard it. Everything was in octaves and I needed him to do solo ad-libs down there to show the difference in the range. So, at first there was a little resistance, because he was 19, he'd been recording since he was eight years old and he'd got into certain habits. Every one does, especially if they're successful, not thinking that there's even more room to grow. Eventually they get it. Some get a flying start in the talent sweepstakes: 'I met Michael when he was 12. Little Stevie Wonder when he was 12, Tevin Campbell when he was 12, Dinah Washington told me about Aretha when she was 12, they told me about Whitney when she was 16, and I first saw Patti Austin when she was four years old! She was awesome, and she still is. When they've got it that early, boy, you know that they're not playing around.'

While Quincy's 1961 appointment as vice-president at Mercury made him the first high-level black executive of a major record company, the mid-sixties that decade gave rise to his three-year stint as conductor and arranger with Frank Sinatra. In turn this would team him with Count Basie for the Sinatra At The Sands album which contained the classic arrangement of 'Fly Me To The Moon'. Having thus acquainted himself with the Sinatra voice towards the end of its halcyon period, Q would subsequently get to produce and conduct LA Is My Lady in 1984. With the vocal sweetness, range and dexterity not what it used to be, the then 68-year-old singer nevertheless turned in some bravura performances on what turned out to be his last solo album, for, according to Quincy, his artistic instincts were still fully intact.

'He'd know when something was right,' he recalls. 'Inside he'd know. He'd look at me and say, "I guess you want to do another take", and I'd say, "No, not necessarily, but I think you do". You see, a guy like Sinatra you can't coach like an ordinary person, because he's such a legendary stylist. Your suggestions are minimal in that respect, just peripheral to the area in which he is working, and so at each stage you feel him out. You feel out what he's open to hearing feedback on—you have to be sensitive for one thing, and if he's not open to feedback then don't volunteer it.

'After all, when there was something that he was off on he was still hardly off, and he didn't go off too often. His instincts were awesome. He over-dubbed bits of LA Is My Lady and he didn't like to do that, so he came back to LA and he wanted to take another shot at it, otherwise he wouldn't be happy. I'll never forget, as he finished the last take he knew he had it nailed, and he winked at me and he just said, "Well, I guess I'll unpack my bags and stick around here a little while longer". It was so cute. That just fell out of his mouth.' Meanwhile, it was what fell out of Michael Jackson's eyes that Jones cites as an example when describing his work ethic of leaving in rough edges and 'searching for the truth all of the time'. Aside from Thriller, Jones also produced two of Jackson's other multi-platinum solo albums, Off The Wall and Bad, and it was a display of emotion during the former project which convinced the producer to retain the >
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“artist’s feelings on tape.
I had the song “She’s Out of My Life” for about three or four years after it had been written,” Jones recalls. “A lot of people thought it was for Sinatra, but I had a hunch that it would be a hit if I recorded it when I came along. I thought it would be perfect for him, because he’d never sung that kind of mature song before. We recorded about 10 or 11 takes and he’d cry every time we’d end it, so I thought, “The hell with it leave it in, let him cry.” That’s what he felt, you know, and I couldn’t even appreciate how he was identifying with a mature relationship like that, because he was 19 or 20 years old. So I just left the tears and everything in there. I mean, if it’s the truth, man, the truth is gospel and you let the truth come on out.”

One truth for black composers and arrangers during much of this century was that film scores were basically out of their reach.
I wanted to do that since I was 15, but I couldn’t get the shot so I waited until I was 30,” says Jones. Indeed, by the early-1960s he had established enough leverage for himself in the music business set that, towards the end of his association with Mercury Records, he could at last turn his attention towards the hallowed world of the movies.
His initial outing was on a Swedish film entitled The Boy in the Tree, and this was followed by Sidney Lumet’s 1964 picture, The Pawnbroker. Since then there have been a further 53 major film scores credited to the name of Quincy Jones, yet the man himself asserts that he doesn’t take a uniform approach to each and every project.
‘Every film tells each different personality exactly what it wants to be,’ he says. ‘Thirty different composers will score it thirty different ways. Of course, you look at it and you deal with the technical constraints in terms of synchronisation, click tracks and so forth, and then, once you decide on what the technical peripheral boundaries are, you go onto the emotional side and go with the images, and every time it’s different. Musically it puts you in a zone that you’d never go to with records. If you heard the [Oscar-nominated] score to In Cold Blood [1961] on a record you’d probably run out of the room. I had a housekeeper quit me when I was writing that. She said, “No more”. She was fed up with murder.”

In terms of his own studio recordings, during the past decade Quincy has enjoyed widespread success with albums that have been brilliantly melded with eclectic attributes of sharply contrasting talents. His landmark 1989 album, Back on the Block—named Album of the Year at the 1990 Grammys—brought such legends as Dizzy Gillespie, Ella Fitzgerald, Sarah Vaughan and Miles Davis together with tee T. Big Daddy Kane and Melle Mel to create the first fusions of the bebop and hip hop musical traditions. Then, more recently, Q’s Jook Joint showcased Quincy’s ability to blend the performances of singers and musicians from Coolio and Phil Collins to Chaka Khan and Queen Latifah in a reference to the backwoods club houses of rural America in the thirties, forties and fifties. Now he’s involved with a big band album that will utilise the talents of arranger Sammy Nestico together with music made up from standards and new material, as well as a compilation set entitled From Q. With Love, featuring many of the s moochy hit numbers that our Mr Jones has been involved with down the years.

I’m very excited about that,” he says of From Q With Love that, in addition to his own name, will feature those of Sinatra, Basie, Jackson, Vaughan, George Benson, James Ingram, Patti Austin, Barry White, Luther Vandross and Aretha Franklin, amongst others. The inspiration for it was personal. I used to take this kind of collection on the road with me, because my girl-friend and I didn’t want any fast tunes to interrupt anything.

It includes an arrangement that I wrote for Frank of The Shadow of Your Smile’, which he decided to put in his show when we were on the plane one night on our way to Vegas. I said, “Okay, I’ll write it. Do we have the lyrics?” He said, “By the time you have the music you’ll have the lyrics”, and he took out a legal pad and wrote the lyrics down. I then used them to jam them in his subconscious. I’d never seen anybody do that before. Frank was something else.”

Given Jones’ experience in the studio, he intuitively knows how a session is progressing very early on, and then directs accordingly. “The trick is to know when it’s working and when it’s not working,” he says. “If it’s not >
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< working then why isn't it working? I mean, if I don't know what's wrong, but I just don't like it I can't tell the musicians that.

A major thing that is necessary for a good session is chemistry. People who enjoy working with each other have a sense of the sum being bigger than the parts, so it's a case of knowing how to play that kind of team game. Then there's the right material; it all starts with the right material. It's all about the song. You know, without a song there's nothing to talk about, and I think that half of a producer's job is to find the right songs from the beginning.

Although occasionally hands-on in terms of studio equipment, Q confesses to usually having other considerations on his mind during a session. 'When we're really serious I don't want to think about that,' he says. 'I mean, you have so many options, and I have been spoiled by working with Phil Ramone and Bruce Swedien for the past 34 years. They're the best in the world, and I'm never going to compete with Bruce's background regarding the technology because that's not my thing. Still, it helps if you understand it. If you don't understand it, you can fall in and you're experimenting all of the time.

There have been sessions where Bruce and I will just go in to play with toys in order to test their muscles, going through all of the things to find out what they can do. I've seen everything that's been going on in the last 50 years, you know, and we started with 78s. I used the very first synthesiser on the 'Ironside' theme and the very first Fender bass with William 'Mooch' Montgomery in Lionel Hampton's band, and without the Fender bass there would be no rock 'n' roll. The electric guitar and bass are what made rock 'n' roll.'

As previously mentioned, what has made certain other musical fusions is the innovative talent of Quincy Jones. Still, when asked whether he views such fusions as interesting experiments or necessary advances when a particular genre of music is running out of steam, his response points towards an artist's improvisational feel for the creative art-form rather than any pre-planned intentions. 'Man, you know, it's just like eating a meal,' he replies. 'I like to mix up apple sauce with sliced bananas and peanuts and cookies and sliced peaches and roasted pecans to see how many tastes can be different yet compatible in one batch. I love that. The compatible richness. What I enjoy most is changing and doing different things, because a change is like a rest to me. I always try to transcend past standards and that's the hard part, I did this before, so how
can I do it different and better? That quest is really what it’s all about, as well as breaking down musical categories. I don’t like categories at all.

“Everyday I learn something new, and the older you get the more you realise you don’t know. If you put a lot of energy into the beginning of your life and career, really grabbing onto the one thing that you love, then that’s everything. I did that since I was 12. You know, I love writing music, orchestrating and arranging, and I’ve put a long time and all my energy into trying to be the best at that. I’ve worked with almost every pop singer and instrumentalist in American music, and what I’ve learned has provided me with the basis and discipline to approach anything else, be it film, television, magazines, whatever. After all, the principle’s the same: trying to find excellence and having a real careful eye for detail. There may just be 12 notes, but a lot of great people have done a lot of great things with those same 12 notes.

Most notably the acclaimed Mr Jones. After all, just consider where his professional life has led him. For one thing there have been his sorties into the twin worlds of film and television production, as marked by 1985’s The Colour Purple and the launch of the hit NBC TV series The Fresh Prince of Bel Air in 1991. Two years later Jones and David Salzman merged their companies to form QDE, a film, TV and live entertainment production co-venture with Time Warner that has seen the production of such widely seen shows as the annual Academy Awards spectacular. In partnership with Time Life Ventures the company also publishes Vibe magazine. Then there’s QD7, another Jones-Salzman coventure that, in alliance with multimedia publisher 7th Level Inc, produces interactive multimedia titles; Jones own Qwest Records, with an artist roster that includes New Order, Tevin Campbell, Milt Jackson; Tamia; Keith Washington; The Winans; Dori Caymmi and Justin Warfield; Qwest Broadcasting, which is currently one of the largest minority-owned TV broadcasting companies in the United States; and Quincy Jones Music Publishing, which boasts a catalogue with more than 1,500 titles that span five decades of music and, of course, several genres.

“It’s wonderful and it’s been an amazing life, says the man of many moments. ‘I mean, you only live one time. You have 29,000 days if you live to 80 and you’ve got to do it now, man. You can’t say, “I think I’ll wait til later and come back,”. I don’t know what I’d do just laying around fishing for eight months a year. That’s too simple for me. I had two brain operations, I almost died twice, so I don’t look at life like that. I want to know I came through here... and really be sure!”
Big on action, effects and budget, Godzilla needs sound to match. Richard Buskin talks to the sound designers, effects editor and dialogue editor about their run with a reptile that runs riot in old Manhattan.

IT FIRST APPEARED in 1954, the product of Japan's Toho Studio. Filmed in glorious Tohoscope, the giant fire-breathing lizard known as Godzilla threatened civilisation numerous times down the years and also, when it felt like it, provided some scaly support—not to mention plenty of unintentional laughs. You see, the Godzilla movies, while very popular in their native land, were also extremely cheap and incredibly hokey, prompting reviewers to dismiss them with comments such as 'a holo from Toho', or 'more sci-fi shenanigans, providing a field day for the special effects crew and a day off for the scriptwriters'.

Well, courtesy of Sony Studios, the outsized amphibian is back, having crossed the Pacific to wreak havoc on New York City, and it has to be said that, while the story-line is not about to challenge Gone With the Wind (or even Blue Hawaii), the special effects are stunning. This is pretty much what you would expect given the huge budget and the fact that Roland Emmerich, the director of Independence Day, is at the helm. Starring Matthew Broderick and Jean Reno, Godzilla is a highly entertaining monster movie that drew on a lot of talent behind the scenes in order to produce the stunning sounds and visuals. After all, how should the reptile's voice be updated from the elephantine braving of yesteryear? That was the task facing Scott Gershin when, as one of five sound designers assigned to Godzilla, he and his colleagues at audio post facility Soundelux Hollywood first became involved with the project early in 1997.

Since its inception during the early eighties, Soundelux Hollywood has worked with all of the major film studios in the Los Angeles area. In the process, earning itself a number of American and British Academy Awards as well as Golden Reel Awards for Best Sound Effects Editing and Best ADR Editing. It is now home to the world's largest sound library, comprising over 5.5m sound entries and a running time of more than 5,000 hours, and the company also provides sound transfer services for nonlinear digital editing systems such as the Avid, Waveframe and Fairlight.

Per Hallberg and Wylie Stateman were the two in-house sound supervisors on Godzilla and a big extravaganza was scheduled for the ShowWest trade convention in Las Vegas in March of 1997, announcing that the film was going into production. A promotional trailer had to be produced, and Scott Gershin's job was to come up with what he describes as 'the classic roar'.

'We had a team of people working on it', he recalls. 'To start with, designers Martin Lopez did a lot of research into what that sound was made up of, and he created a vast library of information. We've got everything from baby elephants, hippos and badgers to trumpets being blown in the stairwell and metal being scraped. We came up with a couple of thousand different sounds that we thought were similar to that of the original Godzilla, and the reason why we did this was also because we needed to expand his vocabulary for the actual movie. At that point [designers] Mike Regan, Alan Rankin and myself started to experiment and create something.'

It had taken two months to create that classic roar for the trailer. Now they were into the movie proper. Foley artist Gary Hecker was recruited to vocalise the grunts and growls of the 'big guy'...
— as Gershin affectionately refers to the lumbering lizard—and the results were subsequently used as a template for all of the various possibilities: happy Godzilla, angry Godzilla, quizzical Godzilla, and so on.

"We replaced or added according to what we needed," Gershin explains. "We did some more vocalisations ourselves and also used the whole animal kingdom together with the thousands of sounds that we'd accumulated. That enabled us to create the right combination and the right variance. You know, you don't want to use the same sound over and over again, but rather something similar with a slightly different twist. Then we used the classic roar as the thread that ties all of the sounds together.

Basically, Godzilla's got to sound like Godzilla can sound and also like T-rex, so it was a case of, "Okay, this is where we're starting and this is where we want to end", while always staying within the lines to ensure you know that it is Godzilla. In doing that, Alan and I saw the picture pretty quickly and we were then able to construct the vocalisations. The film's computer graphics were being created well into the project's schedule, and so there were elements that the audio people at Soundelux never even saw until the last couple of weeks, but that they nevertheless had to create a sound characteristic for. Then there were the Godzilla babies which they never saw until a couple of weeks before they began finishing, and so, all in all, the effects crew had to use its imagination quite extensively for much of the time.

Sometimes we ended up seeing some rough graphics without any kind of texture map," says Gershin. "So we might get an idea about the movement of the head, but then all of a sudden the texture map would appear, and they would put the eyes in, and the eye would do a little blink, and the head would do a little nod, and we were thinking, "maybe we should go this way." Frank Walker also helped out with the sounds of the babies, although we did not end up using quite as much of Frank's material. We wanted the babies to have a lot more personality, because visually we wanted to create a lot of the audience's imagination. We did what we could do, they're 9-foot babies, so at one point we wanted them to look and sound innocent, and to that end we listened to the way that birds and other animals reacted. Then, within about 20 minutes we needed to have them grow up to be in their scenes. So, they had to go through the bratty 2-year-old stage, where they're curious and want to get into everything, and then they needed to be a definite threat to the people in the film. The audience has to start off going, "Oh, they're so cute," and "Oh, oh, they're so big," and then by the end be saying, "Oh, eh, look out, they're a huge threat.". At that stage in the movie we learn that they are as excited and can procreate by themselves, and that, as 200 babies have just been born, within a year there could be 20,000 dominating the Earth. Accordingly their voices become less cute.

Waveframe and ProTools 2i were the two main systems employed at Soundelux for the Godzilla project, together with a wide array of outboard gear: a combination of Lexicon PCM80 and PCM81, Eventide 4000 and 4500, Lexicon 480L, M5000 and numerous plug-ins.

"We didn't want things to sound synthetic, or too transparent either," Gershin explains. "When we were recreating the vocalisation we took the trumpets and gave them a little pronunciation, and to get it away from sounding like a trumpet I ended up using multiple Harmonizers. I've got a light-beam controller, and so as I move my hand through it I can change and control the various attributes that manipulate the outboard gear. Therefore, as I moved my hand up and down to picture 1 I could start tailoring the sound to be able to pitch, which was a combination of the Lexicon and the Eventide. Then I used a multi-band distortion device to get it out of that beautiful fundamental that trumpets have and give it a little more grit. So, on the one hand I was dividing the pitches to create a more dissonant, complex sound, and then the multi-band distortion added the guttural, throaty noises. I found that by using normal distortion it just sounded like distorted audio, whereas with multi-band distortion, it had a whole new personality. I think we tried every technique and every process that we'd heard of and probably invented a few. We really delved into areas that were new to us or we went back to old tricks, and there was a certain amount of time just given over to experimentation; although we didn't have all that much time. I mean, any film with computer graphics is always evolving.

Sound effects editor, Chris Assells, could not agree more.

The most interesting thing on this picture was that a lot of it contained digital CGI effects," he says. I would get some footage and there would be Godzilla running down this canyon, and so I'd cut my stuff and we'd send it to the dub stage. Then, a couple of days before the dub they would send us this new version and all of a sudden there'd be 20 helicopters following him. I'd now have to cut those in, and sometimes there was a very short time to cut a lot of stuff.

These days they can generate images so quick and they look so beautiful. Virtually every helicopter in this film is a CGI helicopter, and it's only in recent years that things can get thrown at you so fast. Plus it seems that schedules have got shorter, and on this film in particular we were up against the wall with regard to the release.

Indeed, rather than deal with the monster, Assells was responsible for the sounds of objects such as helicopters, jets and cars, all of which had more of a grounding in reality. Other effects editors included Dino Di Muro, and both he and Assells are from the old school that saw them cutting on movicolas before 'sneaking into this digital thing.

Assells edited Godzilla on a Cyberframe, asserting that he finds it to be 'very film-friendly. I use it pretty much like a splicer and a synchroniser and a movicola, and transferring over to it from a movicola was relatively easy because it rolls like film. I splice it like film and I can do crossfades just like I did with film.'

Using virtually no outboard gear, Assells was another Soundelux man to make good use of the in-house library. "We have an incredible jet library," he says. 'We just did Airforce One, and so I was able to use a lot of the stuff from that movie in this film. Then, on top of that I also received a lot of good sweeter effects from Peter Sullivan. He created these low-end parts to bring the jets right in your face, and I combined these with helicopter sounds and I think it worked really well. I went pretty literal with this show, and so what you see is pretty much what you hear, except for sweeteners. For instance, sometimes when a jet would boom by we'd sweeten it with a cannon blast or with a thunder hit, but nothing manufactured or synthesised. They were pretty organic sounds. I didn't want people to be hearing CGI helicopters and CGI jets.'

Elsewhere on the audio effects front Tony Lamberti was assigned the task of designing the sound of Godzilla's..."
I'd played giant footsteps as well as the explosions, crashing debris and smashing noises that take place as it crushes buildings and vehicles around Manhattan. I'd already done creature footsteps and different types of destruction when working on *The Relic*, he says, so I guess they figured I'd be best suited to this department on *Godzilla*.

'Obviously it's a huge, huge lizard, so we wanted its footsteps to have a lot of weight and really shake the room. I therefore did things like taking multiple explosions and slowing them down, and making new layers of multiple explosions to use for really super-low impacts that would play out of the main speakers—not using the subwoofer at that time—and really push a lot of air. I'd played with that technique a little bit in the past, but not to this degree; for other creature footsteps sounds that I've done I've used things like gunshots, but never really big explosions that were layered on top of each other to get the kind of impact that we were after at this time.

The explosions themselves were made from scratch and created from various elements. We did a whole recording session where together with Skywalker and a couple of other sound effects houses, we went out in the field and captured a bunch of real explosions. Then we came back and used those as raw elements, stacking them up, sampling them, pitching them down and creating new explosions.

When using the recordings from the field, it certainly wasn't a case of 'any explosion will do'.

'I played it various ways and so I wanted to have something with a long tail to it,' says Lambert, referring to the blast, not the monster. 'For example, there's a scene where there are people standing on the street in New York City and you can see the cars bouncing while Godzilla is bounding along in the distance. So, we were playing with perspective and as the footsteps come closer we use different types of explosions with longer tails, and so on. It's not like we just took one and hit it over and over and over again.

Other elements that we created for the footsteps included a subwoofer impact sweeterener, which can almost be described as an impulse. It's like four cycles of a single wave form that, when played through the subwoofer, just kicks it and then gets out of the way without getting too muddy. So, that's how we got the real impact, and I put some M5000 reverbs on it to give it more of a tail. Also, I did a quick mixdown of my initial footprint impact and ran that through a tc multi delay to get the reports off the buildings.'

As for the concussion sounds of buildings such as Madison Square Garden deconstructing, these derived from explosion effects in the Soundelux library that were tailored by Lambert to fit the picture. Meanwhile, for ripping noises cosupervisor Wylie Stateman made some special recordings with metal on the Foley stage and Peter Sullivan captured the scraping sounds of dry ice. Using an Emulator E4 and various outboard items Lambert then sampled and manipulated these in order to achieve the desired results. He didn't, however, have time to create the sound of the babies footsteps, which were expertly taken care of by Foley supervisor Craig Jaeger.
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Lauren Stephens edited dialogue on the picture, and what with all the opticals that kept appearing and changing she was in constant update mode. Then there was the rain, plenty of it, teeming down in Manhattan throughout the film, and along with all of this water came some predictable sound problems. “They shot the picture in stereo but it wasn’t true stereo,” says Stephens. “It was body mic and boom, so there were pretty much eight tracks of material to sort through. Well, one side was always just rush—rain and misery—and I had to get rid of that. Then on the other side the backgrounds would be very different, the rain would be very different, the quality of the sound would be very different, and they were also replacing an extraordinary amount of dialogue.

“We go into the situation knowing that they’re going to probably try to replace at least half of it. A lot of the computer-generated stuff is MX, but then they have a lot of huge wind machines and generators and vocal directions from the director, and a lot of it is completely unusable. I mean, they had scenes in that movie where cars are blowing over and debris is flying everywhere, and the characters are trying to carry on some kind of conversation—in fact, pretty much any exterior scene where Matthew Broderick and the other actors are trying to speak to each other presented a problem. However, with other scenes we kind of go at it like there’s no such thing as ADR and we’d do the best we could with the available material, so in the end I’d say they kept between 30% to 50% of the original dialogue. Going into an action film as a dialogue editor you know you’re not going to shine. It’s not your time. That belongs to the effects guys.

“Kevin O’Connell was the dialogue mixer and he’s really good, and we also used NoNoise to varying degrees. For instance, there’s a taxi scene where we’re in the cab and rain is shooting down on it as we’re screaming down the street. Well, there was just the most wide range of loud hiss that you’ve ever heard in your life, and even the NoNoise guys sent the stuff back saying, ‘What in the hell was that?’ so there’s only so much you can do, and it was particularly challenging to try to give the director and the mixers some options.”

While the effects team on Godzilla worked at Soundelux, the in-house dialogue, Foley and ADR people went to Sony Studios in nearby Culver City where they used the Waveframe and laid back to 6-track mag tape. Mag editors updated any changes to the pre-dubs, while Lauren Stephens handled the changes to dialogue and ADR. In all she had just six weeks in which to complete her work—an extremely short schedule given the size and scope of the movie, albeit that weekends were never used—and thereafter the mix actually took place at Sony on a Harrison MPC console in the Cary Grant Theatre.

“I’m really happy with the mix, really happy with the way my stuff turned out,” says Chris Assells. “Often you spend all of this time cutting stuff, and you send it to the stage, to the mixers and the supervisor, and then you go and see the movie and you think, ‘Where is all that stuff that I cut?’ On this project we sent the material to the stage and to the mixers and when we saw the finished film we went, ‘Hey—there’s all that stuff we cut’. It was very nice.”
Introducing the latest in 24 bit recording technology:

The World's Best Sounding Hard Disk Recorder ... JUST GOT BETTER

Otari's RADAR has replaced analog & digital multitrack recorders in hundreds of commercial and private facilities. RADAR has become the benchmark of sonic excellence and ease of use in HD recording. In keeping with Otari's legacy of innovation, RADAR II offers the highest digital multitrack performance. 45 minutes of 24 bit, 24 track audio are available from a single removable hard drive - with longer recording times possible by adding internal or external SCSI drives. Multiple RADAR IIIs can be linked together and the new dedicated controller provides track arming, solo and optional metering of 48 tracks. RADAR II locks to all standard SMPTE rates, video composite and word clock formats. Sampling rates are variable between 32 and 48 kHz. Varispeed, MIDI I/O, and RS-422 are standard, making interfacing with all existing studio equipment simple.

Contact Otari today for RADAR II information and listen to the future of digital recording.
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There is only one UK based audio manufacturer who can offer you all of the above.
For broadcast consoles there is only one place where you can believe everything you hear...
Calrec Audio.
The magic broadcast

Emotive enough to empty the streets and restaurants of London on match days, the 1998 World Cup is setting standards that other events will struggle to equal. Kevin Hilton reports

Blues and yellows. Giant rubber flowers. Out-of-work actors dressed up as bees bouncing up and down on trampolines, ejecting little coloured, helium-filled balloons from their enlarged posterioris so that they drifted languidly into the clear blue sky above Paris, watched by thousands in the glistening Stade de France and many thousands more in bars and homes around the world, all of them with a single thought: what the hell does this have to do with football?

Another major sporting event and another over-the-top, totally inexplicable opening ceremony, watched by football fans who applauded the sub-Serge Danot surreality of it all with more good nature than it deserved, secretly hoping they would get on with it and things could kick off for real. Still, at least it was more entertainingly professional than what the Brits came up with for Euro 96.

For just over a month, the 1998 World Cup has dominated television and radio schedules around the world, with the possible exception of the US. Stateside critics blame some of the chronic lack of interest on the TV coverage, saying that the shots are too wide, that there are not enough close-ups and consequently all viewers can see are lots of little figures running around a huge pitch with no real indication of who is who and what is going on.

No doubt the French TV directors responsible would take umbrage at such criticism, particularly as the international coverage of France 98 is under the direction of six of the most experienced practitioners of this particular art in the country, having worked variously at TF1, Canal+, Tele Monte-Carlo and France Television. While the overall production plan stated that there was no intention to break new ground, the matches have been covered in a straightforward way, offering plenty of different views of specific incidents and only being confusing if the teams were not wearing distinctive enough strips. It all reaches its conclusion this month, with the final taking place at the still shiny and new Stade de France, just outside Paris. To get to this point, 32 teams have been whittled down to just two, supposedly the two best in the world today. To get here, viewers have witnessed hours of players running up and down various pitches, referees being affected by the red mists, protracted segments of analysis and opinion, the always popular 'Who doesn't know their national anthem' competition and, regrettably, scenes of violence from people who deliberately forget that it is only a game.

This time around, it was truly a World Cup competition, with teams from Europe, Africa, Asia and the Americas. This global interest, combined a general worldwide appetite for sport warranted a massive broadcast operation, providing international feeds for over 180 television broadcast organisations and in excess of 130 radio stations, which require facilities to tailor the coverage for their domestic audiences, and more than 4,500 accredited rights-holding broadcasters. Logically such an undertaking could not be the responsibility of a single broadcast organisation. Consequently the broadcasting of France 98 was entrusted to TVRS (Television and Radio Services) 98, a consortium established by the French Broadcasters Group of the EBU, comprising France 2, France 3, Radio France, Radio France International, TF1, Canal+ and TDF. Formed in May 1995, this organisation put together the production plan for the tournament coverage and co-ordinated the assembly of the facilities needed to accommodate the broadcasters, journalists and their associated entourages. The operational outline was drawn up by a committee that included former French international, and now president of France '98, Michel Platini, and executives from TF1, France TV, Canal+, the EBU Sports Working Party and TVRS itself.

From this initial plan, which covered camera positions, varieties of shot and, after further consultation, graphics and an additional camera, the setup that went on-air at the Stade de France on 10th June was ratified. With the primary aim of producing a high-quality international pool feed, a fully digital production chain was decided on, a first for the TV coverage of a World Cup.

The ten match venues have identical setups, each based around a digital scanner truck. Action is captured by 17 cameras, each positioned to give comprehensive coverage of the match with the ability to focus in on the decisive moments of each clash. The core is Camera 1, positioned high in the near-side stand, giving a wide shot of the field. The other cameras offer specific handling shots and views at field level, from behind the goals, the sidelines and minicam shots around the goal.

Due to rules laid down by governing body FIFA, only two of the 17 cameras are hand-helds, and those are purely to show the players coming on to the pitch, the reactions of the substitutes and coaching teams on the bench and for 'flash' interviews, catching coaches and players immediately after that glorious victory or ignominious defeat. FIFA's insistence on a little unnecessary movement on the touchline as possible—which extends to managers jumping about and shouting to rally their troops—applies to the audio. Of the 20, primarily shotgun, microphones positioned...
< around the pitch, eight are hand-held by operators with radio comm., who can be instructed to zero in on specific action to complement the pictures of an encounter with the usual sporting exchanges between players. As these are fixed positions, all the technicians can do is extend the arms in the appropriate direction.

The production plan outlines 'clear and objective' coverage, stating that the aim is not to break new ground but to maintain a high production standard throughout. This document also says that stereo sound production will not interfere with the audio coverage, and efforts will be made to ensure crowd noise will not drown out the thud of a kicked ball or verbal exchanges between players. Jean-Yves Pouloux, technical manager at TVRS 98, says that this is entirely in keeping with how football matches are traditionally presented in France, and that it was decided not to try anything special, merely to give a basic, well-produced pool sound to be used by all subscribing broadcasters.

But the coming of new digital services means that the use of future techniques—specifically wide-screen pictures and multichannel sound—could not be forgotten. France Television (France 2 in association with France 3) is producing a 16:9 wide-screen feed with Dolby Surround Sound, which is being broadcast by French satellite channel TPS as Superfoot 98 and by Italian public service broadcaster Rai. France 2 is using a different set of cameras from those of TVRS to source this material, which is mixed in two of its scanners, equipped with Dolby's SFE1 encoders and SDU4 decoders for the audio.

The BBC is broadcasting 2 of the 4 matches shot in 16:9 on its Choice service, but with a digitally compressed MPEG II sound soundtrack. NTR has used two mobiles to provide footage for its domestic high-definition output, taking the international stereo feed and adding surround information. German broadcasters ARD and ZDF have also sent scanners to cover proceedings with their own cameras, taking the basic left and right signals and adding surround information from their own microphones.

For the international broadcast organisations attending each match, TVRS has laid on extensive facilities to enable each station to tailor its coverage to its specific domestic specifications. These are divided into facilities that are not associated to the match, that is studios, tape playback equipment and transmission time used in the run-up to a game; and facilities associated to the match, being commentary and announcer positions, half-time interviews and studio, play-back and transmission time when a game is on.

Two vital parts of any sports coverage are the on-screen graphics and slow-motion replays, to emphasize the agony or the ecstasy. TVRS instigated a basic graphics insertion software, enabling easy retrieval of material from an on-line database.

Statistics are made available by the Stat* package, developed by Compusport, which gives a range of real-time data to be overlayed onto the picture during matches and replays. Eight stereo units are used during matches, four in digital Live Slow Motion devices, with four being Super Live Slo-Mos, giving 75 frames per second.

Commentators are the unseen stars of TV football coverage; from the howling enthusiasm of Brazil to the mind-numbing obviousness of the UK's Tony Smith. TVRS has already this tournament uttered the immortal phrase: 'The team that scores the most goals wins'; every broadcaster wants to put its own spin on proceedings. Providing the equipment is MEQ, which is leasing to TVRS the new system that got its first try-out at the recent Winter Olympics in Nagano. For the opening and closing matches at the Stade de France, 150 positions are available; Round One fixtures only had 100, with the number increasing to 125 for matches in Round Two.

Each position features a commentary unit, two headsets and microphones and two TV monitors, with the ability to select either the international feed or the on-air output of TF1, France 2, France 3 or Canal+. When matches were played concurrently during the early phases of the competition, remote coverage of the other games was also provided. The commentary positions were installed and managed by Radio France, which offers a choice of audio circuits of either 3 kHz, "7kHz or 15kHz bandwidth.

From the scanner, the international signal is sent to the Technical Operations Centre in the broadcast area of the stadium, thence to the International Broadcasting Centre in Paris. This is the core of France 98's broadcast coverage, where all the feeds are distributed and where the visiting broadcasters have their main studios and administration offices. Housed in two halls of Paris Expo, an exhibition complex in the south-western Porte de Versailles district of the capital, the BBC's technological infrastructure has been provided by France Telecom, TVRS' official partner in this venture, and two official suppliers, Sony Broadcast & Professional and Tektronix.

France Telecom is providing the telecommunications network between each stadium and the IBC (one permanent fibre-optic circuit for the international feed at 34Mbit/s E1ISI quality: a satellite link for the duration of games to back up the international signal; and a fibre-optic circuit, again for the duration of the match, to carry the clean international feed and is operating the joint booking service used by rights-holding broadcasters. Other services provided by the French telecoms group are unidirectional broadcast requirements between venues and the IBC (including commentary and co-ordination circuits, which are carried over fibre-optics); transmissions from any OB van brought in by broadcasters to the Technical Operations Centre; video transmissions from the IBC, either on fibre or satellite uplinks; fiber latter from the back of the IBC of FT teleports; the provision of 100 outgoing audio circuits (ranging from 3kHz to 15kHz); provision of satellite news gathering links; transmission circuits, ISDN connections and production and post-production facilities at team training grounds and hotels; and full supervision and security on video and audio circuits.

Sony has provided more than 65 video machines from its Betacam SX and Digital Betacam video ranges, which are being used for the acquisition, editing and transmission of programme material. SX is being used specifically because of its ability to integrate with Betacam SP, a format that is widely used in sports broadcasting. The host broadcaster VTR format is Digital Betacam 625/50. Tektronix is supplying a Grass Valley SMH7000 routing switcher, two GV 1200 production switchers, two video recorder equipment, Deko character generators from the Pinnacle Systems range and sync pulse generators for all video production gear.

All of which should be unknown to the average viewer, leaping about the front room, avoiding knocking over the glass of beer or sauce drain on the half-eaten pizza. It really takes something special (or particularly bad) to draw attention to TV coverage. It was on the night that Morocco knocked Scotland out of the competition, but still went out themselves due to Norway beating Brazil. With the Scots' fate already sealed, they showed the usual to the Norwegian penalty; with this in the back of the net, everything cut back to the blissfully unaware Moroccans celebrating their victory. As the awful truth became known, one could not help but feel sorry for them, while acknowledging that, sports fan or not, it was damn good television. ■
The Studer V-Eight is an 8 channel 20 bit digital recorder based on the ADAT™ type II format, using S-VHS cassettes. The V-Eight is 100% compatible to all current ADAT formats with over 100'000 units sold. The professional design and reliability will give you a cost effective, faithful workhorse for all professional audio recording applications. The V-Eight features a professional S-VHS Tape Drive for extremely fast and gentle tape handling which leads to substantial time savings. The V-Eight also has the convenience of an integrated TC generator and chase synchroniser. Unique features are: 24 bit Studer converters based on the legendary D-827 DASH recorder technology, to improve the sound of your recordings and an On-board 9 channel monitor mixer to make live recordings without a mixing console.
Having reported on the introduction of D&R's flagship Octagon film console, Studio Sound now documents the first installation. Zenon Schoepe writes from Amsterdam.

HERALDED as the only real console choice for those who are out of the league of the digital and digitally controlled analogue film monsters, D&R's Octagon multiformat analogue desk is now shipping. Indeed, the Dutch manufacturer achieved quite a coup with the powering up of its first installation during the course of the recent European AES in Amsterdam at leading Dutch film studio Meta Sound. And this when the manufacturer celebrated its 25th anniversary.

The desk is in the facility's newly refurbished Studio C mixing theatre and Meta has also added a Kinoton FP58 high-speed film projector, and a 24-bit, 24-track workstation from Dutch company Aupan. Monitoring is by Stage Accompany, another Dutch company.

Meta Sound MD Ad Roest is pragmatic about his choice of console. 'Once we had come to the conclusion that the Harrison Series Twelve was too expensive for us we had to look elsewhere,' he says. 'The problem with an expensive desk like the Harrison is that when you can't afford it in the sort of size you'd really want, you start looking at ways of making the desk smaller and cheaper. In the end you leave out all the sorts of things that you liked about the desk in the first place just to get closer to a price you can afford. You end up with a variation of the desk you wanted.' Faced with such practicalities Roest claims that the Octagon was the only real alternative against the super league of film desks. 'It's a slight step backwards from what we would have wanted ideally, but in three or four years time when there is a really revolutionary digital film console for, perhaps, less money we will be in a different position because I will be free to change.'

Roest reminds that the economic pressures he is under are the complete antithesis of those that, for example, impact on a national broadcaster. His market by definition is small and its growth potential is limited.

Meta Sound may well be the leading film mixing stage in the Netherlands but that is the full extent of its influence. 'I can write the cost of the Octagon off in three years whereas with the Harrison I would need probably more than ten years,' he continues. 'The upshot is that I will be able to buy a new console in three years time, but maybe I will keep it for ten.'

THE OCTAGON replaces a 13-year-old Studer 900 Series console from which Roest says they got excellent value for money—the desk has never had a fault, switch or pot problem in all that time. The single blemish on its record was a blown IC in a stereo equaliser. When the desk was bought Meta Sound was operating out of Hilversum, it moved to its present location on the Amsterdam ring road ten years ago to a newly constructed facility. Fortunately the wiring and arrangement of the two sites was similar enough to make the transplant to the new theatre relatively painless. Even so it was a week before the console was up and running whereas the recent Octagon install took four days in total—time down is time without income according to Roest.

Studio C has undergone some minor
including digitally controlled analogue switching, both faders are motorised on each channel, on-board software dynamics, and joysticks—a well-fea- 
tured desk in total. The purchase of the 
Kinoton FP38 high-speed projector will 
have a significant impact on productiv- 
ity according to Roest. The projector is 
slaved, like everything else in the stu-
dio, to Augan master time code.

He recalls that when the facility 
bought its first DAW, the Lexicon Opus, 
the fastest video machine was a Beta-
cam, and while the Opus could jump 
and only be used for the very first 
betacam still had to spin, and eight times 
the speed of the video 
system was slowed down to the speed of 
the video machine,’ he remembers. 
‘Now our video is on optical disk, and 
while they still slave to the audio they’re 
in sync within a second. Sound has 
always been the master at Meta Sound, 
and that’s a good way of working.

THE FACILITY has four record-
ing studios, two edit suites plus 
the Octagon-equipped mixing 
theater. All have Augans and video on 
optical disc.

‘The reason we bought the Augan was 
that the most frustrating thing about 
The Opus, apart from the fact that 
the time hard disks were small and expensive, 
was that you couldn’t move a project 
from one room to another. Augan was 
the first manufacturer to work with opti-
cal disc, and you can take them where 
you want. We work for Disney, and record in one studio, edit in another, 
and then we send the disks to Delta 
Sound in the UK where they mix from 
it. We have six systems here now, 
and sound designers can just walk in 
with a couple of disks and get on with it.

‘Another important point is that we’ve 
never had a problem with the sound of 
the Augans and now with 24-bit and 
96 kHz on the machines it’ll be even 
more so. He adds that the Augan 
performs all the functions of a 
quicker and that he’s consi-
dering using it for just that.

‘When I started to think about re-equipping the stu-
dio I thought we should be 
able to run ten DA-88s or more, but the 
problem is that now we have a high 
speed projector the DA-88 is the slow-
est transport. I’m thinking about another 
striped-down Augan purely as a replay device. It’s really fantastic to have just 
the one standard and to be able to run 
the disks from our first Augan produc-
tion from five years ago on our newest 
machine. This company has been work-
ing for Disney for 15 years, we are asked 
sometimes to work with tapes from 10 
or 15 years ago, and, of course, we have 
renovation with new flooring and 
equipment pods. More DA-88s have 
been added, and new Dolby units, 
including digitals, have been integrated.

It all works very nicely with the moni-
toring system on the Octagon. They’ve 
thought of a lot of things, they’ve 
been very clever. It interconnects really well 
with the Dolbys,’ comments Roest.

The Studer 900 was only 8-group to 
steer and Roest admits that they had 
too few faders even on the very first film 
that was mixed on that desk. The lay-
out and construction of the console pre-
cluded the addition of anymore whereas 
he points out that the Octagon is not only 
expandable, but that sections of the desk 
can be moved around freely if required.

The addition to the Studer of a side-
car Yamaha 02R had recently helped 
matters, but the alternation between 
the earthy analogue presentation of the 
900 Series compared to the assignability 
of the 02R was not a comfortable solution. 
Panning possibilities were also limited.

The multiformat Meta Octagon is 
48-channel for 96-inputs, and is fitted 
with D&K’s fullest automation package
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Cubase always had a life of its own. It was always ready to take a twist and a turn as it became the blueprint for today's sequencing model. Now the new version 4.0 for the Power Macintosh takes one giant leap as it prepares itself for the coming millennium.

Be part of it.
Amid the barnstorming campaign about the implications of the Millennium Bug, Kevin Hilton talks to leading companies in broadcast and pro audio about solutions.

**The Bug Bomb**

**TICK, TICK, TICK.** The Millennium Bug, the Millennium Bomb, the Year 2000 Question. However you slice it, it means trouble for some, and fat consultancy fees for others. In the last six months, the issue has come storming into the public arena, amid general confusion and fears that the whole matter has been left much too late to do anything about. The U.K. Prime Minister, Tony Blair, has summed up the situation by saying, 'The Millennium Bug is one of the most serious problems facing not only British business, but the global economy today. Its impact cannot be underestimated; despite such pronouncements, those monitoring the problem still say that its true significance has yet to be appreciated.' Mark Russell at the Year 2000 Support Centre underlines this belief by saying, 'The situation is not being stated strongly enough.'

The main areas of concern are banking and financial institutions, health care, administration and management systems and other large-scale concerns that may depend on computer systems running older forms of software or operating systems.

The word is 'compliance.' Compliance with the future or, in simple terms, just knowing that it is the year 2000 and not 1900. In a world dependent on time, getting things done, and in time, not knowing the right date is going to cause problems.

Scare stories abound. But there are guidelines that give an idea as to whether everything is going to be all right, or whether it is time to dig out the manual typewriter and the abacus. There may be national variations, but those set out by the British Standards Institute (BSI) give a good outline of what is and is not compliant. The BSI definition states: Year 2000 conformity shall mean that neither performance nor functionality is affected by dates prior to, during and after the year 2000. Specifically it sets out these rules:

- **Rule 1:** No value for current date will cause any interruption in operation.
- **Rule 2:** Date-based functionality must behave consistently for dates prior to, during and after year 2000.
- **Rule 3:** In all interfaces and data storage, the century in any date must be specified either explicitly or by unambiguous algorithms or interpreting rules.
- **Rule 4:** Year 2000 must be recognised as a leap year.

The three main areas of concern on computer systems are: the BIOS (Basic Input Output Systems), the OS (Operating System, which works over the BIOS), and whatever software is being used to run the application. While attention has immediately focused on PCs, experts say that the real problems will come with mainframe systems, embedded computer chips (for example in a video tape machine, which has a chip for any date-related information), networked situations (where a fully compliant device could be affected through interaction with a noncompliant system), and anything running old software or operating systems, or on old computers.

In the campaign to bring the Bug to public attention, the areas of broadcast and recording have not been prominent, but they are still susceptible. Mark Russell observes, 'The implications are less catastrophic than in other areas, but not for those directly involved. Broadcasting is more dependent on live computer operation, while in studios there may be more embedded systems.'

Perhaps the most obvious use of computers in recording, and, to no lesser extent, broadcasting, at least in terms of daily working, is the digital audio workstation. Ted Hayton, marketing manager for Studiio Audio, comments that every Pentium machine the company is using with its software is Year 2000 compliant. 'The only problems could occur where the PC is of dubious origin,' he says. 'That's when the BIOS store for the date would be of only two digits, but people are unlikely to be using that equipment in the Year 2000.' The scare is spurious as far as PCs, and our profession are concerned because people will want to use the latest systems.

'Systems not based on PC platforms are generally held to be compliant. We're confident that it is not relevant to the way our system works,' says Jason Power, product support engineer at AMS Neve. At DAR, managing director Mike Parker comments: 'We've had to look into the matter to prove it to our users that the units will continue to work. We've also had to provide a certificate of conformity for our big corporate clients, but in general a lot of the work being done on these systems is not date dependent.' Although Digidesign's Pro Tools now offers a Windows version, the company is certain of Mac compliance. Sonic Solutions is similarly confident about its Mac-based products, but points out that Lightspeed and MediaNet, which run on Windows NT, may need adjustment in the regional Settings Control Panel.

Nick Cook, UK operations director of Fairlight, simply says, 'The clock keeps ticking', while both Sonic Foundry andreamware vouchsafe their systems compliance.

It has become almost a fact that the Apple Macintosh is immune to the Millennium Bug. This is largely confirmed in the Year 2000 section on Apple's Web site: 'The Mac OS and most Mac applications will handle the year 2000 (and the next 27,999 years), no problem.' But the company does point out, 'The only applications that might hiccup at one minute past midnight on New Year's Day 2000 are the few that do not take advantage of the Macintosh Toolbox calls available in every Macintosh ROM since the beginning of time.' As with everything, check to make sure.

Over on the Microsoft page, Uncle Bill Gates sympathetically peeks out at you from behind his glasses and empathises. 'Microsoft understands that Year 2000 concerns extend beyond technical considerations,' Absolutely, it could mean catastrophe, Bill, but not everybody can afford the lawyers he can. It is best to check which of his products are or are not compliant. In terms of operating systems, Windows NT 4.0 and Windows for Workgroups 3.11 are deemed to be compliant, but with minor issues, while, at the time of writing, Windows NT 4.1 had yet to be tested. Although Microsoft hints Windows NT 4.0 as compliant, it admits that this system does not recognise 2000 as a leap year, which, according to the BSI definition, means that it is not compliant. The company is offering tools and service advice through its Web site.

**Tick, Tick, Tick.** It may become necessary to destroy the world in order to save it. The thinking seems to be that people would have thrown away all the old computers, mainframes and dumped the ageing software and operating systems long before now. But we live in cost-effective times; if nobody notices you are still using a ten-year-old system and everything is okay, then don't let on. A radio executive in the States helpfully emailed on this topic: 'The latest date our traffic system will accept is >
How Many Codecs Do You Need To Make All Your ISDN Calls?

The NEW Dialog4 VP-Pro communicates in stereo with both the Prima and the Zephyr So you no longer have to have one of everything to be compatible. And with Layer 2, Layer 3, G.722, G.711, built-in TA's, X.21, One-Touch dialing, analogue & digital audio i/o, remote control, no fan... All as standard - It has everything at a price which makes it the only codec to buy!

For broadcasters like the Capital Radio Group, there is less risk here because the majority of its automation systems are relatively new. Head of IT Peter Willison says that central heating is more of a worry, but that there are potential problems in terms of operating systems like 3.11 and PC BIOSes. 'Most PCs can be simply re-started with a change of time,' he says, 'but it is a question of what it will do each time you do that. We're not necessarily testing everything—the critical nature of the item will dictate whether we do or not.' A corporation-wide survey is underway at the BBC, covering broadcast technology, IT, property systems and relationships with suppliers. Project director Stephen Reid comments, 'In broadcast technology we have relatively few problems with the hardware, and although it appears there are some software systems that could cause concern, it is still a relatively small proportion.'

Internal problems could be had enough, but for service providers, things going wrong for their clients could be potentially disastrous, if not litigious. Brian Harper at Pearson comments, 'It has been a matter of concern for our clients and they have asked us what our policy is and what we have been doing to deal with any potential problems.'

As Pearson is a worldwide distribution company we have been looking at all our operations in different locations. Another issue is our archive; because we have such a huge back catalogue of material, we no longer have a system that tells you that you don't have any product any more.'

'Tick, tick, tick. Can you hear that? Europeans say that they can and are of the opinion that American and Asia regard the Millennium Bug as purely a European problem. This does not seem to be the entirely the case, the Federal Communications Commission has devoted pages on its Web site to the issue and its chairman, William Kennard, has said, 'The Year 2000 problem is more complicated, more serious and more costly than originally estimated.' Similarly the National Association of Broadcasters has highlighted the matter, working with the ITU and other organisations and companies in an attempt to provide as much information as possible.

Some broadcasters and studio operators believe that the Millennium Bug is being overstated. Others think that the facts have not been made plain enough.

Certainly, there are many areas of these two sectors where equipment or operations are date unambiguously and even if something does depend on time, then it can be manually helped through the changes or cached ahead. Like any care, some will get reasonably rich from this, others may lose out. Perhaps it's best to make sure you're somewhere in between. Tick, tick, tick...
MediaFORM Introduces a New CD-R Duplicator Designed for the “Audio Professional”

DAT’S EASY

CD2CD/PRO CD-R Duplicator

MediaFORM’s CD2CD/POWER PRO is already the industry leader in CD-R copiers with one button burning of 8 CD’s simultaneously, expandable to 64 drives, and autoload ready. The CD2CD/POWER PRO offers an option bay which allows for the following: Jaz Drive, Zip Drive, Plextor CD-Rom Drive or virtually any SCSI device. So how do we top that? DAT’s easy! MediaFORM’s new Easy-DAT option allows audio users to interface their existing DAT player with the CD2CD/POWER PRO by way of SPDIF, Optical and AES/EBU ports. Audio professionals can also take advantage of the CD2CD/POWER PRO’s unique track extraction feature. Finally, a CD-R copier that’s flexible enough to meet all of your audio needs.

400 Eagleview Blvd., Suite 104 • Exton, PA 19341
Phone: 610-458-9200 • Fax: 610-458-9554 • Toll Free in the USA 800-220-1215
e-mail: info@mediatorm.com • web: http://www.mediatorm.com

CD2CD/POWER PRO is a trademark of MediaFORM, Inc. • All other trademarks remain the property of their respective companies.

---

**NEV E 8646**
Configured 32/16/16 Righthand Patchbay, 24 x VU Meters, 8 Rev Returns, 1985/2 Group Modules, 31/110 EQ Modules, P.O.A.

**NEV E 8066**
Configured 20/16/20 Righthand Patchbay, 16 x VU Meters plus LF/RF/LR/BR Aux & Phase Meter, 20 x 32429 Modules, 10 x 32421 Modules, 1 x 31102 EQ Modules, 32415 Line Amps, space for 4 x 32264 Comp / Limiters, P.O.A.

**NEV E 8806**
Configured 24/6/16 Righthand Patchbay, 16 x PPM Meters, 4 Rev Returns, 12 x 1943/1 Group Modules, 4 x 3254 Comp/Limiters, 31/105 Line Amps, 24 x 31105 EQ Modules, P.O.A.

**NEV E 8826**
Configured 24/6/16 Righthand Patchbay, 16 x VU Meters, 32 x 1943/1 Group Modules, 408 / 407 Line Amps, 4 x 2254 Comp/Limiters, P.O.A.

**NEV E Melbourne**
Configured 12/6 Righthand Patchbay, 12 x 33756A Group Modules, 12 x 31102 Modules (with mod.), P.O.A.

**NEV E 5104**
Configured 24/4/17/1 24 x 32409 Modules, Necan 56 Automation, Bargraph Metering all channels, Left/Right Producers Panel, P.O.A.

**WE WISH TO PURCHASE OLD NEVE CONSOLES (WORLDWIDE)**

---

We wish to purchase old NEVE consoles (worldwide)
Microphone University

Do you want to learn more about microphones?
Visit the Microphone University on the Internet at:
www.dpmicrophones.com

The Microphone University features:
- General Microphone Techniques
- Application Guide
- Technical Corner

The Microphone University is offered to you by DPA Microphones - Manufacturer of the famous Series 4000 Microphones.

DPA Microphones
Herresvang 11
3400 Aarhus, Denmark
Tel: +45 4814 3939
Fax: +45 4814 2700

Got your new R&W Catalogue yet?

Issue 8 of the Raper & Wayman catalogue is out now! 208 pages of Pro-Audio for Production & Presentation. Free within UK.
Export price £10.

+44 (0)181-800 8288
Raper & Wayman Ltd, Unit 3 Crusader East, 143 Hermigate Road, London N4 1LQ, UK
Fax: +44 (0)181-807 1515 r@proaudio@dipl.ppea.com

Anthony DeMaria Labs

These precision-built devices are made in the U.S.A. to 'all-tube' designs for those who want the best. Their well-earned reputation for quality and reliability is backed by an impressive list of owners and users on both sides of the Atlantic. Want to find out why?
Now available in the U.K.
For Sales, Service & Rental Call
tickle music hire ltd
0181 964 3399

For an immediate response either FAXBACK Rebecca Reeves directly or mail to
Studio Sound, 4th Floor, 8 Montague Close, London SE1 9UR.
Fax: +44 171 401 8036
Analogue Perfection
For information on John Oram’s stunning range of Consoles and Rack equipment, return details or visit our Web site.
http://www.oram.co.uk
E-mail: sales@oram.co.uk

Professional Audio Metering
DK AUDIO • Marielundvej 37D
DK-2730 Herlev • Denmark
Phone: +45 44 53 02 55
Fax: +45 44 53 03 67
e-mail: dk-audio@dk-audio.dk
Internet: www.dk-audio.dk

Smooth & Creamy
VAC RAC™
The modular vacuum tube system, with:
• Mic Preamp • Limiter • Step Equaliser
• Instrument Interface
• All valve power supply stage...giving you the power of
dedicated tube technology for live
recordings, tracking, mixing, sweetening
and mastering.

Studios
Analogue Perfection
showcase
Hens
Upper Wheeler House
Tel: +44 (0)171 620 3636
Fax: +44 (0)171 401 8036

To place an advertisement contact:
Studio Sound (Classifieds),
Miller Freeman Entertainment Ltd.,
8 Montague Close, London SE1 9UR, UK
Tel: +44 (0)171 620 3636 Fax: +44 (0)171 401 8036
All box numbers reply to the above address
Copy deadlines: contact Phil Stratton, Classified Advertisement Manager
Rates: Recruitment £38 per single column centimetre. All other sections £35 (minimum 2cm x 1) Box number £16 extra per insertion. Published monthly.

To place an advertisement contact:
Studio Sound (Classifieds),
Miller Freeman Entertainment Ltd.,
8 Montague Close, London SE1 9UR, UK
Tel: +44 (0)171 620 3636 Fax: +44 (0)171 401 8036
All box numbers reply to the above address
Copy deadlines: contact Phil Stratton, Classified Advertisement Manager
Rates: Recruitment £38 per single column centimetre. All other sections £35 (minimum 2cm x 1) Box number £16 extra per insertion. Published monthly.

SOUNDSCAPE
SALES MANAGER
SOUNDSCAPE Digital Technology Limited, one of the world's market leaders in Digital Audio Technology are expanding their Sales Department in the UK and are seeking a first class Sales Manager for the UK.
The successful candidate would have a proven track record in Sales, preferably within the Digital Audio Market, be comfortable dealing with our Dealers and corporate clients at all levels, be able to present our products and carry out demonstrations with confidence and a highly motivated, enthusiastic approach.
PC literacy, excellent communication skills and a willingness to travel is desired.
A competitive package is on offer for the successful candidate.

If you think you have the necessary skills and abilities then forward your detailed C.V. to us at:
SOUNDSCAPE DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
CRICHTON HOUSE, MOUNT STUART SQUARE, CARDIFF CF1 6DR
F.A.O. Mr D. Nick Owen, Commercial Director
Tel: 01222 450120 Fax: 01222 450130 Email: nown@sscapesydec.be

AKAI Musical Instrument Division
Embedded 'C' Programmer
Akai Electric Co Ltd are looking for an experienced programmer to join an established team designing
professional digital audio products.
This programmer will be required to write efficient and well structured 'C' code in a multi-tasking
environment. Assembler may also be used for speed optimisation and low level control of peripheral
hardware.
A knowledge in some of the following areas would be beneficial:
- Disk recording
- Networking
- Sampling
- DSP
- SCSI
- Real-Time Operating Systems
- MIDI
- Digital Audio
Candidates must be prepared to work from home and will be supplied with all necessary equipment.
Remuneration £30-40k.
Please send CV to: Mr T. Orr, 16 Palewell Park, East Sheen, London SW14 8JG.

STUDIO MANAGER WANTED
Top residential recording studio located in South Wales require a
Studio Manager.
Previous experience necessary, in booking studio time, computing
skills and basic accounting.
Basic salary + commission.

Please call: 01633 450603

ARE YOU OF SOUND MIND?
Studio Sound, the world’s longest established and most widely read professional audio magazine, is looking for two
advertising sales people, one to develop UK and European business and one to service the US market.

Advertisement Sales Executive
UK based
Based at our head office in central London you will be responsible for developing business with clients in the
European Pro audio market.
At least one year’s sales experience is required as is the ability to work to tight deadlines and targets.

US Advertisement Sales Representative
We are looking for a highly motivated sales representative to service the entire US market.
You will be responsible for the development of advertising sales across a wide number of pro audio manufacturers
supporting the professional recording, broadcast and post production sectors.
Ideally you will have gained a significant working knowledge of the US pro audio industry either in a publishing or
manufacturing/sales environment.
A highly attractive remuneration package is on offer to the successful candidates.
In the first instance send a letter of application and CV/resume by post, fax or e-mail to:
Oliva Ballie, Group Sales Manager
Miller Freeman Entertainment Group
8 Montague Close, London Bridge, London SE1 9UR
Fax: +44 171 401 8036 Email: oliva@unimf.com

Miller Freeman UK is an equal opportunities employer.

www.americanradiohistory.com
STOP!!

DON'T BUY ANY NEW AUDIO EQUIPMENT WITHOUT TALKING TO US

WE CAN OFFER THE BEST PRICES AND TAKE YOUR UNWANTED EQUIPMENT IN PART EXCHANGE!!

LTF are agents for all the following:

Audio Ltd, Audio Developments, beyer, Audio Technica, Tranter, Soundcraft, HHB, Micron, Foster, Shure, Neumann, Senheiser, Schoeps, AKG, Rycote, Sony, IDT, PAG, Garwood, Porta-Brace, Hawk-Woods, KT Systems, VDB plus many, many more!!

Call, fax or e-mail for a quotation. We will beat any written quote and take part exchange if required!

Equipment Wanted: We will purchase your unwanted gear outright.

Equipment for Sale: Good selection of used gear always for sale.

Contact: Will Blackham @ LTF Ltd
Tel: 01895 813698 Fax: 01895 813701
Email: info@ltd.co.uk
Website: ltd.co.uk/ltfltd-site

RECORD COMPANY SEeks TAPES

Record production company seeks interesting live or studio recordings of reasonable quality, e.g. rare demos, out-takes, live sessions, etc. A reward is paid on any items used.

We are not looking for any major current artist, e.g. Prince, Madonna, etc. - more like sixties and seventies or eighties, blues and punk artists or bands with credibility.

All discussions in complete confidence, nothing illegal is intended.

Call Larry on Tel 44 (0181) 509 2099

5.1 MONITORING

Adgil Surround Sound Monitor System

- 5.1 or 7.1 From Your Stereo Console
- 200+ Inputs By Up To 8 Outputs
- Fully Programmable
- Muti, Dim, Mono, Solo & Cut Controls
- Pico / Direct Switching
- Use As Mixer For Stems & Sub-mixes
- Insert For Encoding / Decoding Matrices
- Modular, Expandable Design
- Noise -86dBu @ 22Hz to 22kHz
- 24 In by 6 Out System Under $6k

www.SasCom.com
Ph 905.489.8080 Fax 905.489.1299

ANALOGUE 2 "STUDIO EQUIPMENT SALE
Includes Otari MX80, Soundcraft CP6800 (32:12:2), outboard equipment, mics etc. All good stuff!!
Contact Dave Maughan on 0191 273 4443

www.americanradiohistory.com
CONSOLES

DA88 & ADAT Specialist Service Centre
Expert Repair and Servicing for DA88 & ADAT
Call Aspen Media Service for details:
01442 399 949

Audio Moves
Professional movers of studio equipment within the UK and Europe. Experienced, reliable, fully insured and always on time.

Andy Whitmore
Producer/Remixer
5 Years of Hits in the UK Singles Chart
Peter Andre - Flava, MNW, Little Something 4U, Kazem - Crazy Chance '97 - My Town
Andy is keen to work with new talent. Tel: 0181 450 5127 Email: mhardy@pnci.co.uk

RPM
Repeat Performance Mastering
6 Grand Union Centre
West Row
London W10 5AS

DA88 & ADAT
Specialist Service Centre
Expert Repair and Servicing for DA88 & ADAT
Call Aspen Media Service for details:
01442 399 949

Hilton Grove
where sound advice counts
Compact Disk • Tape-Mastering • Digitise Cartridge • Reprographics • Print • One-off CD's
12 bit technology • CD Case • Sound Restoration • 1 Muck • MDC • 3 Road ESP
The Hilton Grove Business Centre, Hatherley Mews,
Walhamstow, London E17 4QF

www.primecds.com
Satisfied with your latest recording?
We can dramatically enhance your sound in our digital mastering studio.
Alums by S. Bolan, AEROSMITH and Marc Bolan have benefited from our skills.
Save money on your CD productions with our new unbeatable prices.

CD Audio • CD Rom • One-Off CDs
Classical • Jazz • Figurines
Artwork • Graphic Design • Web Design
Tel. 0171 700 8060 Fax 0171 700 8944

Pro Tools & Sonic Solutions
Editing & Mastering
Contact Chris
Tel: 0171 483 3506

Air Conditioning & Ventilation to Sound Studios is our Speciality
We provide design only or design and installation for many well known clients. Whether it be for displacement free cooling, V.A.V., V.R.V., split, unitary or centralised call Mike Hardy of
Ambthair Services Ltd on 01403 211269
Web:http://www.pnci.co.uk/mhardy/as.html

Equipment for Sale
Equipment for Sale or Wanted
Buying or Selling Recording Equipment?
You Should Be Receiving
Larkings List
Tel 01234 772244 Fax 01234 772109
E-mail: don@larking.com
School daze

You may consider that you have left school behind, but schooling may not have left you behind. The march of the pro-audio educators continues writes Dan Daley

September is almost here — it's back to school time. And while there is more to learn this year, there will be more places to learn than ever before. There are an estimated 1,000 Colleges that offer audio technology and business programmes in place in the US. Some situated in studios, others in academic institutions such as the 1-year BA programme at Middle Tennessee State University, and still others at dedicated facilities such as Full Sail in Orlando, and Berklee in Boston. But since many programmes are small and do not advertise widely, the actual numbers are probably 10% to 15% higher.

But wait, there's more... as the late-night commercials like to say. The European-based School of Audio Engineering (SAE) has said it will open its first US locations later this year in cities such as Nashville — more are planned. And Gary Platt, who spent a decade working at Full Sail, has moved on, announcing that he will open a new facility in the San Francisco area, funded to the tune of an estimated $21m by a European investor.

The issue with the formal education in professional audio is no longer whether facility owners and managers accept the notion. Up until a couple of years ago, most seemed at least uncomfortable with the idea, and many spurned it outright, saying that academic settings did not teach real life skills necessary in recording studios, and that re-educating graduates was more trouble than it was worth. That viewpoint has now quietly changed. The increasing complexity and number of technologies and systems available have made exposure to them prior to entering the pro-audio workforce a necessity to a growing number of facilities. Howard Schwarz Recording, a major studio post facility in New York City, for instance, will not hire someone who has not been through some sort of programme. In addition, some schools report that as many as 40% of their graduates go directly from graduation into the ranks of personal studios. Thus, for some, time in a school is literally the only exposure they ever get to what a conventional studio environment is like.

But now that more studios have come to accept the idea of formally trained entry-level staff, the schools that offer these programmes — which have already become big business — are looking at their market sector as being poised for potential expansion. And that will change the way the schools approach the growing pool of would-be Phil Ramones, Butch Vig's and Puff Daddies.

One can already see some response to this pending expansion of the audio school market. Touring celebrities as guest lecturers has been a well-trodden tactic at most of the larger schools and programmes, but in some cases the schools are going further. They're putting them on campus, such as Blue's Project producer-founder, solo recording artist and B3 master Al Kooper, who is now a full-time professor at Berklee. And Full Sail's upper management executives are taking the arrival of new schools quite seriously. Considering toning down the carnival-like recruitment approach that the school has taken — sending out bus-loads of teachers and technology to cities and trade shows around the country to sell the MTV generation. They should take it seriously — Full Sail has an average of 1,500 students in its rolling admissions programme at any given time, each paying around $25,000 for the year-long course, that adds up to a minimum annual turnover of $35m. Other schools are becoming more proactive and media-savvy, retaining PR advisors and taking out glossy ads in not only trade magazines, but academic and youth-oriented publications. Equally interesting is that these schools are doing well at a time when other aspects of technical education in the US are not. Businesses of all varieties are short on technically skilled personnel, which is good for wages and unemployment statistics (Tony Blair should be so lucky). But the number of US computer-science graduates has dropped the real number is very low. Take it to Norway, Sweden and Finland and the total is tiny. Most enthusiasts in Europe already have LaserDisc players, hooked to multistandard TV sets. So they can either play PAL releases, or NTSC discs brought in from the US. Although local laws may ban the open sale of imported discs, there are any number of mail order or Internet suppliers only too willing to oblige.

These enthusiasts know that DVD can offer better quality than LaserDisc and multichannel digital sound in the European format. There is no provision for Dolby Digital AC-3 on PAL LaserDisc. So at least some LD buffs will be happy to upgrade to DVD, very likely buying the Pioneer player that handles either LD or DVD. Although DTS DVDs are arriving too late for the format to rival Dolby Digital in the mass market, enthusiasts seem to like the idea of DTS. It is another reason they will upgrade from LD to DVD. A European PAL DVD player will play American NTSC discs, putting out a local standard PAL signal. But only if PAL discs are coded for All Regions. If the discs are coded by region, European (Region 2) players will refuse to play American (Region 1) DVDs. And so far all American DVDs are coded to stop them playing in Europe. If unformed owners of a European DVD player, used to importing LaserDiscs, order American DVDs and cannot play them, they will turn against the new format. Informed owners, knowing the problem, will try to modify the player to defeat Regional Coding. On early DVD players this was a simple job, just flicking a dip switch or clipping the leg of a control chip. On more

DVD: the revolution prompts threat of rebellion

The inability of the industry to correctly market DVD may result in the market taking DVD into its own hands writes Barry Fox

Decision makers in the US know pitifully little about Europe. Companies still have not picked up NTSC publicity tapes, oblivious to the fact that Europe is a PAL container. Internet service providers wonder why usage is so low in Europe because they still do not know that Europeans pay for local phone calls. The DVD-software industry risks killing DVD as a movie format in Europe by relying on Regional Coding to stop Europeans watching North American releases. If DVD-Movie fails, the recording industry loses out on dubbing and remixing. And there is little hope for DVD-Audio.

The Hollywood studios protest that they would require Coding to support their staggered release pattern, with movies first sent out to cinemas across the US on 35mm film, then the prints collected, cleaned and exported while the American video release cycle begins. So foreign video release cycles have to lag behind America. Music producers want to protect regional copyright deals and contract carve-out Coding is their easy fix, but it spells death to DVD in Europe.

Despite the Common Market, Europe does not function as one country — as does the United States of America. Instead, Europe is a loose collection of states, divided by disparate tongues, laws and social attitudes. And each DVD title for Europe must be released in three or four versions, to cope with the local language and censors. This compromises economy of scale in production. Most of the people living in Europe are perfectly happy with their VHS VCRs, and the picture and sound they get from rented tapes. They have no interest in a player that costs at least twice as much, does not record and offers better pictures and sound only if they invest in a better TV and surround-sound system. They have even less interest in the player when they realise the disc titles are already available on VHS at lower cost. The market for DVD, at least in the five years before we get disc recorders at prices that compare with VHS, lies with video and movie enthusiasts who indulge in home cinema.

If even a small percentage of the North American population looks at a specialist product, the total number of sales will keep several factories busy. Translate that small percentage to the UK, France or Germany and
from a high of 50,000 in 1986 to 36,000 in 1994, and the trend seems to be continuing. In fact, according to a National Science Foundation report, in 1995 30% of all R&D workers with doctorates in science and engineering were non-US born, as are a fifth of all undergraduates in computer-related fields and half of all doctoral candidates. Full Sail reported their foreign-born enrolment at about 12% to 14% last year and climbing. No wonder SAEs and others are following the advice of bank robber Willie Sutton and going where the money is. (The true effect of these trends of overseas students will become noticeable in about three years, when your second engineer orders fried yak inviolate for lunch.)

But the real upshot of a crowded audio-school market is a very positive one in the long term. And that is based on a theory that the Soviets never quite managed to grasp: increased competition breeds enhanced product quality. Curriculum will likely become more focused, standards stricter and teaching abilities more intensely scrutinised. At the same time, more manufacturers will probably enter into alliances with a larger number of audio-schools, helping to build brand identities at the embryonic level, but simultaneously broadening the availability of technologies for students. And in the end, it is the studios that will benefit, from a better-educated pool of talent. The pro-audio industry is about to experience the real meaning of the old adage. "A little learning goes a long way."

recent players Regional Coding is controlled by factory-set software in the player, or by a remote control handset available only to accredited service engineers.

As I warned last month, the informed buff may simply buy a North American player and use it in Europe with a multistandard TV set. Sure enough, adverts in the European press are now appearing that offer American Region 1 players, and discs to play on them, at a price comparable to local prices for Region 2 players.

Time is of the essence, so let me spell it out again in the simplest possible terms. Once a European home has installed a Region 1 player, Regional Coding stops that family ever playing another European release. The European customer must continue to import Region 1 discs, even if the current thin choice of old and over-priced Region 2 titles turns it into a bulging catalogue of new releases.

The best hope for DVD in Europe is that Regional Coding will be quietly abandoned. This can happen in three ways. Software producers can simply stop coding their discs, so that European releases play either on native Region 2 players or imported Region 1 units. Hackers may find a cure-all fix for the silly system, probably a DVD-ROM that reprograms the software controls inside a DVD player. Or the hardware companies, who never wanted Regional Coding in the first place, can produce players which have no coding control. Impossible? Not so — factory-fresh code-free players are already on sale in the Far East and now being advertised for special import into Europe.

Television Time Warp

Commercials are growing still further into USTV programmes, yet this comes as a revelation to its viewers writes Kevin Hilton

WE ARE ALL PROFESSIONALS here — so why is it that even the most hardened of us get all misty when talking about creativity in relation to commercialism? It’s all “Things are more related to money than they used to be”, or “There is less creativity because things are so commercial”. Nonsense. People are being naive if they think that art, publishing and, especially, broadcasting and the music business have not always revolved around the underlying desire to make bundles of cash without resorting to bank robbery or actually doing a proper job.

This line of thought came back to me during a recent trip to the US. Breathing heavily, walking up an incline in the Pacific Heights district of San Francisco, a headline came blazing over me from under its glass protector: “The television time warp — Networks’ hour shows really are only 45 minutes long.” As badly kept secrets go, this is up there with Richard Nixon was a crook and George Michael is gay.

Europeans have long known for sure what Americans may have only suspected about their own TV programming, just because it is an hour or 30-minute slot does not mean that the show itself is of those durations. When the hospital drama ER is shown on the UK’s Channel 4, it barely makes it to 55 minutes — and that includes three commercial breaks and a few precious title slots. The strict rules governing how much advertising can be shown during an hour reveals the extent to which the US networks are controlled by the advertising dollar.

“It is, after all, “commercial” TV, continued the San Francisco Examiner’s headline. As I deposited my 25 cents and slid the paper from the kind of dispenser that is a familiar sight to anyone who has watched NYPDBlue in recent months. A survey commissioned by advertising trade groups reports that commercials now account for 11 minutes and 12 seconds of a programme hour (15 minutes with promos and public service announcements), as opposed to 9 minutes and 38 seconds in 1991.

A breakdown of the commercial channels does not present any major surprises. The network with the longer real programmes is CBS, filling away only 14 minutes and 29 seconds for showing nonsense about greetings cards or somebody shouting themselves hoarse for the virtues of Sports Utility Vehicles. NBC clocks up 15 minutes 19 seconds of ads. ABC 15 minutes 44 seconds and — paint me pink and call me Susan — Rupert Murdoch’s Fox clangs the bell with a whoop-

15 minutes and 54 seconds of kind of stuff that has nothing to do with Mulder & Scully finally working out that the Smoking Man is behind it all — again.

These figures start to give truth to the old joke that television programmes are now so poor that they are only there to fill in the gaps between the adverts. It was always obvious that commercial TV was about making money because of the adverts and now it is getting closer for public service broadcasters as some of their promo slots are so subtle plugs for parallel commercialism. This is underlined by a passage from a BBC Handbook of the 1930s that someone showed me recently, making the point that the Corporation had to think in a more commercial way.

All this made me wonder whether technology, and, specifically, automation has brought broadcasting to this point. Every time a TV station installs an automation system or upgrades its existing installation, the primary functions are for the insertion of commercials and promo slots. The programming is way down the list and is still largely played out from stand-alone VTRs, implying that it does not warrant that much cleverness because it is, after all, only programming.

But if the ad departments of leading broadcasters had wanted to squeeze more spots into an hour, they would have found a way to do it, even with LMS-style video cart machines or banks of VTRs. The lure of currency is a strong one, something that can have easily worked around not having hard disk recorders and video servers. The one piece of technology that can be blamed in part for this situation is the domestic remote control. This gives the viewer the power to stay rooted to the couch and zap around the channels anytime they wish. Steven Bocchio, cocreator of Hill Street Blues and LA Law, has said he works on the premise that he has only 90 seconds—two minutes if he’s lucky — to grab a viewer before they flip away to something else.

With more advertising and near-on the same break times, the only people who do not lose out are the advertisers. It is possible to flick around the main channels and get commercials each time. Because there are hardly any obvious junctions, you can slip back into a programme and suddenly realise that it was not the one you had been watching. That means that US network TV has done what Stephen Hawking can only dream of. It has rewritten the laws of time and space.
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Stereo mic techniques

Stereo is based on two simultaneous audio channels feeding two spaced loudspeakers. John Watkinson explains the sonic delights of revealed stereophony.

The apparent position of a sound source between the two speakers can be controlled solely by the relative level of the sound emitted by each one. Signals in this format are called intensity stereo. In intensity stereo it is possible to 'steer' a monophonic signal from a single microphone into a particular position in a stereo image using a form of differential gain control. Fig. 1 shows that this device, known as a panoramic potentiometer, or pan pot, will produce equal outputs when the control is set to the centre. If the pan pot is moved left or right, one output will increase and the other will reduce, moving, or 'panning' the stereo image to one side.

If the system is perfectly linear, more than one sound source can be panned into a stereo image, with each source heard in a different location. This is done using a stereo mixer in which monophonic inputs pass via pan pots to a stereo mix bus. Pan-potted audio can never be as realistic as the results of using a stereo microphone because the pan pot causes all of the sound to appear at one place in the stereo image. In the real world, the direct sound sources come from the true location, but reflections and reverberation should come from elsewhere. This is why artificial reverberation has to be used on pan-potted mixes.

The job of an intensity stereo microphone is to produce two audio signals which have no phase or time differences, but whose relative levels are a function of the direction from which sound arrives. The most spatially accurate technique involves the use of directional microphones which are coincidently mounted, but with their polar diagrams pointing in different directions. This configuration is known variously as a crossed pair or a coincident pair. Fig. 2a shows a stereo microphone constructed by crossing a pair of figure-of-eight microphones at 90°. The output from the two microphones will be equal for a sound source straight ahead, but as the source moves left, the output from the left-facing microphone will increase and the output from the right-facing microphone will reduce. When a sound source has moved 45° off axis, it will be in the response null of one of the microphones and so only one loudspeaker will emit sound. Thus the fully left or fully right reproduction condition is reached at ±45°. The angle between nulls in L and R is called the acceptance angle and has some parallels with the field of view of a camera.

Sounds between ±15° and ±35° will be emitted out of phase and will not form an identifiable image. Important sound sources should not be placed in this region. Sounds between ±35° and ±25° are in phase and are mapped onto the frontal stereo image. The all-round pick-up of the crossed eight makes it particularly useful for classical music recording where it will capture the ambience of a grand hall.

Other polar diagrams can be used, for example the crossed cardioid, shown in Fig. 2b. There is no obvious correct angle at which cardioids should be crossed, and the actual angle will depend on the application. Commercially available stereo microphones are generally built on the side-fire principle with one capsule vertically above the other. The two capsules can be independently rotated to any desired angle. Usually the polar diagrams of the two capsules can be changed.

In the SoundField microphone, four capsules are fitted in a tetrahedron. By adding and subtracting proportions of these four signals in various ways it is possible to synthesise a stereo microphone having any accept-

Fig. 1: Pan pot locates a mono source at one point in a stereo image

Fig. 2: Coincident and dummy-head formats are incompatible
Intense stereo is designed for loudspeaker listening and only works because both ears hear sound from both speakers. It is this doubleSampling process that converts the amplitude differences at the speakers into time-of-arrival differences at the ears. Obviously the same result simply cannot be obtained with headphones because both ears receive the same signal. The result of monitoring intensity stereo signals on headphones is that there is no stereophonic image and the sound appears, quite unrealistiCally, to be inside the listener’s head. Consequently conventional headphones are quite useless for monitoring the stereo image in signals designed for loudspeaker reproduction.

Highly realistic results can be obtained on headphones using the so-called dummy head microphone that Fig. 2c shows is a more or less accurate replica of the human head with a microphone at each side. Clearly the two audio channels simply move the listeners ears to the location of the dummy. Unfortunately dummy head signals are incompatible with loudspeaker reproduction and are not widely used. Headphones can be made compatible with signals intended for loudspeaker use by using a shuffler. This device, shown in Fig. 3, simulates the cross-coupling of loudspeaker listening by feeding each channel to the other ear via a delay and a filter which attenuates high frequencies to simulate the effect of head shadowing. The result is a sound image that appears in front of the listener so that decisions regarding the spatial position of sources can be made. Although the advantages of the shuffler have been known for decades, the information appears to have eluded most equipment manufacturers who continue to provide headphone jacks which output incompatible signals.

Other microphone techniques will be found in stereo, such as the use of spaced omnidirectional microphones. Spaced microphones result in time of arrival differences and frequency dependent phase shifts in the output signals. When reproduced by loudspeakers and both signals are heard by both ears the location principle of intensity stereo simply cannot operate.

Consider a continuous off-axis source well to the left. This will result in two microphone signals having a small amplitude difference, but a large time difference. If, initially, it is assumed that the source frequency is such that the path length difference is an integer number of wavelengths there will be no phase difference. This will be reproduced by two speakers at a slightly left of centre because of the small amplitude difference. If the frequency is reduced slightly, the wavelength becomes longer and the right microphone signal will begin to lead in phase, moving the phantom image right. If the frequency is increased slightly, the wavelength becomes shorter and the right microphone signal lagging, moving the image left. Consequently, the apparent location of a source is highly frequency dependent and the result is that all sources having a harmonic content appear to be very wide. Where the distance between microphones corresponds to an odd multiple of a half wavelength the two microphone signals are out of phase. As both ears hear both loudspeakers the result is a dip in frequency response and no image at all. This comb-filtering effect is a serious drawback to spaced microphone techniques and makes monophonic compatibility questionable. A central source will give identical signals which create a central phantom image. However, the slightest movement of the source off-axis results in time differences which pull the image well to the side. The resulting hole-in-the-middle effect is often counteracted by a third central microphone which is equally fed into the two channels. This technique is not a strictly stereophonic reproduction because it fails to portray the spatial attributes of the original sound. However instead a spacious effect is the result and many people find it pleasing. As there is no scientific basis for the technique it is hardly surprising that there is no agreement on the disposition of the microphones and a great many spacings from a few centimetres to a few metres are used. One rule of thumb that has emerged is that the spacing should be no more than one third of the source width.

When listening on traditional loudspeakers which suffer image smear due to cabinet diffraction it is quite difficult to calibrate spacing difference between intensity stereo and spaced-omni recordings is not very great. Perhaps when spaced microphone techniques were first developed loudspeakers were even poorer in performance and there was no perceived difference at all. This is no longer the case. 

< phone heading constant.

Fig. 3: 'Shuffler' circuit is a standards converter between intensity and dummy-head stereo.

of the human head with a microphone at each side. Clearly the two audio channels simply move the listeners ears to the location of the dummy. Unfortunately dummy head signals are incompatible with loudspeaker reproduction and are not widely used. Headphones can be made compatible with signals intended for loudspeaker use by using a shuffler. This device, shown in Fig. 3, simulates the cross-coupling of loudspeaker listening by feeding each channel to the other ear via a delay and a filter which attenuates high frequencies to simulate the effect of head shadowing. The result is a sound image that appears in front of the listener so that decisions regarding the spatial position of sources can be made. Although the advantages of the shuffler have been known for decades, the information appears to have eluded most equipment manufacturers who continue to provide headphone jacks which output incompatible signals.

Other microphone techniques will be found in stereo, such as the use of spaced omnidirectional microphones. Spaced microphones result in time of arrival differences and frequency dependent phase shifts in the output signals. When reproduced by loudspeakers and both signals are heard by both ears the location principle of intensity stereo simply cannot operate.

Consider a continuous off-axis source well to the left. This will result in two microphone signals having a small amplitude difference, but a large time difference. If, initially, it is assumed that the source frequency is such that the path length difference is an integer number of wavelengths there will be no phase difference. This will be reproduced by two speakers at a slightly left of centre because of the small amplitude difference. If the frequency is reduced slightly, the wavelength becomes longer and the right microphone signal will begin to lead in phase, moving the phantom image right. If the frequency is increased slightly, the wavelength becomes shorter and the right microphone signal lagging, moving the image left. Consequently, the apparent location of a source is highly frequency dependent and the result is that all sources having a harmonic content appear to be very wide. Where the distance between microphones corresponds to an odd multiple of a half wavelength the two microphone signals are out of phase. As both ears hear both loudspeakers the result is a dip in frequency response and no image at all. This comb-filtering effect is a serious drawback to spaced microphone techniques and makes monophonic compatibility questionable. A central source will give identical signals which create a central phantom image. However, the slightest movement of the source off-axis results in time differences which pull the image well to the side. The resulting hole-in-the-middle effect is often counteracted by a third central microphone which is equally fed into the two channels. This technique is not a strictly stereophonic reproduction because it fails to portray the spatial attributes of the original sound. However instead a spacious effect is the result and many people find it pleasing. As there is no scientific basis for the technique it is hardly surprising that there is no agreement on the disposition of the microphones and a great many spacings from a few centimetres to a few metres are used. One rule of thumb that has emerged is that the spacing should be no more than one third of the source width.

When listening on traditional loudspeakers which suffer image smear due to cabinet diffraction it is quite difficult to calibrate spacing difference between intensity stereo and spaced-omni recordings is not very great. Perhaps when spaced microphone techniques were first developed loudspeakers were even poorer in performance and there was no perceived difference at all. This is no longer the case.
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The epoch of discrete boxes performing specific audio operations is drawing to a close. Frank Hund, founder and president of CreamWare, ponders on the realities of the mighty host processor and ‘native’ processing.

**Desktop audio: quo vadis?**

The last few years have shown us how quickly computer technology develops and how far it has extended into all areas of audio recording and production. For just a few thousand dollars, anyone can obtain computer-based multichannel systems with advanced software tools for editing, sequencing, and signal processing. In fact, a major achievement of this new technology has been to provide even the hobbyist musician with the same, or perhaps even better digital tools than those that were available only to high-end recording facilities a few years ago. The same goes for journalists in the broadcast industry—monitoring and editing audio on the desktop computer has become economical and common practice. But could we see an equal increase in productivity for the professional audio engineer? Well, not to the extent that desktop-audio technology has helped the amateur musician. No doubt technology will continue to bring consumer and professional technologies closer together. And no doubt we will continue to see structural changes in our work environment. The information age and digital revolution have just begun. In addition to the need for new business strategies, it has become crucial for the professional audio facility to use the latest technologies in order to maintain its productivity and quality advantage over the amateur studio. But where is all this going? What will the trends be over the next several years? How will professional computer-based audio technology develop and how fast? Will DSPs play any role in the future or will it all be ‘native’ processing? It is time for a brief analysis of the current status and further development of ‘native’ desktop audio systems under professional measures.

Looking at the breathtaking speed of processor development it is easy to predict that, thanks to ever-expanding MIPS and FLOPS specifications, desktop audio and its potential will advance just as fast. Many in the industry expect that, even in the near future, the mighty host processor will take care of everything—all running on that $1,000 machine from the computer discounter down the block. This sounds logical, but is it a realistic scenario for tomorrow? Will we all be using cheap, standard computers for all our audio needs in just two or three years?

There are a number of people who, even in 1998, continue to use the Atari ST computer they bought about a decade ago for MIDI sequencing. If you ask them why, they mention points such as better reliability and better MIDI timing. Although processor speeds have increased by a factor of roughly 50 to 100 since then, it appears there are other criteria that offset the impact of gains in processor speed. Another often quoted example is: if you compare a 186 machine running a word processor from 1993 with the latest Pentium running today’s Word 97, you will not feel that you have gained a lot. The software takes about the same amount of time to load, and it takes about the same time to print, so where has the speed gain gone?

The good news: many interesting modules have been, and continue to be developed in the industry.

The bad news: there is no way to get all those elements working tightly together on today’s general purpose computers.

Now look at the development of audio applications. The idea of the ‘studio in a box’ has been with us a while now, and is making sure progress on the software side. But the current software-only packages are still not able to replace professional audio gear in terms of productivity. This is because in a professional environment, concepts such as dependability, availability and access are as important as the audio quality. The ideal world of pure processor speed does not recognize where the truly limiting factors in system development lie: in the architecture of a computer that was made for general purpose and office applications in the first place. This is valid for both Mac and PC and in the structures and architecture of the application software itself, coping with the given computer environment.

The major weakness of today’s computers with regard to audio processing is the operating system. As audio processing is a highly resource-intensive, real-time signal-processing task, software developers have had to struggle, and will continue to struggle, with the limitations of the operating system’s environment—limitations imposed by the ever-present focus on multitasking and multiple-user capabilities.

Here lies a fundamental problem: there is a general conflict of interest between the requirements for real-time signal processing and the requirements for general-purpose multitasking as designed into the system’s architecture. While signal-processing tasks require precisely timed and guaranteed time slots to execute with as little latency as possible, the common multitasking model tries to find the best compromise by implementing a complex priority management system. In doing so, the operating system’s overhead (the time required to switch from one task to another) is increased. This leads to the phenomenon that a computer that is twice as fast as another still exhibits the same latency-timing problem as the slower machine. It is important to understand that without structural changes to the operating system, basic problems of implementing real-time signal processing on a general-purpose machine cannot be resolved—regardless of the host processor power.

A number of other improvements can only be made within the audio application software itself. What do we expect from desktop audio in the future? If we’re talking about the ‘studio in a box’, we expect to see all the elements of today’s production environment including sound synthesis, free and flexible signal routing, the integration of all the great algorithms implemented by well-known audio-processing companies and the ability to integrate all our existing hardware studio components. What we wish to work with is a completely configurable, modular environment in which all of today’s software related problems involving delay, latency, and phase problems have been eliminated. We also expect to see improvements and changes in user-interaction—the integration of new hardware controllers to enable work to proceed in the same manner as with a dedicated hardware setup.

Responding to requirements such as those mentioned above is the actual task of the industry. In the effort to unite all the elements of today’s studio, software developers must follow an abstract, object-oriented and modular course that leads inevitably to the increased overheads, which is further complicated by the ever-increasing overheads of the operating system. This is the reason you can usually rely on new versions of programs to become bigger and slower, forcing you to buy a new computer just to be able to run them. If we rely >
< solely on the host processor, we have a long way yet to go before we approach a 'native' desktop solution that can replace today's professional hardware equipment.

Of course, the marketing machines of the different software manufacturers won't tell you this. It is up to you to find out by seeing how their products get you where you want to go. These days money is being made in the amateur and semipro segments—and software producers concentrate their development and marketing energies in producing software-only products in order to acquire market share. And, of course, they use the picture of the almighty host processor: as this is has a very efficient marketing impact. By following this strategy they fail to recognise and address the really important technical issues that could help us get closer to the new age professional studio. However, as long as they are making money and acquiring market share in the large consumer segment, the technical innovations will wait.

We must take into account that the market rules the strategies of both Microsoft and the audio software manufacturers. Also, software development cycles have always been much longer than hardware cycles. No matter how fast the new host processors get, until certain basic problems on the software side have been solved or improved, we will not see a truly professional and complete audio studio on a standard computer.

The good news: many interesting modules have been, and continue to be developed in the industry. The bad news: there is no way to get all those elements working tightly together on today's general-purpose computers. The current software interface standards, such as DirectX, are simply not suited to building a system that can be called 'professional'.

No doubt we will see a massive shift from hardware solutions to software solutions in the future. And this development is truly exciting as it will offer new possibilities and help make our lives easier and our work more creative. But, no matter how much we anticipate and welcome the software age, it is not likely that host-processor-based, software-only solutions will take over professional production within the next 5 to 8 years.

Still, for the next several years the use of dedicated signal-processing hardware (DSP architecture) will be the only way to avoid latency and phase problems. It is the only way to guarantee performance and the availability of applied software modules, simply the only way to fulfill professional criteria. The best approach for the next decade is to use the computer for user-interaction, visualisation, sequencing and editing—and leave the actual signal processing to dedicated hardware.

This may sound conservative, but it is rather just a technical detail that delivers results when developing and improving desktop-audio technology. After all, technology is about progress, and such progress is possible. The speed of DSP processors and architectures is increasing similarly to general-purpose host processors, and prices for DSP chips are falling just as fast as they are with the host processors. And DSP systems have never had any of the latency problems because DSP-based architectures typically process audio in a cycle of single sample words, while all native processing must employ buffer structures, leading to latency and high RAM memory requirements. The DSP type of processor is certainly here to stay, and the future of audio innovations is with companies and developers that realise that, regardless of the hype surrounding 'native' audio processing, there is still specific professional demand that should be better answered.

What does all this mean for the professional audio engineer? Make sure you use technology to secure your competitive edge. And be sure to keep informed, so you can distinguish marketing hype from actual technological advances. Technology will change the way we work, but not as fast as Intel announces new products.

---
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Room for agreement

Debate over the concept of surround-capable control rooms must soon give way to agreement on their specifications, argues David Bell, director of White Mark.

I HAVE JUST RETURNED from the AES exhibition in Amsterdam where most of the efforts by exhibitors were to persuade the pro audio industry to support surround sound, and, unfortunately, all its variations of implementation, was clear.

This is an important moment for the industry, with a commercially viable opportunity to develop itself into a market that is technologically supported in the consumer area, and that offers artistic potential for creativity. Consequently, I had hoped to come away from the show with a clear sense of the way forward, a direction in which to go in support of those active in the recording and mixing of material for this medium.

Engineers are often incorrectly criticized for considering the scientific principles involved in a problem and pronouncing them as "absolute" truths that should be used to shape any subsequent development. I have never been a member of this school of thought. If a professional sound engineer hears something, it is, I believe, the role of the scientist to try to understand and explain it. It is not the role of the scientist to set parameters within which listening should be carried out and thereby limit the developments possible to those parameters that emerge from study.

The issues seem to be relatively easy to identify, but difficult to tie down without practical experience. The whole development process is at the stage where little surround mixing has been done. Certainly as a creative tool in the origination of music composed and created specifically for surround sound.

There are, however, many requests from the equipment suppliers and system vendors for material to help them cash in on the new market. This has generated much pontification from on high as to the types of loudspeaker that are needed, the nature of the control room required, and the coding systems best suited to the whole process. The worrying aspect of this is the motive behind such impassioned claims to the high ground of surround sound truth.

The support of those willing to work in this area is required to include careful appraisal of results achieved with the various methods used by different practitioners, and gradual iteration towards recording and monitoring approaches that work, and that produce results that satisfy artists, producers and engineers. We must realise that the new medium can only be successful if the consumer is attracted to it, and accepts the need for the extra expenditure on equipment for its reproduction.

However, those willing to make the investment in facilities to do this work also need the support of those who wish to use such facilities. Studio owners who have the courage and are prepared to build rooms for surround mixing must find advice from those who may wish to use them in order to meet their requirements.

London's Strongroom had the courage to build Studio 2 as a full 5.1 surround-mounted surround room. And, following our involvement, we have worked together on understanding surround monitoring. Feedback from studio users and demonstration attendees has been considered, along with detailed measurements taken in the room. White Mark has also worked on other facilities regarding surround issues including the Hit Factory's Studio 5, SSL's demo room, and four of the eight post rooms we have under construction in Soho, London.

Direct input is needed now from producers and engineers so owners who wish to develop their studios and commit considerable money to providing facilities can have confidence that people will want to work in them. Directors and owners who want to work in them. Workshops held at the show succeeded in garnering agreement that all loudspeakers in the system should be equal in performance, but no clues as to positioning in the room, or other issues, were revealed.

In laying out real rooms, consideration must be given to the overall performance of the space from decay time, diffuse reverberation creation, early reflection suppression and stereo symmetry aspects. Doors consoles, outboard and sofas need integration, windows to allow artistic/technological contact need to be positioned. Add to this the requirement that five loudspeakers are to be soft-mounted together with a near-field system and the complexity of the problem emerges.

We at White Mark have our views on the solutions to these problems, but we would like to hear from practitioners. Answers to such questions as loudspeaker placement and type; multi-standard compatibility; subwoofer and positioning; and monitor control must be advanced by the recording community so that international standards committees and certain commercial interests do not legislate our creative possibilities offered by the new medium of surround sound.
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It’s not another million dollar mixing console. And it’s not the impossible dream. ProControl is, quite simply, the most powerful tactile control surface for the world’s leading digital audio production environment — Pro Tools.

Anything you can do with your Pro Tools TDM system, you can do from ProControl. Record, mix, edit, and automate everything — including mutes, sends, volume, panning, and all Plug-In parameters — with instant and total recall. Access all the tracks in your session from the ProControl Main unit, or add Fader Expansion Packs (in eight-channel increments) for up to 32 faders. ProControl even has a comprehensive monitoring section, so it’s the only mix controller you’ll need in your studio.

We could go on and on about ProControl’s patented DigiFader touch-sensitive moving faders, the unique Channel Matrix, and other powerful features, but here’s the bottom line: a Pro Tools/ProControl system runs circles around consoles and recorders costing 5 or 10 times more. So what are you waiting for? Put the future of mixing in your hands today.

Call Digidesign at 01753 653 322 ext. 496 for a full-color brochure or to schedule a personal demo with an authorised ProControl Dealer.
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